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This thesis makes progress towards the fundamental understanding of het-
erogeneous and dynamic information systems and the way that we store and pro-
cess massive data-sets.
Reliable large-scale data storage: Distributed storage systems for large clus-
ters typically use replication to provide reliability. Recently, erasure codes have
been used to reduce the large storage overhead of three-replicated systems. How-
ever, traditional erasure codes are associated with high repair cost that is often
considered an unavoidable price to pay. In this thesis, we show how to overcome
these limitations. We construct novel families of erasure codes that are optimal
under various repair cost metrics, while achieving the best possible reliability. We
show how these modern storage codes significantly outperform traditional erasure
codes.
Low-rank approximations for large-scale data processing: A central goal in data
analytics is extracting useful and interpretable information from massive data-sets.
A challenge that arises from the distributed and large-scale nature of the data at
hand, is having algorithms that are good in theory but can also scale up gracefully
to large problem sizes. Using ideas from prior work, we develop a scalable low-
rank optimization framework with provable guarantees for problems like the dens-
est k-subgraph (DkS) and sparse PCA. Our experimental findings indicate that this
low-rank framework can outperform the state-of-the art, by offering higher quality
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This thesis revolves around two main topics. We start with discussing
challenges and offering solutions for modern distributed data storage. Then, we
continue on to large-scale data processing problems that are computationally in-
tractable, and develop new scalable approximation algorithms that come with prov-
able performance guarantees.
We start off with our data-storage Chapters 2, 3, and 4, where we study
problems that arise in modern data storage applications. The new distributed na-
ture of storage systems has given rise to new challenges, where off-the-shelf solu-
tions for storing information reliably are no longer efficient. In this first part, we
show how to reliably store information by developing and deploying modern era-
sure codes. Our erasure codes provably optimize several new performance metrics
of interest.
In the second part of this thesis, in Chapters 5 and 6, we present a low-
rank algorithmic framework for data analysis problems. The common objective in
these problems is to find small components of large data-sets that offer significant
information about the data. Using state-of-the-art low-rank solvers, we develop
algorithms for these types of problems that have two key features: 1) they come
with provable guarantees on the quality of the output solutions and 2) they are
scalable to problems where the input (may it be a graph, a document-term matrix,
etc.) can have billions of entries.
In the following, we give an overview of the specific problems that we
study and outline our major contributions.
1.1 The Code Repair Problem in Large-scale Storage Systems
Traditional architectures for large-scale storage rely on systems that pro-
vide reliability through block replication. The major disadvantage of replication is
1
the large storage overhead. As the amount of stored data is growing faster than
hardware infrastructure, this becomes a major data center cost bottleneck. Erasure
coding techniques achieve higher data reliability with considerably smaller storage
overhead [103]. For that reason various erasure codes are currently implemented
and deployed in production storage clusters. Applications where coding tech-
niques are being currently deployed include cloud storage systems like Windows
Azure [51], big data analytics clusters (e.g., the Facebook Analytics Hadoop clus-
ter [88]), archival storage systems, and peer-to-peer storage systems like Cleversafe
and Wuala.
It is now well understood that classical erasure codes (such as Reed-Solomon
codes) are highly suboptimal for distributed storage settings [34]. For example, the
Facebook analytics Hadoop cluster discussed in [88], deployed Reed-Solomon en-
coding for 8% of the stored data. This 8% of the stored data was reported to gener-
ate repair traffic that was approximately equal to 20% of the total network traffic.
The fact that traditional erasure codes are not optimized for node repairs, is the
main reason why they are not widely deployed in current storage systems.
Three major repair cost metrics have been identified in the recent litera-
ture: i) the number of bits communicated in the network, also known as the repair-
bandwidth [17,34,77,81,95,99], ii) the number of bits read during each repair, i.e., the
disk-I/O [61, 99], and iii) more recently the number of nodes that participate in the
repair process, also known as repair locality. Each of these metrics is more relevant
for different systems and their fundamental limits are not completely understood.
In Fig. 1.1, we give an introductory sketch of the node repair problem. In
Chapter 2, we give a gentle introduction to erasure codes and data replication, and
introduce the repair problem more precisely.
Contribution 1: An open problem in the literature of distributed storage is that
of constructing high-rate repair-communication optimal codes [34, 35]. These are
erasure codes that minimize the number of bits communicated to repair a single
node failure. In Chapter 3, we introduce the first explicit high-rate maximum dis-
tance separable (MDS) storage code with optimal repair communication. Our code
construction is the first high data-rate code for distributed storage that is repair-
communication optimal, resolving a 3 year standing open problem [77].
Contribution 2: In Chapter 4, we explore the repair metric of locality, which corre-




How many bits to communicate for a single node repair?
How many nodes to contact for a single node repair?
Figure 1.1: A sketch of a distributed storage system. A number of nodes, each con-
taining different data blocks, is part of a larger storage network. In this network,
single node failure events are not rare. Whenever a node is irreversibly damaged
and its contents are lost, we ideally wish to regenerate what was lost in new nodes.
A newcomer node joins the system and has to contact a number of surviving nodes,
and then download a sufficiently large size of information to regenerate the lost
contents. Regenerating this lost information is referred to as the Node Repair Prob-
lem, and two relevant questions are highlighted.
metric we characterize an information theoretic trade-off that binds together local-
ity, code distance, and the storage capacity of each node. We study optimal locally
repairable codes (LRCs), codes that are shown to achieve this trade-off.
During a singificant part of our LRC research, we collaborated with Face-
book, and tested our codes in their clusters, as well as Amazon Ec2 [76,88]. Related
locally repairable codes were recently deployed in production clusters in Microsoft
Azure and currently ship in Windows 8.1 [51].
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1.2 Low-rank approximations for intractable large-scale data analytics
The second direction of this thesis deals with large-scale data processing.
The common underlying theme of this part is the study of quadratic optimization
problems, subject to sparsity or other combinatorial constraints.
In the work of [60] and [10], a surprising result is shown: when the involved
quadratic form matrix is positive semidefinite and constant rank, the maximization
problem can be solved exactly, under various constraint sets that are combinato-
rial. This is achieved by sampling candidate solutions from a low-rank space that
provably contains an optimal solution. However, as one would expect, most real
data sets, yield matrices that are full rank. Interestingly, these matrices can of-
ten be approximated by low-rank surrogates with provably small approximation
loss using different low-rank approximation methods ranging from simple Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD) to more sophisticated techniques. We develop a
general framework that combines low-rank matrix approximations with the low-
rank solver of [10] to obtain provable solutions for hard combinatorial problems.
In this thesis, we apply this low-rank framework and analyze its theoretical
performance on two problems: sparse principal component analysis (sparse PCA),
and the densest k-subgraph problem. We obtain novel approximation guarantees
for both problems, that depend on the spectrum of the involved matrices. In many
cases, our framework outperforms the previous state of the art both theoretically
and empirically. In the following, we give a brief description of sparse PCA and
the densest k-subgraph problem.
1.2.1 Sparse PCA: finding a few features that explain large data sets
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) reduces data dimensionality by pro-
jecting it onto principal subspaces spanned by the leading eigenvectors of the sam-
ple covariance matrix. PCA is arguably the workhorse of high dimensional analy-
sis; one of the most widely used algorithms with applications ranging from com-
puter vision and document clustering to network anomaly detection, see e.g., [54]
and references therein.
One limitation of PCA is that the obtained eigenvectors typically have very
few zero entries, i.e., the principal components (PCs) are generally not sparse.
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Tweet 1: “There has been an earthquake, with epicenter near downtown.”
Tweet 2: “That was a strong earthquake”
Tweet 3: “Strong earthquake right now.” 
Tweet 4: “Home slice is giving out free pizzas today!”
Tweet 5: “Who wants free pizza?”
Find 2 topics, 
described by 2 
words, that best 
describe the data
Topic 1 = {strong, earthquake}
Topic 2 = {free. pizza}
Figure 1.2: A simple proto-example of applying sparse PCA to a toy data-set. The
input to the algorithm is a set of documents (in this case some Tweets), and the
output is required to be a number of topics (here it is two), and each topic should
be described by a small number of words (this is two again). The way these topics
are computed, is such that they “best describe” the input data set. This measure of
fitness (the objective that is maximized) in sparse PCA is the explained variance.
Words that occur together frequently are expected to explain a lot of variance in
the data set. Finding these words is experimentally shown to give interpretable
results.
Sparsity in the PCs is desirable for data interpretability. Sparse PCA is a useful
variant of PCA that enforces sparsity in the extracted components.
A well-known case where sparsity is desired for interpretability is docu-
ment analysis [41, 79, 109]. Under the common “bag-of-words” model, document
vectors and eigenvectors are supported on words. When the PCs are sparse, say
they have only k non-zero values, this means that they are supported on only k
words. If they are correctly extracted, the k words of the sparse PCs can be inter-
preted as well-separated topics. These vectors can be subsequently used to reduce
the dimension, cluster data, and discover non-typical behavior. In Fig. 1.2, we give
a sketch of this idea.
An open problem in the relevant literature [31], is having algorithms that
come with i) provable performance guarantees and ii) are scalable to large data
sets.
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Contribution 3: In Chapter 5, we use the low-rank framework approach to ob-
tain a novel approximation algorithm for sparse PCA. We obtain provable approx-
imation guarantees that depend on the spectral profile of the matrix: the faster
the eigenvalue decay, the better the quality of our approximation. For example,
if the eigenvalues of the data-set matrix follow a power-law decay, we obtain a
polynomial-time approximation algorithm for any desired accuracy.
Power-law spectral decays are particularly prevalent in real-world data-
sets, as we show in our experiments. To the best of our knowledge, these guar-
antees are the tightest known for such a general family of data-sets. Experimental
evaluations show that our scheme is not only good in theory, but is nearly opti-
mal with respect to classic metrics of interest, while matching or outperforming
previous algorithms in all tested data sets.
1.2.2 Finding dense subgraphs
The second problem that we study is the densest k-subgraph, a fundamen-
tal graph theory problem, with many applications including community detection.
A sketch of the problem is presented in Fig. 1.3.
Input&graph& Output&solu/on&Find&the&densest&&55subgraph&
Figure 1.3: We are given a graph on n nodes, and a parameter k. The densest k-
subgraph problem asks for the graph that sits on k vertices and contains the largest
number of edges. In this example for k = 5 there exists a 5-clique (5 nodes that
are all connected to each other). Unfortunately, finding the densest k-subgraph is
computationally intractable for general graphs.
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DkS is a notoriously hard problem. It is NP-hard by reduction to MAX-
CLIQUE. Moreover, Khot showed in [62] that, under widely believed complexity
theoretic assumptions, DkS cannot be approximated within an arbitrary constant
factor.1 The best known approximation ratio was n1/3+ε (for some small ε) due
to [40]. Recently, [15] introduced an algorithm that has an approximation ratio
of n1/4+ε and runs in time nO(1/ε). Such results, where the approximation factor
scales as a polynomial in the number of vertices, are too pessimistic for real-world
applications. The resistance to better approximation despite the long history of the
problem suggests that DkS is probably very hard in the worst case.
Contribution 4: In Chapter 6, we move beyond the worst case framework. We
present a novel DkS algorithm based on the low-rank framework that has two
key features: i) it comes with approximation guarantees that are surprisingly tight
on real-world graphs and ii) it is fully parallelizable and can scale up to graphs
with billions of edges. We illustrate this by tailoring our algorithm for a dis-
tributed implementation in the MapReduce framework and run experiments on
Elastic MapReduce (EMR) on Amazon.
1approximation ratio ρ means that there exists an algorithm that produces in polynomial time a
number A, such that 1 ≤ opt
A






The Code Repair Problem
Distributed storage systems for large scale applications typically use 3-way
replication to provide reliability: for every bit stored, 2 more replicas are stored
somewhere in the system. Recently, erasure codes have been used to reduce the
large storage overhead of three-replicated systems [34, 103].
In this chapter, we give a very elementary introduction to erasure codes
and compare them to replication. As we see, although classical codes outperform
replication in terms of the achieved reliability for a given storage overhead, they
are suboptimal under several repair metrics.
2.1 Replication vs. Erasure Codes: Reliability and Storage efficiency
The main difference of erasure codes compared to replication, is that in-
stead of storing “raw” replicas of the file pieces, we can now use functions of the
data, as show in Fig. 2.1. In that example, we have a file that we partition in two
pieces, A and B. Then, in the case of replication we store these two pieces and a
replica of each in four different nodes in a storage system. Instead of storing repli-
cas, in the case of erasure codes we store linear equations of A and B. These linear
equations are computed over an appropriate finite field.
A major advantage of erasure codes is their higher reliability compared to
replication. For example, in Fig. 2.2, assume that the first and third blocks are
erased. As shown in the figure, even after two block erasures, we can still recover
all lost information using the remaining two blocks. However, in the case of 2-

































2-way replication (4,2)-MDS code
Figure 2.1: A file object of size 2MB is stored in 4 servers using either 2-replication
or a (4,2)-MDS code. When we introduce redundancy to our data and use erasure
codes, we can store linear functions of the data (over a finite field). In the above
(4,2)-MDS example, instead of storing two replicas of A and B, we instead store
two different linear combinations. A fundamental property of (n,k)-MDS codes is
that any k of these linear equations have to be linearly independent. This allows
for the best reliability possible, for the given number of parities (i.e., stored linear
equations).
2.2 Replication vs. Erasure Codes: Repair Cost
Reed-Solomon codes are the standard design choice and their high repair
cost is often considered an unavoidable price to pay for high storage efficiency and
high reliability [34]. The repair cost corresponds to the resources spent to regener-
ate the contents of a system node, or a disk, when it fails. In Fig. 2.3, we give a toy
example that exhibits this suboptimality.
A major open problem in this area has been the design of codes that i) are
repair efficient and ii) achieve arbitrarily high data rates. In the first part, Chapters
3 and 4, we show how we can overcome this limitation of traditional erasure codes
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Figure 2.2: A file object of size 2MB is stored in 4 servers using either 2-replication
or a (4,2)-MDS code. The above is a simple example of how coding can be better
than replication, in terms of the reliability that it offers. For our (4,2) code, any two
erasures can be tolerated. For example we show how to reconstruct what was lost,
when the first and third nodes fail. On the other hard, replication suffers from data
loss when the same two blocks are erased. Hence, for the same data overhead, even
this toy example shows how codes can be better than replication.
2.2.1 Repair communication: how many bits to communicate?
An open problem in the literature of distributed storage is that of construct-
ing high-rate repair-communication optimal codes [34, 35]. In [34] a fundamental
question was partially answered:
“ how many bits do we need to communicate to repair a single node failure?”
The answer to the above question came as an information theoretic trade-
off in [34] that specified precisely the minimum number of bits required for com-
munication during node repairs. Codes that achieve this bound are referred to as
repair bandwidth optimal. These are erasure codes that minimize the number of bits
communicated to repair a single node failure. The construction of high-rate repair
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Figure 2.3: A file object of size 2MB is stored in 4 servers using either 2-replication
or a (4,2)-MDS code. A main issue of traditional erasure codes is their high repair
cost. In the above example, observe that only a single block (i.e., A) is lost, and
it is of size 1MB. However, to repair it we need to download 2 blocks of total size
2MB, and contact 2 remaining nodes. On the other hard, when replication is used,
we simply need to contact a single node and download exactly one block. The
main question that we are interested in is: can we construct codes that are repair
efficient?
Towards this direction, in Chapter 3 we develop and exploit a precise lin-
ear algebraic theory that quantifies this repair cost [77]. Using this theory, we show
a surprising algebraic connection between two fundamentally different metrics in
two unrelated setups: the repair cost of a disk failure and the data rate of a wire-
less communication channel. Using this connection, we are able to provide the first
scheme for finite symbol interference alignment, an open problem in wireless com-
munication channels. Our finite interference alignment method, uses the intricate
structure of Hadamard matrices that is a key in the design of repair optimal codes.
Our code construction is the first high data-rate code for distributed storage
that was repair-communication optimal, resolving a 3 year standing open problem
[77].
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2.2.2 Repair locality: how many nodes to talk to?
In Chapter 4, we explore the repair metric of locality, which corresponds to
the number of disk accesses required during a node repair. We give an answer to
the following fundamental question.
“how many nodes do we need to contact to repair a single node failure?”
As with the metric of repair communication, the answer to the above ques-
tion will also come in the form of a fundamental trade-off. We characterize an
information theoretic trade-off that binds together locality (the number of nodes
that participate in the repair process), code distance, and the storage capacity of
each node.
We then study optimal locally repairable codes (LRCs), codes that are shown
to achieve this trade-off. The achievability proof uses a locality aware flow-graph
gadget which leads to a randomized code construction. Finally, we present an op-
timal and explicit LRC construction that achieves arbitrarily high data-rates. Our
locality optimal code is based on simple combinations of Reed-Solomon coded
blocks.
In subsequent research, we implemented our constructions in the Hadoop
DFS and test in real experiments against the current coded version of Hadoop,
where we observe surprising performance gains [88].
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Chapter 3
Repair Optimal Erasure Codes through Hadamard Designs
Designing high-rate maximum-distance separable (MDS) codes that achieve
the optimum repair communication has been a well-known open problem. In this
chapter, we use Hadamard matrices to construct the first explicit 2-parity MDS
storage code with optimal repair properties for all single node failures, including
the parities.
Our construction relies on a novel method of achieving perfect interference
alignment over finite fields with a finite number of symbol extensions. We gen-
eralize this construction to design m-parity MDS codes that achieve the optimum
repair communication for single systematic node failures.1
3.1 Introduction
Currently, the most well-understood repair metric is that of repair band-
width. In this work we are particularly interested in constructing (n,k)-MDS stor-
age codes that are optimal with respect to the repair bandwidth. The informa-
tion theoretic bounds for repair bandwidth were specified in [34] and shown to be
asymptotically, and in some cases exactly tight for all values of n,k in a series of re-
cent papers [20,35,81,82,89,96]. Beyond MDS codes, [34] demonstrated a tradeoff
between storage and repair bandwidth, and code constructions for other points of
this tradeoff are under active investigation, see e.g. [35, 81, 90, 92]. On this tradeoff,
the minimum storage point is achieved by MDS erasure codes with optimal repair,
also known as Minimum Storage Regenerating (MSR) codes.
For code rates k/n ≤ 1/2, explicit MSR codes were designed by Shah et
al. [89], Rashmi et al. [81], and Suh et al. [95]. For the high-rate regime however,
1Contributions Statement: Most parts of this chapter appear in [77]. Prof. Alex Dimakis super-
vised the project and all coauthors had equal contribution to this work.
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with the exception of the special cases where k = 2,3, [27, 89, 95, 104], the only
known complete constructions [20, 96] require arbitrarily large file sizes (symbol
extensions) and field order. These constructions use the symbol extension interfer-
ence alignment technique of [21] to establish that there exist MDS storage codes,
that come arbitrarily close to (but do not exactly match) the information theoretic
lower bound of the repair bandwidth for all n, k. These asymptotic constructions
are impractical due to the arbitrarily large finite field order and the fast growing
file size that is required, even for small values of n and k.
Our Contribution: We introduce the first explicit high-rate (k + 2, k)-MDS
storage code with optimal repair communication. Our storage code exploits fun-
damental properties of Hadamard designs and perfect interference alignment in-
stances that can be understood through the use of a lattice representation of the
symbol extension technique of Cadambe et al. [20, 21, 96].
Independently of this work, there has recently been a substantial progress
in designing high-rate explicit MSR codes. Tamo et al. [99] and Cadambe et al. [17]
designed MDS codes for any (n,k) parameters that have optimal repair for the
systematic nodes. In fact, while several code constructions exist for repairing sys-
tematic nodes optimally [17, 99], the existence of codes which can optimally repair
parity nodes as well remained an open problem. The advantage of our work is
that all n nodes are optimally repaired and the disadvantage is that our construc-
tion is currently only optimal for n− k = 2. In parallel to and independently from
our results, wang2011codes et al. [102] have constructed codes which are optimal
for the repair of all nodes. The construction of [102] is different from ours, though
exploration of underlying connections is a possible direction for future work.
Our key technical contribution is a scheme that achieves perfect interference
alignment with a finite number of extensions that we present in Section 3.3. This
was developed in [78] and used in a 2 parity storage code with optimal repair
for k nodes and near optimal repair of 2 nodes, that can handle any single node
failure. We use a combinatorial view of different interference alignment schemes
using a framework we call dots-on-a-lattice. Hadamard matrices are shown to be
crucial in achieving finite perfect alignment while ensuring the full-rank of desired
subspaces. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6, we prove the repair bandwidth optimality of our
code construction. In Section 3.7, we give explicit conditions on the MDS property
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of the code and show that a finite field of order greater than or equal to 2k + 3
suffices to satisfy them.
Finally, in Section 3.8, we present m-parity MDS code constructions based
on Hadamard designs that achieve optimal repair for systematic node failures, but
are suboptimal for parity node repairs. The MDS property for these designs is
probabilistically guaranteed by choosing random constants multiplying the cod-
ing matrices.2 In Section 3.9, we show that our m-parity codes are equivalent to
codes that involve permutation matrices, in the manner of [99] and [17], under a
similarity transformation of the coding matrices.
3.2 MDS Storage Codes with 2 Parity Nodes
In this section, we consider the code repair problem for MDS storage codes
with 2 parity nodes. After we lay down the model for repair, we continue with
introducing our code construction.
Let a file of size M = kN denoted by the vector f ∈ FkNq be partitioned
in k parts f =
[
fT1 . . . f
T
k
]T , each of size N , where N denotes the subpacketization
factor3, N2 ∈ N∗.4 We encode f using an (n = k + 2, k) code and store it across k
systematic and 2 parity storage units, each having storage capacity Mk =N . Hence,
the effective coding rate is R = kk+2 . We require that our code is MDS, i.e., the
encoded storage array is resilient to up to any 2 node erasures. A storage code has
the MDS property when any collection of k storage nodes can reconstruct the file f.
In Fig. 4.4, we provide a generic representation of a 2-parity MDS encoded
storage array. The first k storage nodes store the systematic file parts. Without loss
of generality, the first parity stores the sum of all k systematic parts f1 + . . .+ fk and




2All codes presented in this work are for the case where during a node repair all d = n − 1
surviving nodes participate in the process. Generalizations where only subsets of the surviving
nodes participate in repair have been pursued for special cases of (n,k) in literature (See for ex-
ample, [2, 34, 35, 38, 81, 90])
3A larger file can be cut into pieces of size M where coding is performed independently on these
pieces. If splitting the file in smaller pieces leaves the last piece having size less than M, then we can
zero-pad it and encode it without storing the zero-padded blocks.
4Fq denotes the finite field over which all operation are performed.





f1 + . . .+ fkparity node 1
AT1 f1 + . . .+ A
T
k fkparity node 2
Figure 3.1: A (k+ 2, k) encoded storage array.
denotes an N ×N matrix of coding coefficients used by the second parity node to
“scale and mix” the contents of the ith file piece fi, i ∈ [k], where [N ] = {1, . . . ,N}.
This representation is a systematic one: k nodes store uncoded file pieces and each
of the 2 parities stores a linear combination of the k file parts.
When a node of the (k + 2, k) encoded array fails, a newcomer node joins
the system, downloads sufficient information from the remaining d= n− 1 = k+ 1
nodes and regenerates what was lost. Hence, when a failure occurs, the Code Repair
process is initiated to exactly regenerate the lost coded data in a newcomer storage
component. See Fig. 2, for a sketch of the repair of a generic (4,2)-MDS code.
We now consider that a systematic node i ∈ [k] fails. Then, a newcomer
storage node joins the storage network, it connects to the remaining nodes, and
has to download sufficient data to reconstruct fi. Observe that the lost systematic
part fi exists only as a term of a linear combination at each parity node, as seen in
Fig. 1. Since fi has sizeN , to (linearly) regenerate it, the newcomer has to download
from the parity nodes at least N linearly independent equations. Assuming that it
downloads the same amount of data from both parities, the downloaded contents

























































q are the equations downloaded from the first and second par-





q are repair matrices. Each repair matrix
is used to mix the N parity equations to form N2 “repair equations.” Retrieving fi
from Eq. (3.1) is equivalent to solving an underdetermined set ofN equations in the
kN unknowns of f, with respect to the N desired unknowns of fi. However, this is
not possible due to k− 1 additive interference components in the received equations
generated by the undesired unknowns fs, s 6= i, as noted in Eq. (3.1). These k − 1
interference terms are combined with the desired data and need to be canceled.
Therefore, the newcomer needs to download additional data from the remaining
k − 1 systematic nodes. These new equations will be used to replicate and cancel
the interference terms from the downloaded parity equations.
f1failed systematic node 1
f2systematic node 2
f1 + f2parity node 1
AT1 f1 + A
T




























Figure 3.2: The code-repair problem for a (4,2) code. Here, A1 and A2 are N ×N
coding matrices and each f1 and f2 has size N . Let the first node fail. Then, a
newcomer node joins the system and downloads data from the 3 remaining nodes
to regenerate f1. The useful information is mixed with the undesired part f2 in
both data blocks downloaded from the two parities. The interference parts appear
inside a box. To retrieve f1, the interference terms need to be erased. For that a basis
of these terms needs to be downloaded by systematic node 2. Then, the newcomer
can erase the interference. Note that for succesful regeneration of f1 we also require
that the matrix [V(1)1 A2V
(2)
1 ] has full-rank N .
To cancel a single interference term of Eq. (3.1) that has size N , it suffices
to download a basis of equations that can generate it. For example, to erase the
interference component generated by the file part fs, the newcomer needs to con-
nect to systematic node s and download a number of linear equations in fs that can
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Hence, in terms of downloaded equations, this is exactly the repair-bandwidth re-
quired to delete the interference term caused by fs. The lower bound in Eq. (3.2)
comes from the fact that N2 linearly independent equations need to be downloaded



















equations from the remaining k − 1 systematic nodes. We note that posterior to
erasing interference terms, we require that the remaining N equations in the N




i ]) = N . Again,
please see Fig. 2 for a generic example of a (4,2)-MDS storage code repair instance.
Hence, we can state the repair problem of a systematic node i as a rank constrained,





















Remark 1. From [34] it is known that the theoretical minimum repair bandwidth, for
any single node repair of an optimal (linear or nonlinear) (k + 2, k)-MDS code is exactly
1
2 times the number of remaining equations in the system, i.e., (k + 1)
N
2 . This bound is
proven using cut-set bounds on an infinite flow graph. Here, we provide an interpretation
of this bound in terms of linear codes by calculating the minimum possible sum of ranks in
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Ri. Since each repair matrix has to have full column rank of N2 to be a feasible solution,
the minimum rank each interference term can possibly have is N2 . This aggregates in a
minimum repair bandwidth of N + (k− 1)N2 = (k+ 1)N2 repair equations. Interestingly,
linear codes suffice to asymptotically achieve this bound [20], [96].
Although the theoretical minimum repair bandwidth has been established
in the literature and asymptotically optimal schemes that achieve it with a finite
block length have been constructed, high-rate MDS codes that achieve it has been a
challenging open problem. The difficulty in designing optimal MDS storage codes
lies in a threefold requirement: i) the code has to satisfy the MDS property, ii) sys-
tematic nodes of the code have to be optimally repaired, and iii) parity nodes of the
code have to be optimally repaired. Currently, there exist MDS codes for the low-
rate regime, i.e., kn ≤ 12 , for which all nodes can be optimally repaired [81, 89, 95].
For the high data rate regime, Tamo et al. [99] and Cadambe et al. [17] presented
the first MDS codes where any systematic node failure can be optimally repaired.
Prior to this work, there did not exist MDS storage codes of arbitrarily high-rate
that can optimal repair any node.
In the following, we present an explicit, high-rate (k + 2, k)-MDS storage
code. Our code achieves the minimum repair bandwidth bound for the repair of
any single systematic or parity node failure. Before we proceed with the construc-
tion itself, we will state the intuition behind our code constructions and the tools
that we use. Motivated by asymptotic alignment schemes, we use similar con-
cepts induced by a combinatorial explanation of interference alignment in terms of
dots on lattices. In contrast to the asymptotic interference alignment codes of [20]
and [96], here, instead of letting randomness choose the coding matrices, we select
particular constructions based on Hadamard matrices that achieve exact interfer-
ence alignment in finite symbol extensions. In Section 3.5, we prove the optimal
repair of systematic nodes, in Section 3.6 we show the optimal repair of parity
nodes, and in Section 3.7 we state explicit conditions for the MDS property.
3.3 Dots-on-a-lattice and Hadamard Designs
In this section, we simplify our ultimate goal of finding codes with minimal
repair bandwidth defined in problemRi of Section 6.2. On simplifying the problem
at hand, we will explain our Hadamard matrix based design which lies at the heart
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of the code constructions described in Eq. (3.20). Consider Ri and let us say that
node i = 1 fails. Then, we would like to repair it by downloading the minimum




rank ([AsV1 V1]) . (3.4)
Observe that here, and in the construction that follows, when we repair a system-
atic node, we use the same repair matrix Vi for all parities.
To minimize the repair bandwidth required to regenerate node i = 1, we
would like to maximize the overlap (alignment) of V1 and AsV1 for s 6= 1. Ideally,
we would like to have all the columns of AsV1 to lie in the column space of V1, so
that the rank of [AsV1 V1] is as small as the rank of V1. In other words, we would
like V1 to be an invariant subspace of As, s ∈ [k]\1
colspan(V1) = colspan(A2V1) = . . . = colspan(AkV1) (3.5)
so that V1 completely overlaps with all AsV1, for s 6= 1, as desired. This idea is
central to our constructions. In this section, we pursue a simpler problem whose
solution captures the aformentioned idea. We attempt to find two matrices which
we denote by T1 and T2 and a matrix V which is invariant to both T1,T2.
We now consider two arbitrary N ×N full-rank matrices T1 and T2 that
commute. We wish to construct a full-rank matrix V, with at most N2 columns, such
that the span of T1V aligns as much as possible with the span of T2V: we have to
pick V such that it minimizes the dimensions of the union of the two spans, that
is the rank of [T1V T2V]. How can we construct such a matrix? Assume that we
start with one vector with nonzero entries, i.e., V = w, and for simplicity we let it be
the all-ones vector. Then in the general case, T1w and T2w have zero intersection
which is not desired. However, we can augment V such that it has as columns
the elements of the set {w,T1w,T2w,T1T2w}. This idea of augmenting the set
V in this manner to increase the overlap is presented in [21]. Observe that each
vector Tx11 T
x2
2 w of V can be represented by the power tuple (x1, x2). This helps us
visualize V as a set of dots on the 2-dimensional integer lattice as shown in Fig. 3.3.
For this new selection of V, we have
T1V =
[



























Figure 3.3: We use an L map from vectors generated as Tx11 Tx22 w to (x1, x2)
lattice points on Z2. We first represent V as dots-on-a-lattice, where V =
[w T1w T2w T1T2w] and L(V) = {(0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (1,1)}. We also depict the
representation of the matrix [T1V T2V] as dots-on-a-lattice, i.e., L([T1V T2V]) =
L(T1V) ∪ L(T2V) = {(1,0), (2,0), (1,1), (2,1), (0,1), (1,1), (0,2), (1,2)}. Observe
that if there existed a “wrap-around” cyclic property on the T1,T2 matrices, then
the sets of dots L(T2V) and L(T2V) could potentially overlap.
The intersection of the spans of these two matrices is now nonzero: the matrix
[T1V T2V] has rank 7 instead of the maximum possible of 8. This happens be-
cause the vector T1T2w is repeated in both matrices T1V and T2V. In Fig. 3.3, we
illustrate this concatenation, in terms of dots on Z2, where the intersection between
the two spans is manifested as an overlap of dots. Observe how matrix multiplica-
tion of T1 and T2 with the vectors in V is pronounced through the dots representa-
tion: the dots representations of T1V and T2V matrices are shifted versions of L(V)
along the x1 and x2 axes.
However, the Ti matrices (which in our case are coding matrices) are free
to design under some specific constraints (which in our case is the MDS property
of the code). Therefore, we can try to construct explicit matrices such that
span(T1V) = span(T2V), (3.8)
as we required in Eq. (3.5). Interestingly, perfect and finite symbol extension inter-
ference alignment instances are possible when we enforce the dots representation
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of the V matrix to wrap-around itself and have a cyclic property. This wrap-around
property is crucial in enabling perfect alignment of spaces. We will see that this
property is obtained when the elements of the matrices are mth roots of unity, i.e.,
Tmi = IN . (3.9)
To see that, we formally state the dots-on-a-lattice representation. Let a mapL from
a matrix with r columns, each generated as Tx11 T
x2
2 w, to a set of r points, such that
the column Tx11 T
x2
2 w maps to the point (x1, x2). Then, we have for V
L(V) 4= {x1e1 + x2e2; x1, x2 ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}} , (3.10)
where ei is the i-th column of the identity matrix. Using this representation, the
products T1V and T2V map to
L(T1V) =
{




x1e1 + (x2 + 1)e2 : x1, x2 ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}
}
.
For perfect alignment, we have to design the Ti matrices such thatL(T1V) =L(T2V).
A sufficient set of conditions for perfect span intersection is that the power tuples of
V, T1V, and T2V perfectly intersect. Consider for example the following condition:
L(T1V) = L(V), i.e.,{




x1e1 + x2e2 : x1, x2 ∈ [m]
}
.
The above condition means that when we multiply Tm−1i with Ti, the new prod-
uct maps to I, i.e., the Txii has a cyclic “power periodicity” of m. Hence, the
aforementioned perfect alignment conditions are satisfied when the matrix powers
“wrap around” upon reaching their modulus, m, i.e., when the additions x1 + 1
and x2 + 1 are performed modulom. This wrap-around property is obtained when







2 = IN . (3.11)
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Remark 2. Observe that for diagonal matrices T1,T2, where the diagonal elements are m-
th roots of unity, the operator L defines an isomorphism, between the elements of the group
Tx11 T
x2
2 w, under the left-hand-side matrix product operation with T1,T2 matrices, and the
elements of F2m under addition.
Arbitrary selection of T1,T2 with diagonals as roots of unity is not suffi-
cient to ensure the full-rank property of V. To hint on a general procedure which
outputs “good” matrices, we see an example where we tune our parameters such
that V has orthogonal columns. We would like to note that although we consider
orthogonality at this time, linear independence of the columns of V always suffices.


























For these matrices, V has m2 = 4 orthogonal columns
V = [w T1w T2w T1T2w] =

1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
 (3.13)
and T1V = [T1w w T1T2w T2w], T2V = [T2w T1T2w w T1w], have fully over-














we have that [V T3V] = H8, where H8 is the 8× 8 Hadamard matrix. In the fol-
lowing, we generalize the above observations and show that Hadamard designs
provide the conditions for perfect alignment and linear independence for our prob-
lem.
















w : xi ∈ {0,1}
}
. (3.15)
Then, we have the following key lemma.















with H1 = 1. Then, HN is full-rank with mutually orthogonal columns, that are the N
elements ofHN .
Proof. The proof can be found in the Appendix.
Example 1. To illustrate the connection between the Hadamard matrix HN and its dots-
on-a-lattice representationHN we “decompose” the Hadamard matrix of order 4
H4 =
[
1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
]
= [w X2w X1w X2X1w] , (3.17)














, and w = 14×1. Due to the commutativity of
X1 and X2, the columns of H4 are also the elements ofH4 = {w,X1w,X2w,X1X2w}.
Now, we will construct a matrix Vi, whose columns are generated using the
product-structure of HN , with the only difference that we omit a single Xi matrix






w : xs ∈ {0,1}
 . (3.18)
The space of Vi is invariant with respect to all Xs, s 6= i, since the corresponding
lattice representation wraps around itself due to X2s = IN , that is
L (Vi) = L (XsVi) , ∀s 6= i⇔ colspan (Vi) = colspan (XsVi) , ∀s 6= i. (3.19)







xses : xs ∈ {0,1}
 ,
and we observe that L(XiVi) ∩ L(Vi) = ∅, i.e., L(Vi) does not include any points
with nonzero xi coordinates. Then, due to the orthogonality of elements within
HN , we have
|L(Vi)| = |L(XsVi)| = rank(Vi) = rank(XiVi) = N/2,
for any i 6= s. Hence, we obtain the following lemma for the set HN and its associ-
ated Lmap.
Lemma 2. For any i, j ∈ [L] we have that
rank([Vi XjVi]) = |L(Vi)∪L (XjVi)| =
{
N, i = j,
N
2 , i 6= j.
In Fig. 3.4, we give an illustrative example of the aforementioned defini-
tions and properties. For N = 23, we consider H8 and V3 along with the matrix
product X2V3 and their corresponding lattice representations.
To conclude this section, we have showed that starting from Hadamard
matrices, we could obtain Xi and Vi matrices that have the perfect alignment prop-
erties of Eq. (3.5) required by our repair optimization problem. We will use these
Xi matrices to build the coding matrices of our repair optimal code.
3.4 A Repair Optimal 2-Parity MDS Code
Code Construction 1. Let the file size be M = k2k+1 and let a (k + 2, k)-MDS storage
code with coding matrices
Ai = aiXi + biXk+1 + IN , i ∈ [k], (3.20)
where N = 2k+1,






























Figure 3.4: We setN = 8 and show the dots representation of V3, X1V3, X2V3, X3V3,
and H8. Observe that we have perfect overlap for the cases of the V3, X1V3, and
X2V3 matrices, which however do not intersect with X3V3. Hence, a union of the
two distinct lattice point sets produces the lattice points of L(H8).
and ai, bi satisfy a2i − b2i = −1, for all i ∈ [k].7
Theorem 1. There exists a finite field Fq of prime and odd characteristic and order q ≥
2k+ 3 and explicit, non-zero constants ai, bi ∈ Fq, ∀i ∈ [k], such that the (k+ 2, k) storage
code in Eq. (3.20) is a repair optimal MDS storage code.
In Fig. 3, we give the coding matrices of a (5,3)-MDS code over F11 based
on our construction. We would like to note that the field over which we construct
our codes needs to have prime characteristic that is not equal to 2. This requirement
is posed due to the fact that in a field whose characteristic is 2, the element −1 be
equal to 1 and all our coding matrices will be equal to identity.
Remark 3. The code constructions presented here have generator matrices that are as
sparse as possible over Fq, since any additional sparsity would violate the MDS property.
This creates the additional benefit of minimum update complexity (at least over Fq), when
elements of the stored data object change.






















































































































































































Figure 3.5: The coding matrices of a repair optimal (5,3)-MDS code over F11
3.5 Optimal Systematic Node Repair
In this section, we show that our code in Eq. (3.20) has optimal systematic
node repairs.
Let systematic node i = 1 of the code in Eq. (3.20) fail. We will construct V1
such that it is a common invariant subspace of X2,X3, . . . ,Xk+1, i.e., if
colspan(V1) = colspan(X2V1) = . . . = colspan(Xk+1V1), (3.22)
then, V1 would completely overlap with AsV1, for s 6= 1, as desired. To see this,
note that AsV1 = asXsV1 + bsXk+1V1 + V1. Therefore, every column vector of
AsV1, s 6= 1 is the sum of three column vectors: one from the span of XsV1, one
from the span of Xk+1V1 and one from V1 itself. If V1 is invariant to both Xs and
Xk+1, then every column vector of AsV1 is a sum of three column vectors from the
span of V1 and therefore lies in the span of V1. Hence, if we satisfy Eq. (3.22), AsV1
will lie in the span of V1.
Consider now the repair of systematic node i ∈ [k] of the code in Eq. (3.20).
The coding matrix Ai corresponding to the lost systematic piece fi, holds one ma-
trix, that is, Xi, which is unique among all other coding matrices, As, s ∈ [k]\i. We
pick the columns of the repair matrix as a set of N2 vectors whose lattice representa-
tion is invariant to all Xs matrices but to one key matrix: the unique Xi component







w : xs ∈ {0,1}
 . (3.23)
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This repair matrix is used to multiply both the contents of parity node 1 and 2, that
is, V(1)i = V
(2)
i = Vi. During the repair, the useful (desired signal) space populated
by fi is
[Vi AiVi] (3.24)
and the interference space due to file part fs, s 6= i, is
[Vi AsVi] . (3.25)
Remember that an optimal solution toRi requires the useful space to have rank N
and each of the interference spaces rank N2 . Observe that the following holds for
each of the interference spaces
N
2
≤ rank ([Vi (asXs + bsXk+1 + IN ) Vi])




for s 6= i, since
L(XsVi) = L(Vi), s ∈ [k+ 1]\i, (3.27)
due to Lemma 2. Then, for the useful data space we have
N ≥ rank ([Vi AiVi]) = rank ([Vi (aiXi + biXk+1 + IN ) Vi])
(∗)
= rank ([Vi XiVi]) = |L (Vi)∪L (XiVi)|
= |L (HN )| = N, (3.28)
for any ai 6= 0, where (∗) comes from the fact that (aiXi + biXk+1 + IN ) Vi is a linear
combination of columns from Vi, Xk+1Vi, and XiVi. However, the column spaces
of Vi and Xk+1Vi are identical, thus the column space of (aiXi + biXk+1 + IN ) Vi
can be generated by linear combinations of XiVi and Vi. Moreover, the matrix
[Vi (aiXi + biXk+1 + IN ) Vi]
has Vi within its columns, thus its span is the same as the span of [Vi XiVi].
Therefore, by using Vi as a repair matrix, we are able to generate the min-
imum amount of interference and at the same time satisfy the full-rank constraint
of Ri. Hence, the repair matrix in Eq. (3.23) is an optimal solution for Ri and sys-
tematic node i can be optimally repaired by downloading (k+ 1)N2 data equations,
for all i ∈ [k].
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In Fig. 3.6, we present a more pictorial repair example where we consider
the (5,3) case of our code in Eq. (3.20). We sketch the structure (or the generator
matrix) of our code, where the ai and bi scalars and the I16 matrices in the Ai blocks
are not mentioned for simplicity. In each Ai block of the second parity corresponds
a unique “key” Xi matrix. During the repair of node 3, we use the repair matrix
V3 that is defined in Eq. (3.23). Observe that matrices X1, X2, and X4 are used to
construct V3. Hence, V3 is an invariant subspace of X2, X3, and X4. That way,
interference aligns on the subspace V3, and the useful space [V3 X3V3] spans all N
dimensions, since subspaces V3 and X3V3 are linearly independent. The alignment
and full-rank properties are also exhibited, by the dots-on-a-lattice representation
of the matrices.
3.6 Optimal Parity Repair
Performing optimal repair of parity nodes is conceptually more challenging
than performing optimal repair of systematic nodes. This is because, as we will see
in the following, repair space properties that hold during systematic node repairs,
have to hold even after a change of basis. For the low-rate regime, kn ≤ 12 repair
optimal codes for both systematic and parity nodes have been discovered in [81,96].
However, the problem remained open for the high-rate regime. In particular, it is
not known whether the systematic repair optimal codes of [17,18,99] admit optimal
(or even non-trivially efficient) parity repair. We will explore this problem in this
section. In particular, we will describe the additional properties to be satisfied by
the coding matrices to ensure optimal parity repair (in addition to the properies
that guarantee optimal systematic repair).
The code that we define in Eq. (3.20) admits optimal parity repair due to the
fact that it satisfies all the space requirements that are analogous to the systematic
repair setting. To see that we will rewrite our code in a new basis using a simple
change of variables as the one in Fig. 3.7, where the parity nodes are transformed
to “look like” systematic ones. This renaming of nodes provides the details under
which parity repairs are understood in the systematic node repair framework.
As we will see in the following, the key ingredient of our construction that
“unlocks” optimal repair for the first parity is the inclusion of the identity matrix
in each Ai. The same goes for the Xk+1 matrix and the repair of the second parity.
30
I16systematic node 1 016 016
016systematic node 2 I16 016
016systematic node 3 016 I16
I16parity node 1 I16 I16
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Figure 3.6: We illustrate some properties of the repair of node 3 in our (6,3) code.
The red boxes in the coding matrix denote the matrices for which V3 is an invariant
subspace. We also depict the dots-on-a-lattice representation of the repair spaces.
The products of V3 with Xx1 ,Xx22 have the same lattice representation, whereas
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Figure 3.7: A change of variables for a (5,3)-MDS code. We use it to represent
a code in a way that we can treat the parity nodes as systematic nodes. These
representations are equivalent with each other, in the sense that the code maintains
its distance and repair properties.
Both these additionally included matrices refine the parity repair process such that
optimality is feasible. Selecting appropriate constants ai and bi is also essential to
our developments.
3.6.1 Repairing the first parity
Let the first parity node fail. We make a change of variables to obtain a new
representation for our code in Eq. (3.20), where the first parity is a systematic node
in an equivalent representation. We start with our (k + 2, k)-MDS storage code of
Eq. (3.20) 
IN 0N ... 0N





0N 0N ... IN
IN IN ... IN
A1 A2 ... Ak
 f (3.29)
and make the following change of variables
k∑
i=1
fi = y1, (3.30)
fs = ys, s ∈ {2, . . . , k}. (3.31)
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We solve Eq. (3.30) and Eq. (3.31) for f1 in terms of the yi variables and obtain




Then, we plug (3.31) and (3.32) in Eq. (3.29), to have the equivalent representation
IN −IN ... −IN





0N 0N ... IN
IN 0N ... 0N




yT1 . . .y
T
k
]T ∈ FkNq . The first parity node of the code in Eq. (3.20) now
corresponds to the node which contains y1 in the aforementioned representation.
The coding matrices under this new representation are
A1 = a1X1 + b1Xk+1 + IN , (3.34)
As −A1 = asXs + (bs − b1)Xk+1 − a1X1, (3.35)
for s ∈ {2, . . . , k}. In contrast to the systematic node repair process, in the following
we use a repair matrix of a slightly different structure. We construct the repair







w : xs ∈ {0,1}
}
. (3.36)
Observe that this set is also a subset of HN . Then, to repair the node of (3.33)
that contains y1 (i.e., the one that corresponds to the first parity node of (3.29)) we
download X1Va times the contents of the first parity in Eq. (3.33) and Va times the
contents of the second parity. Hence, during this repair, the useful space is spanned
by
[X1Va A1Va] (3.37)
and the interference space due to the “transformed file part” ys, s ∈ {2, . . . , k}, is
[X1Va (As −A1)Va] . (3.38)
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Before we proceed, observe that the following rank conditions hold









xses; xs ∈ {0,1}
}
(3.39)










xses; xs ∈ {0,1}
}
(3.40)
⇒L(Xs1Va) = L(Xs2Va), (3.41)
for any s, s1, s2 ∈ [k+ 1]. The above equations imply that




xses; xs ∈ {0,1}
}
= L (HN ) . (3.42)
Therefore, we have the following for each of the interference spaces
N
2
≤ rank ([X1Va (asXs + (bs − b1)Xk+1 − a1X1) Va])
≤ |L (X1Va)∪L (XsVa)∪L (Xk+1Va)|




Moreover, for the useful data space we have
rank ([X1Va (a1X1 + b1Xk+1 + IN ) Va]) = rank([X1Va Va])
= |L (Va)∪L (X1Va)| = |L (HN )| = N,
(3.44)
due to the same arguments as in Eq. (3.28). Thus, we can perform optimal repair of
the node containing y1 in Eq. (3.33), which is equivalent to optimally repairing the
first parity of our code in Eq. (3.20).
3.6.2 Repairing the second parity
Here, we have an additional step. We will first transform our coding ma-
trices of (3.20) (via a symbol remapping) to an equivalent code, whose code matrix
has a structure identical to the structure of the original code matrix. The difference
is that in the new coding matrices, the last node looks like the first parity node
of the original code structure, and the first parity node looks identical to the last
node. This representation will allow us to prove the repair properties of the second
34
parity as we did for the first in Subsection 3.6.1. Without loss of generality, we can
multiply any non-zero coding column block that multiplies the ith file part with
a full-rank matrix Bi and maintain the same code and repair properties, as shown















where Bi is invertible and f′i = B
−1
i fi. Then, If we can repair f
′
i, we can also repair
fi by multiplying f′i with Bi. This does not incur any additional repair bandwidth
compared to the repair of f′i.
In the following derivations, we use the fact that X2s = IN , for any s ∈ [k+ 1].
We multiply the i-th block of (3.20) with aiXi − biXk+1 + IN to obtain[
IN




aiXi − biXk+1 + IN




aiXi − biXk+1 + IN
(aiXi + IN )




aiXi − biXk+1 + IN










where in (∗) we use the fact that a2i − b2i + 1 = 0. We continue by multiplying the
i-th column block with (ai)−1Xi to obtain[










2A−1i = IN − a−1i biXk+1Xi + a−1i Xi), i ∈ [k]. (3.48)
Then, we rewrite our original code as
2A−11 0N ... 0N











2IN 2IN ... 2IN
 f′, (3.49)
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where f′ is a full row-rank transformation of f. We will focus on the following code
matrix 
IN 0N ... 0N











IN IN ... IN
 f′. (3.50)
To repair our second parity, we can use the same repair matrices used for the repair
of the second parity of the above construction, with a slight manupulation. We
simply need to multiply the repair matrices corresponding to systematic parts with
2−1A−1i .
We proceed in the same manner that we handled the first parity repair. We
make a change of variables such that the second parity becomes a systematic node






and obtain the equivalent form
IN −IN ... −IN















IN 0N ... 0N .
y′, (3.52)
where
2A−11 = IN − a−11 b1Xk+1X1 + a−11 X1, (3.53)
2A−1s − 2A−11 = a−1s Xs − a−1s bsXk+1Xs + a−11 b1Xk+1X1 − a−11 X1. (3.54)
Then, the parity node which corresponds to systematic node 1 here, can be repaired












Again, the following equations hold









xses; xs ∈ {0,1}
}
, (3.56)










xses; xs ∈ {0,1}
}
, (3.57)
and L(Xs1Xk+1Vb) = L(Xs1Vb), (3.58)
for all s1, s2 ∈ [k]. Hence, we have for the interfence space generated by component





X1Vb (Âs − Â1)Vb
))
≤ |L (XsVb)∪L (X1Vb)∪L (Xk+1X1Vb)∪L (Xk+1XsVb) |













= rank ([X1Vb Vb]) = N. (3.60)
Thus, we can perform optimal repair of the second parity of the code in Eq. (3.20),
with repair bandwidth (k+ 1)N2 .
3.7 The MDS Property
In this section we give explicit conditions on the ai, bi constants, for all i ∈
[k], and the order of the finite field Fq, for which the code in Eq. (3.20) is MDS. We
discuss the MDS property using the notion of data collectors (DCs), in the same
manner that it was used in [34]. A DC can be considered as an external user that
can connect and has complete access to the contents of some subset of k nodes. A






DCs can decode the file f. We can show that testing the MDS
property is equivalent to checking the rank of a specific matrix associated with each
DC. This DC matrix is the vertical concatenation of the k stacks of equations stored





DC matrices are full-rank, then we
declare that the storage code has the MDS property.
We start with a DC that connects to systematic nodes {1. . . . , k− 1} and the
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0N×N . . . IN 0N×N
IN . . . IN IN

 = det (IN ) 6= 0, (3.61)
since IN is a full-rank diagonal matrix. We continue by considering a DC that









0N×N . . . IN 0N×N
A1 . . . Ak−1 Ak

 = det (Ak) 6= 0, (3.62)
due to Ak being full-rank.
Finally, we consider DCs that connect to k − 2 systematic nodes and both
parity nodes. Let a DC that connects to systematic node
{1. . . . , k− 2}
and the two parities. The corresponding DC matrix is




0N×N . . . IN 0N×N 0N×N
IN . . . IN IN IN
A1 . . . Ak−2 Ak−1 Ak
 . (3.63)
The leftmost (k− 2)N columns of the matrix in Eq. (3.63) are linearly independent,
due to the upper-left identity block. Moreover, the leftmost (k − 2)N columns are
linearly independent with the rightmost 2N , using an analogous argument, if and
only if that the right most 2N columns are linearly independent. Hence, we need





In the general case, a DC that connects to some k − 2 subset of systematic nodes
and the two parities has a corresponding matrix where the following block needs



























= N + rank (aiXi − ajXj + (bi − bj)Xk+1) = 2N, (3.66)
which is true if
rank (aiXi − ajXj + (bi − bj)Xk+1) = N. (3.67)
Since the diagonal elements of Xi are {±1}, the previous requirement yields the
following lemma.
Lemma 3. The code in Eq. (3.20) is MDS when
i) ai − aj + (bi − bj) 6= 0, (3.68)
ii) ai + aj − (bi − bj) 6= 0, (3.69)
iii) ai − aj − (bi − bj) 6= 0, (3.70)
and iv) ai + aj + (bi − bj) 6= 0, (3.71)
for all i 6= j ∈ [k].
Now, remember that our initial constraint on the ai and bi constants was
a2i − b2i = −1⇔ (ai − bi)(ai + bi) = −1. (3.72)
One solution to the previous equation is the following
ai − bi = xi, (3.73)
ai + bi = −x−1i . (3.74)
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If we input the above solution to (3.72), then the MDS equations (3.71) become
ai − aj + (bi − bj) = ai + bi − (ai + bj)
= −x−1i + x−1j 6= 0
⇔x−1i 6= x−1j , (3.75)
ai + aj − (bi − bj) = ai − bi + aj + bj
= xi − x−1j 6= 0
⇔xi 6= x−1j , (3.76)
ai − aj − (bi − bj) = ai − bi − (aj − bj)
= xi − xj 6= 0
⇔xi 6= xj , (3.77)
ai + aj + (bi − bj) = ai + bi + aj − bj
= −x−1i + xj 6= 0
⇔x−1i 6= xj . (3.78)
The above conditions can be equivalently stated as
xi 6= xj and xixj 6= 1, (3.79)
for any i 6= j ∈ [k].
Then, consider a field Fq of size q. The set of xis that satisfies our MDS
requirements, is such in which no two elements are inverses of each other. Note
that the non-zero elements of a finite field can be partitioned into two equal sized
partitions, where the multiplicative inverse of an element from the first partition
lies in the second partition (and vice-versa). If we additionally do not consider
xi ∈ {1, q − 1}, then we are left with q−32 elements. Therefore, we can consider a
field of prime characteristic p, such as its order q has the property
k ≤ q− 3
2
⇔ q ≥ 2k+ 3 (3.80)
and obtain x1, . . . , xk such that our requirements are satisfied. Then, the elements
ai and bi, for all i ∈ [k], can be obtained through the following equations
ai = 2
−1xi − 2−1x−1i , (3.81)
bi = −2−1xi − 2−1x−1i . (3.82)
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Observe that the above solutions yield ai 6= 0 (that is needed for successful repair),
for all i ∈ [k], when xi /∈ {0,1, q− 1}. Therefore a prime characteristic field of order
greater than, or equal to 2k+ 3 always suffices to obtain the MDS property.
3.8 Generalizing to more than 2 parities
3.8.1 m-parity codes with optimal systematic repair
We generalize the Hadamard design construction of Section 3.4 and of the
code in [78], to construct (k+m,k)-MDS storage codes for file sizes M = kmk. Our
constructions are based on a generalization of the Sylvester construction for com-
plex Hadamard matrices that use mth roots of unity. We generate these matrices
as
Hmk = Hm ⊗Hmk−1 , (3.83)
where Hm is the m-point Discrete Fourier Transform matrix over a finite field. For





















w : xi ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m− 1}
}
, (3.85)
where w = 1mk×1 and










Here, ρ denotes an mth root of unity which yields
Xmi = Imk . (3.87)
As with them= 2 case, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements
of the set Hmk and the columns of Hmk . The general m proof for that property
follows the same manner of the m = 2 case, thus we omit it.
Remark 4. Observe that for the full-rank property of the spaces in the n − k = 2 code
construction we required HTNHN = IN , for N = 2
k+1, i.e., that the useful spaces have
orthogonal columns. However, linear independece suffices for our purposes. In our m-
parity code construction, we only require that Hmk is full-rank.
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We proceed by ebstablishing that there exist fields in which Hmk is full-
rank. First observe that








Therefore, Hmk is full-rank, if and only if |Hm| 6= 0. Observe, that since Hm is them-





(αi − αj), (3.90)
with αi = ρi−1 and i = 1, . . . ,m. Hence, the full-rank property is obtained when
ρi 6= ρj for all i 6= j ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}. Therefore, to maintain the full-rank property
of Hmk , the finite field over which we operate should be chosen such that all mth
roots of unity are distinct. The number of distinct mth roots of unity over a finite
field Fq is given by the number of (distinct) solutions of the equation xm = 1. This
is equal to the order of the cyclic group that generates mth roots of unity within the
multiplicative group of Fq. This subgroup has order m, i.e., our Hm matrix is full-
rank, when m divides q− 1 [65], i.e., when q = C ·m+ 1, for some non-negative C.
Code Construction 2. Our (k +m,k)-MDS code encodes a file f of size M = kmk in








Imk Imk . . . Imk
λ1,1X1 λ1,2X2 . . . λ1,kXk
λ2,1X21 λ2,2X
2










with λi,j ∈ Fq.
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3.8.1.1 Optimal repair of the systematic nodes
For this code, let systematic node i ∈ [k] fail. Then, to repair it we construct






w : xs ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m− 1}
 . (3.93)
This matrix is used to multiply the contents of each of the parity nodes. Here, the
useful space during the repair is given by[





and the interference space generated by systematic component j 6= i is spanned by[





Due to the modulus-m property of the powers of the Xi matrices, we obtain the
following under the lattice representation













for any j ∈ [k] 6= i, and l, l1, l2 ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, with l1 6= l2. The above property and
the fact that the elements of Hmk are linearly independent lead us to the following
lemma.
Lemma 4. For any i, j ∈ [k] we have that
rank
([





∣∣∣L(Vi)∪L (XjVi)∪L (X2jVi)∪ . . .∪L(Xm−1j Vi)∣∣∣
=
{
mk, i = j,
mk−1, i 6= j. (3.97)
By Lemma 4 we see that each of the k − 1 interference terms is confined
within mk−1 dimensions and the full-rank property of the useful space is main-
tained. This is equivalent to stating that we can repair a single systematic node
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failure by downloading exactly mk + (k− 1)mk−1 = (n− 1)mk−1 equations, which
matches exactly the optimal repair bandwidth of [34].
In Fig. 3.8, we give a sketch of the generator matrix of a (6,3) systematic-
repair optimal code. While optimally repairable (6,3) codes have been discovered
previously [20,35,81,82,89,96], we use these parameters merely for exposition. Each
parity block is associated with a specific key matrix Xi. This, when considering the
repair of node 3, allows a selection of V3 that is an invariant subspace to all matrices
but to the key ones X3 and X23 which multiply the desired and lost file piece. This
V3 enables perfect alignment of interference in m2 dimensions, while ensuring a
full-rank m3 useful space.
3.8.1.2 The MDS property
We establish the MDS property of ourm-parity codes in a probabilistic way:
we show that when we select the λi,j variables uniformly at random over a suffi-
ciently large finite field of prime characteristic and order q =mC + 1, then the code
is MDS with probability arbitrarily close to 1. This is shown using the Schwartz-
Zippel lemma [47,75] on a nonzero polynomial on λi,js induced by the products of
all possible DC matrix determinants.
Let a DC of the code in Eq. (3.91) that connects to k − P systematic nodes
and P parities. For simplicity consider that this is the DC that is connected to the
last k− P systematic nodes and the first P parity nodes. The induced determinant























(k−P )mk×Pmk I(k−P )mk

 (3.98)























Since each of the Xi matrices is diagonal, each column of the matrix in the right
hand side of (3.99) has exactly P nonzero elements. These Pmk columns can be
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016systematic node 2 I16 016
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Figure 3.8: We illustrate some properties of the repair of node 3 in our (6,3) code.
The red boxes in the coding matrix denote the matrices for which V3 is an invari-
ant subspace. We also we depict the dots-on-a-lattice representation of the repair
spaces. The dots of any of the products of V3 with Xx1 ,Xx22 have the same lattice
representation, whereas Xx33 V3, x3 6= 0, correspond to a disjoint sets of lattice points.
considered to belong into mk groups of columns. Each column of a specific group
has identical non-zero support with any other vector in that group. Then, any two








are orthogonal since their nonzero supports have zero overlap. Hence, a linear
dependence will only exist among columns of a given non-zero support. We can
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B1 0mk×mk ... 0mk×mk
0
mk×mk B2 ... 0mk×mk
...
0
mk×mk ... 0mk×mk BP
P
 = |P|2 P∏
i=1
|Bi|, (3.101)
where P is the permutation matrix that groups the columns of the matrix according
to their non-zero support, and Bi is a P × P full matrix of the form
ρi1,j1λi1,j1 ρi1,j2λi1,j2 ... ρi1,jP λi1,jP





ρiP ,j1λiP ,j1 ρiP ,j2λiP ,j2 ... ρiP ,jP λiP ,jP
 , (3.102)
where ρi1,j1 is some m
th root of unity, the indeces depend on i, and no λi,j appears
more than once within each matrix. We intend to show that the determinant of the
above matrix is not the zero-polynomial. To do so, setting λil,jl = 1, λil,jl′ = 0 for
l 6= l′will make the above matrix a diagonal matrix, whose determinant is∏Pl=1 ρil,jl
which is clearly not zero. Therefore, the polynomial formed by the above determi-
nant cannot be the zero polynomial. Accordingly, we can compute the determinant
of each DC in this way. In the same manner, each of them will be a nonzero poly-
nomial in λi,j . The product of all these determinants will as well be a nonzero
polynomial in λi,j of some degree D. By the Schwartz-Zippel lemma, we know
that when we draw λi,j uniformly at random over a field of order q, this induced
polynomial is zero with probability less than or equal to Dq . Hence, the MDS prop-
erty is satisfied with probability arbitrarily close to 1, for sufficiently large finite
fields, whose order is q = m ·C + 1 and C is a free nonzero variable8 that can scale
to infinity.
3.9 Connection to Permutation-Matrix Based Codes
Here we investigate an interesting connection between our systematic-repair
optimal codes of Section 3.8 and the permutation-matrix based codes presented
in [99] and [17]. A similar connection was exploited under a subspace interfer-
ence alignment framework in [17]. Under a similarity transformation, our codes
8Note that the existence of infinite primes q of the form m · C + 1 is guaranteed by Dirichlet’s
theorem on arithmetic progressions [36].
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are equivalent to ones with coding matrices picked as specific permutation matri-
ces. Multiplying the column space of an Xi matrix of our construction with the







HmkPi = Pi, (3.103)
where Pi is some permutation matrix. This is due to the fact that the elements of
Hmk wrap around when multiplied with the Xi matrices. More precisely L(Hmk) =












































λ1,1HmkP1,1 λ1,2HmkP1,2 ... λ1,kHmkP1,k
λ2,1HmkP2,1 λ2,2HmkP2,2 ... λ2,kHmkP2,k
...










λ1,1P1,1 λ1,2P1,2 ... λ1,kP1,k
λ2,1P2,1 λ2,2P2,2 ... λ2,kP2,k
...
λm−1,kPm−1,1 λm−1,2Pm−1,2 ... λm−1,kPm−1,k
 , (3.104)
where Pi,j is a permutation matrix. The systematic nodes of this equivalent (k +
m,k)-MDS code can be optimally repaired using the repair matrices ViH−1i , where




s w : xs ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m− 1}
}
. This is
true since the rank properties of the corresponding useful and interference spaces
are invarianteto full-rank column transformations. Interestingly, this connection is
two-way.
We find the connection manifested by the above equivalence examples to
be of specific interest. Further investigation on it may lead to more understanding
of the repair optimal high-rate designs. For the kn ≤ 12 rate regime, there are several
results and explicit codes for all parameters (n,k, d) where interference alignment
has been fundamental in these solutions [81,89,95]. Formulation of an interference
alignment framework for optimally repairing all nodes of a high-rate MDS code
remains an interesting open problem.
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3.10 Conclusions
We presented the first explicit, high-rate, (k + 2, k) erasure MDS storage
code that achieves optimal repair bandwidth for any single node failure, including
the parities. Our construction is based on perfect interference alignment proper-
ties offered by Hadamard designs. Moreover, we generalize our constructions to
erasure codes with m-parities that achieve optimally repair of the systematic parts.
Interestingly, the size of the code for the high-rate regime is exponential in the pa-
rameter k. Fundamental limits on the size of the code for a given repair bandwidth
is an interesting and ongoing area of future work [19].
3.11 Proof of Lemma 1
It is easy to show that the matrices are orthogonal [98]. Observe that HN =
HTN and











































= N · (IN ⊗H1H1) = N · IN . (3.105)
We also have thatN 6= 0 (mod q), for q > 2, thus the rank of HN isN and its columns
are mutually orthogonal. Then, let an N ×N diagonal matrix








defined for i= [log2(N)]. Xi is a diagonal matrix, whose elements is a series of alter-
nating 1s and −1s, starting with N
2i
1s that flip to −1s and back every N
2i
positions.























































where Fi is an N × N2i matrix and Flog2(N) = w is the all ones vector of length N .
Thus,







w : xi ∈ {0,1}

 , (3.109)




In this chapter, we explore the repair metric of locality, which corresponds to
the number of disk accesses required during a single node repair. Under this metric
we characterize an information theoretic trade-off that binds together locality, code
distance, and the storage capacity of each node. We show the existence of optimal
locally repairable codes (LRCs) that achieve this trade-off.
The achievability proof uses a locality aware flow-graph gadget which leads
to a randomized code construction. Finally, we present an optimal and explicit LRC
that achieves arbitrarily high data-rates. Our locality optimal construction is based
on simple combinations of Reed-Solomon blocks.1
4.1 Introduction
Consider a code of length n, with k information symbols. A symbol i has
locality ri, if it can be reconstructed by accessing ri other symbols in the code. For
example, in an (n,k) maximum-distance separable (MDS) code, every symbol has
trivial locality k. We will say that a systematic code has information-symbol locality
r, if all the k information symbols have locality r. Similarly, a code has all-symbol
locality r, if all n symbols have locality r.
Different repair metrics optimize alternative objectives which may be useful
in various storage systems depending on the specific architectures and workloads.
Locality allows repairs by communicating with a very small subset of nodes. How-
ever, codes with small locality are suboptimal in terms of the repair bandwidth and
disk-I/O metrics. Further, as we show in this chapter, LRCs must either sacrifice
some code distance, or use more storage compared to MDS codes to achieve low
1Contributions Statement: Most parts of this chapter appear in [76]. Prof. Alex Dimakis super-
vised the project and all coauthors had equal contribution to this work.
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locality. A recent alternative family of storage codes that seems to be practically ap-
plicable and offers higher storage efficiency and small repair bandwidth was pro-
posed in [83]. One important benefit of codes with small locality is that their simple
designs are easily implementable in distributed file systems like Hadoop [88] and
Windows Azure Storage [51]. Further, codes with low locality were recently de-
ployed in production clusters [51] and operating systems like Windows Server and
Windows 8.1 [52].
Codes with small locality were initially introduced in [46, 50]. Gopalan et
al. [44] pioneered the theoretical study of locality by discovering a trade-off be-
tween code distance and information-symbol locality. In [44] the trade-off was
obtained for scalar linear codes, i.e., codes where each source and coded symbol
is represented by a scalar over some finite field, and the each coded symbol is a
linear function of the source symbols. Bounds on the code-distance for a given
locality as well as code constructions were presented in parallel and subsequent
works [59, 80, 85, 100]. Some works extend the designs and distance bounds to the
case where repair bandwidth and locality are jointly optimized, under multiple
local failures [59, 85], and under security constraints [85].
Our Contributions: We generalize the prior work of [44] and provide a
distance bound that is universal: it holds for both linear and nonlinear codes, while
it allows both scalar and vector code designs, where input and output symbols can
have arbitrary sizes. We proceed to show that this information theoretic trade-
off is achievable, when r + 1 divides the length of the code n. We conclude with
presenting explicit constructions for codes with all-symbol locality. We provide a
formal definition of an LRC and then proceed with stating our three contributions
in more detail.
Definition 1. An (n, r, d,M,α)-LRC is a code that takes a file of size M bits, encodes it
in n coded symbols of size α bits, and any of these n coded symbols can be reconstructed by
accessing and processing at most r other symbols. Moreover, the minimum-distance of the
code is d, i.e., the file of size M can be reconstructed by accessing any n− d+ 1 of the n
coded symbols.2
2In comparison, the definition of an information-symbol (or all-symbol) locality code in [44] as-
sumes that the encoding is a linear mapping from k input to n output symbols. Moreover, the input
and output symbols are assumed to be of the same size, i.e., of the same number of bits. Our defi-
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Our three contributions follow:
1) An information theoretic bound on code distance d: We present a bound that binds
together the code distance d, the locality r, and the size of each coded symbol α (i.e.,
the storage capacity of each node). The bound is information theoretic and covers
all codes, linear or nonlinear, and reads as follows:












We establish our bound using an impossibility result for values of distance d larger
than the above. The impossibility result uses an algorithmic proof similar to [44]
and counting arguments on the entropy of subsets of coded symbols. We would
like to note that when we set M = k and α = 1, which corresponds to the scalar-
code regime, we obtain the same bound as [44], that is






2) Achievability of the distance bound when (r+ 1) divides n:













over a sufficiently large finite field.
We prove the achievability using a novel information flow-graph gadget, in a sim-
ilar manner to [34]. In contrast to [34], the flow-graph that we construct is finite,
locality aware, and simpler to analyze. The existence of (n, r, d,M,α)-LRCs is estab-
lished through a capacity achieving scheme on a multicast network [47], specified
by the aforementioned flow-graph. The obtained LRCs are vector codes: codes
where each source and coded symbol is represented as a vector (not necessarily
nition is more general: both linear and non-linear codes are allowed, and the size of the input and
output symbols can be different.
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of the same length). This is yet another case where vector codes are employed
to achieve an optimal trade-off. In [34], the codes achieving the optimal repair
bandwidth-storage trade-off are also vector linear.
3) Explicit code constructions of optimal LRCs: We construct explicit LRCs for the fol-
lowing set of coding parameters:(





, such that (r+ 1)|n.
Our codes are optimal when (r+ 1) - k. The above parameters correspond to codes




· kn , where any k coded symbols suffice
to recover the file. Our designs are vector-linear and each symbol stored requires
only r ·O(log(n)) bits in its representation. We show that these codes not only have
optimal locality, but also admit simple node repairs based on XORs.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we
provide the coding theoretic definitions used in the subsequent sections. In Sec-
tion 4.3, we provide a distance bound for codes with all-symbol locality. In Sec-
tion 4.4, we prove that this bound is achievable using random vector codes. In
Section 4.5, we provide an explicit LRC construction, and discuss its properties.
4.2 Preliminaries
A way to calculate the code distance of a linear code is through its generator
matrix: calculating the minimum distance is equivalent to finding the largest set of
columns of the generator matrix that are not full-rank [44, 59]. In the following,
we use entropy to characterize the distance of a code. This is the key difference to
the related works in [44], [59], which provide results only for linear codes. The use
of the entropy of coded symbols ensures that our bounds are universal: they hold
for linear and nonlinear codes, for any file and coded symbol size, irrespective of
a vector or scalar representation. The main properties that we exploit here are the
following: entropy is oblivious to the encoding process (linear or nonlinear), it can
accommodate different input or output symbol sizes, and different symbol repre-
sentations (scalar or vector). We will now proceed with our technical discussion.
Let a file of size M bits3 be represented as an M -dimensional vector x,
3The M file elements can also be elements of an appropriate q-ary alphabet, for any q ≥ 2. We
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whose elements can be considered as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
uniform random variables, each drawn from a Galois Field GF(2), referred to as F2
for convenience.4 The (binary) entropy of x will then be5
H(x) = M. (4.1)
Moreover, let G : FM2 7→ Fn·α2 be an encoding (generator) function, that takes as
input the file x and maps it to n coded symbols, each of size α:
G(x) = y = [Y1 . . . Yn]
where each encoded symbol has entropy
H(Yi) ≤ α,
for all i ∈ [n], where [n] = {1, . . . , n}. In the following, we frequently refer to α as
the storage cost per coded symbol.
The generator functionG defines an n-length code C. The effective data rate






We continue with a definition for the minimum code distance.
Definition 2 (Minimum code distance). The minimum distance d of the code C is equal
to the minimum number of erasures of coded symbols in y after which the entropy of the




where E ∈ 2{Y1,...,Yn} and 2{Y1,...,Yn} is the power set of the symbols in {Y1, . . . , Yn}.
keep the discussion in bits for simplicity.
4We assume that x consists of i.i.d. uniform random variables, since all M bits are assumed to
hold the same amount of useful information (are of equal entropy).
5If the base alphabet was q-ary instead of binary, then we would need to use q-ary entropies.
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In other words, when a code has minimum distance d, this means that there is
sufficient entropy after any d− 1 erasures of coded symbols to reconstruct the file.
The above definition can be restated in its dual form: the minimum distance d of
the code C is equal to the length of the code n, minus the maximum number of
coded symbols in y that cannot reconstruct the file, that is,
d = n− max
H(S)<M
|S|
where S ∈ 2{Y1,...,Yn}.
Remark 5. Observe that the above distance definition applies to linear, or nonlinear codes,
and to any length of input and output symbols.
We continue with the definition of repair locality.
Definition 3 (Repair Locality). A coded symbol Yi, i ∈ [n], is said to have repair locality
r, if there exists at least one set of coded symbols with indices in R(i) ⊆ [n]\{i}, call
it YR(i), of cardinality |R(i)| = r, and a function gi : Fr·α2 → Fα2 , such that Yi can be
expressed as a function of these r coded symbols, i.e., Yi = gi(YR(i)).
4.3 A Universal bound between code distance, locality, and storage cost
In this section, we provide an information theoretic bound for locally re-
pairable codes. Specifically, we answer the question: what is the maximum possi-
ble distance d of a code that has locality r? We provide a universal upper bound on
the minimum distance of a code of length n, with all-symbol locality r, where each
coded symbol has size α. We do so by an algorithmic proof, in a similar manner
to [44]. Deriving such a distance bound reduces to lower bounding the cardinality
of the largest set S of coded symbols whose entropy is less than M .
In our proof, the only structural property that we use, is the fact that every
coded symbol has locality r. Specifically, if a code C has locality r, then for each of
its coded symbols, say Yi, there exist at least one group of at most r other coded
symbols YR(i) that can reconstruct Yi, for i ∈ [n]. We define as
Γ(i) = {i,R(i)}
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a set of r+ 1 coded symbols that has the property
H(YΓ(i)) = H(Yi, YR(i)) = H(YR(i)) ≤ rα,
for all i ∈ [n]; the above comes due to the functional dependencies induced by
locality. We refer to such a set of coded symbols as an (r + 1)-group. The theorem
and its proof follow.












Proof. In this proof we use some of the algorithmic techniques that were introduced
in [44]. Our aim is to lower bound the cardinality of a set S, consisting of the maxi-
mum number of coded symbols with entropy H(S) strictly less than the filesize M .
This bound will be equivalent to an upper bound on the minimum code distance
d, since




To build such a maximally sized set described above, we need to collect as
many symbols as possible that have as small joint entropy as possible. Subsets of
coded symbols that have many dependencies (small joint entropy) are preferred to
subsets of the the same cardinality, but of larger joint entropy. The only structural
information about the code that we can exploit to introduce dependencies is that
of repair locality: every repair group YΓ(i) has joint entropy at most r · α, while an
arbitrary set of r+ 1 symbols can have joint entropy up to (r+ 1) · α.
We build the set S in an algorithmic way through iterative steps. The algo-
rithm picks as many (r + 1)-groups as possible, until it exits. The algorithm that
builds the set follows in Fig. 4.1. We proceed with analyzing the size and entropy
of the sets that it can possibly construct. The goal of our analysis is to lower bound
the size of the set Sl that the algorithm can possibly produce. This will tell us that
no matter how the code is constructed, its minimum distance cannot be more than
n− |Sl|.
We denote the collection of coded symbols at each step of the iteration as
Si. At each step i, the difference in cardinality between Si and Si−1 is denoted as
si = |Si| − |Si−1| (4.2)
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step
1 Set S0 = ∅ and i = 1
2 WHILE H(Si−1) <M
3 Pick a coded symbol Yj /∈ Si−1
4 IF H(Si−1 ∪ {YΓ(j)}) <M
5 set Si = Si−1 ∪ YΓ(j)
6 ELSE IF H(Si−1 ∪ {YΓ(j)}) ≥M
7 T = arg max
T ′⊂Γ(j);H(YT ′∪Si−1)<M
|T ′|
8 IF T = ∅
9 EXIT
10 ELSE
11 set Si = Si−1 ∪ YT
12 EXIT
13 i = i+ 1
Figure 4.1: The algorithm that builds set S.
and the difference between the entropy of the two sets as
hi = H(Si)−H(Si−1). (4.3)
The algorithm exits before reaching H(Si) ≥M . There are two ways that the algo-
rithm terminates:
i) it either collects (r+ 1)-groups until it exits at line 9, or
ii) the last subset of coded symbols that is added to Si−1 is smaller than r + 1 and
the algorithm exits at line 12, after collecting some subset of an (r+ 1)-group, such
that H(Si) <M is not violated.
Let us denote by l the last iteration of the algorithm during which a new non-empty
set of coded symbols is added to the current set of coded symbols. We shall now
proceed with lower bounding |Sl|.
Case i) The algorithm exits at line 9:
Since the algorithm exits at 9, this means that its last iteration is the (l+ 1)-st, where
no more symbols are added. Again, we denote by l the last iteration during which
our set of coded symbols is expanded by a non-empty set. First observe that, for
any 1 ≤ i ≤ l, we have
1 ≤ si ≤ r+ 1 (4.4)
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since at each iteration the algorithm augments the set Si−1 by at least one new
symbol, i.e., Yj , which is always possible since H(Si−1) < M , for all i ≤ l and
H(Y1, . . . , Yn) = M . Then, si ≤ r+ 1 is a consequence of the fact that
|Si| = |Si−1 ∪ YΓ(i)| ≤ |Si−1|+ |YΓ(i)| ≤ |Si−1|+ r+ 1.
We also have that
hi ≤ (si − 1)α. (4.5)
To see why the above is true, let Si−1 = A∪B, where B = Si−1 ∩ YR(j) is the subset
of symbols from YR(j) that are already in Si−1 (B can be empty if no symbols from
R(j) are in Si−1). Then,
H(Si) = H(Si−1 ∪ YΓ(j)) = H(Si−1 ∪ {YR(j)\B}) ≤ H(Si−1) +H(YR(j)\B)
≤ H(Si−1) + |YR(j)\B|α (4.6)
= H(Si−1) + (si − 1)α,
where the second equality comes from the fact that Yj is a function of some symbols
in Si−1 ∪ {YR(j)\B}, due to locality, and the last equality is due to
si = |Si| − |Si−1| = |YΓ(j)\B| = |YR(j)\B|+ 1.
From (4.5), we also obtain
α · si ≥ hi + α. (4.7)















+ l · α = H(Sl) + l · α. (4.8)
We continue with lower bounding the two quantities in (4.8): H(Sl) and l · α. First
observe that since the algorithm is exiting, it means that the aggregate entropy
H(Sl) =
∑l
i=1 hi is so large that no other symbol can be added to our current set Sl,
without violating the entropy condition. Hence,
H(Sl) ≥M − α. (4.9)
Assume otherwise, i.e., for example H(Sl) ≤M − α− ε, for any ε > 0. Then, any
coded symbol not in Sl can be added in Sl so that the aggregate entropy is at most
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M − ε: the new symbol can only increase the joint entropy by at most α. Hence,
H(Sl) has to be at least M − α.
Now we will lower bound l, the number of iterations to reach an entropy
of at least M − α. Since the algorithm is assumed to exit at line 9, as mentioned
before, at every iteration iwe have si ≤ r+ 1 and hi ≤ (si− 1)α, for all 1≤ i≤ l. The
minimum number of iterations occurs, when at each iteration the algorithm picks












Using (4.9) and (4.10), we can rewrite (4.8) as




































































where the equality in (i) comes from the fact that dx+ ne = dxe+ n, for any real






Case ii) The algorithm exits at line 12:
In this case, the algorithm runs for l iterations; during the l− 1 first iterations, the
algorithm augments Si−1 at step 1 ≤ i ≤ l− 1, by entire (r+ 1)-groups. During the
last step i = l, the algorithm augments Sl−1, by a partial subset of YΓ(j), for some
coded symbol Yj not in Sl−1. From the above, we get the following bounds
si ≤ r+ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l− 1, and sl ≤ r, (4.12)
and
hi ≤ (si − 1)α, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l− 1, and hl ≤ slα. (4.13)
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The right most part of the above bounds comes from the fact that, during the last
iteration, at most r coded symbols can be added to the set Sl−1. Moreover, in con-
trast to all other iterations, during the last iteration it is possible to augment Sl−1 by
sl new coded symbols, all being independent to each other and any other symbols
in Sl−1; that is hl can be as large as slα.
We will again bound the size of Sl, the maximal set of coded symbols that
has entropy less than M . We use (4.13) and sum over all si’s to obtain our bound


















hi + (l− 1) · α⇒ α · |Sl| ≥
l∑
i=1
hi + (l− 1) · α
⇒α · |Sl| ≥ H(Sl) + (l− 1) · α. (4.14)
We now need to bound again the two quantities that control the bound in
(4.14): H(Sl) and l. We can use the same bound as used in Case i) for H(Sl) =∑l
i=1 hi, i.e., the entropy of the constructed set H(Sl) has to be large enough, so
that another iteration cannot be carried on:
H(Sl) ≥M − α. (4.15)
Again, let us assume otherwise: H(Sl)≤M −α− ε, for any ε > 0. Then, any coded
symbol not in Sl can be added in Sl so that the aggregate entropy is at most M − ε.
Hence, H(Sl) ≥M − α.
Now we will bound the number of iterations l. The last added subset of
symbols T that augments Sl−1 has cardinality less than, or equal to r. Otherwise, if
T was an entire (r+ 1)-group, then the statement in line 6 of the algorithm would
have been FALSE. This means that adding (r+ 1)-groups for all iterations, includ-
ing the l-th one, can have as much entropy as r · l · α, which has to be at least as
much asM , or else we would not have been under Case ii) of the algorithm. Hence,







We can now use the bounds in (4.15) and (4.16) to rewrite (4.14) as















































where (i) comes from the fact that dx+ ne = dxe+ n, for any real number x and
any integer n [63]. The bounds of (4.11) and (4.17) establish our theorem.
Remark 6. Observe that when (r + 1)|n, we can partition the set of n coded symbols in
n
r+1 non-overlapping (r+ 1)-groups. The algorithmic proof that we used, relied on the fact
that collecting (r + 1)-groups, is one of the ways to achieve the lower bound on the size
of S. This observation will lead us to an achievability proof for the case of (r + 1)|n. We
will see that pair-wise disjoint repair groups is one of the (possibly many) arrangements of
repair groups that leads to optimal constructions.
Remark 7. In the above bound, if we set α= 1 andM = k, we get the same bound as [44].
The α= 1 case is equivalent to considering scalar codes. As it turns out, for the scalar case,
linear codes are sufficient for this bound and nonlinearity in the encoding process does not
come with any improvements in code distance.
In the following section, we show that the above distance bound is tight
when (r + 1)|n. This does not rule out that the bound is tight under more general
assumptions, however, this is left as an open question. For linear codes, [44] shows
that codes with information-symbol locality can be constructed under different as-
sumptions (for example when r|k and 2 < d < r + 3), using a structure theorem
(e.g., see Theorem 15 in [44]). At the same time, it is impossible to construct op-
timal and linear LRCs (with all-symbol locality) when 2 < d < r + 3 and r|k (e.g.,
see Corollary 10 in [44]). It would be interesting to explore the use of the tools pre-
sented in [44], to provide further impossibility, or achievability results that extend
the (r+ 1)|n case that we study.
4.4 Achievability of the Bound: Random LRCs
In this section, we establish the following existence result:
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over a sufficiently large finite field.
We establish the theorem through capacity achieving schemes for a spe-
cific communication network; such network will be defined through a directed
and acyclic flow-graph. In the first subsection, we introduce the communication
model for our network. In the second subsection, we show that a capacity achiev-
ing scheme for the aforementioned network maps to specific codes with specified
parameters. In the third and fourth subsections, we construct randomized capacity
achieving schemes and then map them to (n, r, d,M,α)-LRCs. The distance d of the
aforementioned codes will be equal to the upper bound of Theorem 1.
4.4.1 The flow-graph network, multicast sessions, and its multicast capacity
Our achievability proof relies on using random linear network coding (RLNC)
on a directed acyclic flow-graph, borrowing ideas from [34, 47]. Fig. 4.2 shows
the directed and acyclic flow-graph that we use, which is formally defined subse-
quently.
At a conceptual level our proof analyzes a nested multicast problem that
consists of two parts. We show that when RLNC is employed on the flow-graph
in Fig. 4.2, i) it multicasts the source transmitted by node X to all data collectors
(global decoding requirements) and ii) it simultaneously allows each collection of
r nodes Y outj , originating from the same Γi node, to reconstruct whatever Γi trans-
mits (local decoding requirements). The first part of the proof is a standard ap-
plication of RLNC [47]. For the second part, our proof relies on a further subtle
technicality that we discuss below.
General nested multicasting problems can be very challenging, but our
problem has a very special structure: there are no edges between Y inj , Y
out
j′ nodes
that originate from different Γi vertices. This means that there is no “algebraic
interference” between the linear combinations of packets transmitted/received by
these nodes. We use this fact to show that if the T data collectors DC1, . . . ,DCT




















































Figure 4.2: The directed acyclic information flow-graph G(n, r, d,α). The left-most
vertex is the source node X . The nr+1 vertices Γi correspond to nodes that limit





vertices DCi are the destination nodes (referred to as the data collectors) of the
network. Each DC is connected to a different (n− d+ 1)-tuple of Y outi nodes.
of r nodes Y outj that originate from the same Γi node, receive linearly independent
equations of the packets that node Γi transmits. This allows us to essentially use
the technique of Ho et al. [47] to establish that both the global and local decoding
requirements are simultaneously satisfied.
We now proceed with the detailed description of our proof. Let G(n, r, d,α),
be a directed acyclic graph that represents a communication network with 1 source
node and T destination nodes and has vertex set
V =
{
X,Γ1, . . . ,Γ n
r+1
, Y in1 , Y
out




n ,DC1, . . . ,DCT
}
,







nodes, referred to as the Data Collectors (DCs), and the remaining nodes are the
intermediate nodes. Each vertex in V is assumed to be a receive and/or transmit
node. It will become clear what that means after the following definitions, which are
introduced to make our proof self-contained, while requiring minimal familiarity
with network coding theory. For further details on our network model please refer
to [106].
Definition 4 (edge capacity/network use/local encoding function/source mes-
sage). A directed edge between two vertices v and u denotes a communication link between
two nodes, over which bits are transmitted. All links are assumed to introduce no error. The
directed edge capacity c(v,u), between vertices v,u, denotes the maximum number of bits
that can be communicated from node v to node u during a single network use. A single
network use denotes the sequence of single transmissions over every directed edge. A mes-
sage m(v,u) is a collection of c(v,u) bits that are transmitted from node v to node u, during
a single network use. A message m(v,u) can be considered as a collection of c(v,u) binary
uniform variables6 with joint binary entropy equal to H(m(v,u)) = c(v,u). Let Iv denote
the (in-coming) vertices incident to vertex v. Then, the message m(v,u) that is transmitted
















received by node v via the incident
nodes in Iv. The source node of the network holds a source bit sequence x of size H(x) bits
and wishes to transmit it to the T destination nodes.
We are now ready to define the directed weighted edge (link) set, that is
determined by the following link capacities
c(v,u) =












and l ∈ {(j − 1)(r+ 1) + 1, . . . , j(r+ 1)},
α, (v,u) =
(





α, (v,u) = (Y outj ,DCt),∀j ∈ Ft and t ∈ [T ],
0, otherwise,
6Although we assume that the messages transmitted over the links are sets of binary variables,
this can be generalized to 2τ -ary variables (i.e., each variable will now be an element of a finite field
of order q = 2τ ). This is possible, if we consider τ consecutive transmit sessions per link, during
a network use. We can then consider an equivalent network where the alphabet is 2τ -ary. As a
consequence, the entropies used under this setting should be 2τ -ary, and all the following results
carry on to that case.
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possible subsets of n−d+ 1 integers
in [n]. Observe that the in-degree of any DCt node (the number of incident directed
edges arriving at that node) is n− d+ 1.
The G(n, r, d,α) network comes together with T decoding requirements: each
destination node DCt, for t ∈ [T ], is required, after a network use, to be able to
reproduce from its received bits the source sequence x. The decoding requirements




∣∣∣{m(Y outj ,DCt) : j ∈ Ft}) = 0, ∀t ∈ [T ].
We are now ready to provide the main definition needed for our proof.
Definition 5 (multicast capacity and capacity achieving schemes). The directed graph
G(n, r, d,α) and a set of decoding requirements D1, . . . ,DT , specify a multicast connection
problem. Let C be the maximum number of source bits such that all decoding requirements
are satisfied, after a single network use. Then, C is defined as the multicast capacity of
G(n, r, d,α). A capacity achieving scheme, is a collection of local encoding functions such
that all T decoding requirements are satisfied for H(x) = C.
In the following subsection, we derive a connection between a capacity
achieving scheme on G(n, r, d,α) and the existence of a code of well specified pa-
rameters. Then, we calculate the capacity of G(n, r, d,α).
4.4.2 Connecting capacity achieving schemes to codes
The following lemma connects capacity achieving schemes on G(n, r, d,α),
to the existence of codes.
Lemma 5. The set of n local encoding functions f(Y ini ,Y outi ), i ∈ [n], of a capacity achieving
scheme on G(n, r, d,α), can be mapped to a code of length n, that encodes a file of size C in
n coded symbols, each of size α bits. This code has distance d.
Proof. Observe that any local encoding function fv,u can be re-written as some
global encoding function of the C source bits in x [106]. Let fi(x) : FM2 → Fα2 be the
global function representation for f(Y ini ,Y outi ). If the n local encoding functions
f(Y in1 ,Y out1 )
, . . . , f(Y inn ,Y outn )
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are part of a capacity achieving scheme, then due to the decoding requirements





m(Y outj ,DCt) : j ∈ Ft
})
= 0⇒ H (x |{fj(x) : j ∈ Ft}) = 0 (4.18)
since m(Y outj ,DCt) is a function of fj(x), t ∈ [T ]. Now, let Yi = fi(x) and observe that
each Yi is a collection of α bits. Then, the T decoding requirements
H (x |{fi(x) : i ∈ Ft}) = 0,
for t ∈ [T ], are equivalent to the following statement: “any collection of n− d+ 1
symbols Yi, with i ∈ [n], are sufficient to reconstruct x”. This implies that
[Y1, . . . Yn] = [f1(x) . . . fn(x)] , (4.19)
defines a code of length n, that encodes a files of size C, each coded symbol is of
size α, and any n− d+ 1 coded symbols can reconstruct x, i.e., the code has distance
d.




has locality r. Locality comes as an artifact of the graph structure and the random
capacity achieving scheme that we will use.
4.4.3 Computing the source-destination cuts and achieving the capacity
In this subsection, we calculate the capacity of G(n, r, d,α), and show how
to achieve it. Let us first define the minimum cuts of the above network.
Definition 6 (minimum cut). A directed cut between nodes v and u, referred to as
Cut(v,u) ⊆ E, is a subset of directed edges, such that if these edges are removed, then
there does not exist a directed path between nodes v and u; |Cut(v,u)| is the sum of all
edge capacities in the set Cut(v,u), referred to as the capacity of Cut(v,u). A minimum
cut MinCut(v,u) is the cut with the minimum aggregate edge capacity among all cuts
between v and u.
It is a well-known fact for communication networks, that |MinCut(v,u)|
is an upper bound on the number of bits that one can communicate from node
v to node u [106]. Consequently, the cut with the minimum capacity, among the
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cuts of all source-destination pairs, is an upper bound on the multicast capacity of
a network. Most importantly, we know that this bound is achievable for multicast
session networks. We state as Theorem 3, what is a collection of breakthrough
results from [4, 47].
Theorem 4 ( [4, 47] ). The multicast capacity C of a network with 1 source and T desti-
nation nodes, is equal to the minimum number among all capacities of minimum source-
destination cuts. The capacity is achievable using random linear network coding.









q → Fc(v,u)q ,
for all u, v, such that the outputs of each of those functions are c(v,u) symbols over a q-




symbols; each of these linear combinations has coefficients that are picked uniformly at
random from the q-ary alphabet.
We use the above results and definitions to prove the key technical lemma
of this subsection. Before we proceed with that, we present some properties of the
ceiling and floor functions that are used in our proof.
Proposition 1 ( [63] ). Let n and m be positive integer numbers, and x any real number.
































We now proceed with the main lemma.










+ 2. Then, then the multicast capacity of the G(n, r, d,α)











Let us calculate the minimum cut capacity among all minimum cuts. Let us denote
as the i-th (r+ 1)-group, the set of r+ 1 intermediate nodes Y outj that can be reached
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from Γi. Now consider a DC that connects to a set of n− d+ 1 nodes including all
the nodes of, say, the first (r+ 1)-group, and assume without loss of generality that
this is DC1. There are two (meaningful) choices for Cut(X,DC1): i) it can consist of
all (r + 1) edges (Y ini , Y
out
i ), i ∈ [r + 1], of the (r + 1)-group, or ii) it can consist of
simply the (X,Γ1) edge.7
Clearly, the latter choice leads to a smaller cut capacity, since (X,Γ1) has
capacity r · α, whereas the r+ 1 edges (Y ini , Y outi ), i ∈ [r+ 1], have an aggregate ca-
pacity of (r+ 1) ·α. Hence, for every cut that includes r+ 1 edges of the (Y inj , Y outj )
kind that belong to the same (r+ 1)-group, say the i-th, then (X,Γi) can be used in-
stead, reducing the capacity of such cut. Therefore, the smallest source-destination
cut is the one that contains the largest possible number of (X,Γi) edges.




will be the one that corresponds to the minimum cut of the DC that covers entirely
as many (r+ 1)-groups as possible. Since the total number of Y outj nodes that a DC










edges of the (X,Γi) kind, which contribute to the cut an aggregate capacity of n1rα.
The remaining capacity comes from cutting a number of





edges of the (Y ini , Y
out
i ) kind. Therefore, we have that the smallest source-DC cut is
7The assumption r ≤ n− d is made such that n− d+ 1 ≥ r + 1. This implies that a DC has to
connect to at least r+ 1 nodes.
8We would like to note here that the ratio inside the floor function is never an integer number: if













































































































































































· α ≥M, (4.21)
on the above derivations we explicitly state which of the three properties of the
ceiling/floor function found in Proposition 1 we are using. The above establishes
our lemma.
Using Lemma 2, Theorem 3, and Lemma 1, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. There exists a capacity achieving scheme for G(n, r, d,α), whose local en-





















Observe that we are not done yet: we still have to prove that be above code
has locality r. The next subsection finalizes our proof, by showing that RLNC on
G(n, r, d,α) indeed implies codes with locality r and distance matching our bounds,



























Figure 4.3: The G1 subgraph induced by the first (r+ 1)-group of a G(n, r = 2, d,α)
network. The additional LDij are local data collectors that are conceptual. These
local DCs are not present in the original graph, and are used here to finalize the
proof of Theorem 3. We use them to establish the locality of the code obtained
through the RLNC capacity achieving scheme on G(n, r = 2, d,α).
4.4.4 Establishing the locality of the code and concluding the proof
To establish the locality of the code obtained in the previous subsection, we
will show that an extra set of local decoding requirements are satisfied when RLNC
is used. For this part of the proof we will focus on the subgraphs induced by the







(i−1)·(r+1)+1, . . . , Y
in
















= r+ 1 local Data Collector nodes, LDi1, . . . ,LD
i
r+1. Each
local DC is connected to one of the r+ 1 possible r-subsets of Y outj nodes of Gi, with
j ∈ {(i− 1)(r+ 1) + 1, . . . , i(r+ 1)}.
In Fig. 4.3, we give an example of G1 with the added local DCs.









. One can easily inspect that by
substituting the M∗ value in the distance bound, this value does indeed respect it.
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Each of these local DCs has a decoding requirement: it requires to be able
to decode what was transmitted by Γi. Let us refer to such a decoding requirement
for the j-th local DC of Gi as LDij .
Remark 10. Observe that the decoding requirement LDij implies that the j-th local DC
can reconstruct any single of the r + 1 messages m(Y inj ,Y outj ), with j ∈ {(i− 1)(r + 1) +
1, . . . , i(r+ 1)}. This is true since all these r+ 1 messages are functions of what is trans-
mitted by the Γi node.
The above observation will be used to establish the locality of the codes
obtained from RLNC on G(n, r, d,α). Before we do that, we will state the following
lemma, which will help us to conclude our proof.
Lemma 7. When RLNC is used on Gi, the decoding requirement LDij is equivalent to a
full-rank requirement FRij on an r · α× r · α matrix with random i.i.d. coefficients.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us consider G1, moreover, let for simplicity
z1 ∈ F1×r·αq
be the source message that Γ1 wishes to transmit to the local DCs. Since the capacity
of a (Γ1, Y inj ) edge is r ·α, for j ∈ [r+ 1], then node Y inj receives z1. Moreover, due to
the RLNC scheme used, the coefficients of the random linear combinations in the
local encoding functions are picked independently. Hence, node Y inj will transmit
to node Y outj a vector of α symbols:
z1A1,j
where A1,j is an r · α× α matrix of random i.i.d. coefficients. Then, any node Y outj
transmits to the local DCs of G1 exactly what it received, i.e., z1A1,j , since the ca-
pacity of the edge (Y outj ,LD
1
i ) is α. Hence, any local DC receives r vectors of size
α, which if put together form a vector of size r · α; this vector, for local DC j, can
be re-written as z1A1j , where A
1
j is an r · α × r · α matrix of random i.i.d. coeffi-
cients. Hence, any local DC decoding requirement is equivalent a requirement on
a square matrix of random coefficients being full-rank. Let us refer to this full-rank
requirement as FRij .
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Observe that FRij is a requirement that can be stated independently of the
existence of local DCs. Hence, we can now go back on G(n, r, d,α) and show that














and let us employ RLNC on G(n, r, d,α). Then, all decoding requirementsDi of G(n, r, d,α)
and all full rank requirements FRij will be simultaneously satisfied, with nonzero proba-
bility, when the finite field is sufficiently large.
Proof. LetEG denote the event that some of the T DCs of G(n, r, d,α) cannot decode
x successfully, which say, has probability p1 that is a function of the size of the finite
field used by the RLNC scheme [47]. Moreover, letEFRij denote the event thatFR
i
j
is not satisfied, which say, has probability p2 that is also a function of the size of the
finite field used by the RLNC scheme. Then, the probability that RLNC does not




















= p1 + n · p2.
We can now conclude our proof, since p1 and p2 can be made arbitrarily small,
using a sufficiently large finite field [47].
Due to the above lemma and Lemma 1, we use the f1(x), . . . , fn(x) global en-
coding functions (the global representations of the f(Y ini ,Y outi )s) of the RLNC scheme
to obtain a code that encodes a file of size M in n coded symbols, each of size α;
such code has distance d.
Moreover, since all FRij requirements are satisfied, then as mentioned in
Remark 10, each output of a global encoding function fi(x) can be reconstructed
from the outputs of a subset of r other global encoding functions: this implies
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repair locality r. Hence, the code defined by the global encoding functions fi is an












This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
4.5 Locally Repairable Codes: Explicit Constructions
In this section, we provide an explicit LRC family for the operational point
on the distance trade-off, where any k subsets of coded nodes can reconstruct all
k file symbols, i.e., when d = n− k + 1. For this regime, that resembles that of an
(n,k)-MDS code, we will show how to achieve the distance of an (n,k)-MDS code,
while having locality r << n and sacrificing only a small fraction of the code rate:
the rate of our codes will be 1r
k
n less than that of an (n,k)-MDS code. Specifically,
the code parameters for our LRCs are(





, such that (r+ 1)|n.
Our codes meet the optimal distance bound for all of the above coding parameters
when (r+ 1) - k.
The presented codes come with the following design advantages: i) they
achieve arbitrarily high data rates, ii) they can be constructed using Reed-Solomon
encoded blocks, iii) the repair of a lost node requires downloading blocks and
XORing them at a destination node, and iv) their vector size, or sub-packetization
length, is r, and each stored sub-symbol is over a small finite field with size pro-
portional to n. This means that we can represent each coded symbol by using only
r ·O(logn) bits.
4.5.1 Code construction
Let a file x of size M = rk symbols10, that is sub-packetized in r parts,
x =
[
x(1) . . .x(r)
]
,
10here the size of each symbol depends on the code construction, and is not necessarily binary. As
we see in the following, the size of each symbol will be proportional to log(n) bits.
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with each x(i), i ∈ [r], having size k. We encode each of the r file parts indepen-
dently, into coded vectors y(i) of length n, where (r + 1)|n, using an outer (n,k)
MDS code
y(1) = x(1)G, . . . , y(r) = x(r)G,
where G is an n× k MDS generator matrix.
As MDS pre-codes, we use (n,k)-RS codes that require each of the k ele-
ments to be over a finite field F2p , for any p such that 2p ≥ n. This will imply that
all stored sub-symbols in our code are over a finite field of size 2p ≥ n. We then





The above pre-coding process yields a total of r · n coded blocks, the y(i)
vectors and n XOR parity blocks in the s vector. That is, we have an aggregate of
(r+ 1)n blocks available to place in n nodes, hence we decide to store r+ 1 blocks









= r+ 1 (coded blocks).
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Block Placement
















































































































sr+1 s1 . . . sr−1 sr
Table 4.1: The first r+ 1 nodes in our code construction. These nodes belong to the
first (r + 1)-repair group. The nodes in the remaining repair groups have a block
placement that follows the same circular-shifting pattern.
In Table 4.1, we state the circular placement of symbols in nodes of the first
(r+ 1)-group . There are three key properties of the block placement:
1. each node contains r coded blocks coming from different y(l) coded vectors
and 1 additional parity symbol,
2. the blocks in the r+ 1 nodes of the i-th (r+ 1)-group have indices that appear
only in that specific repair group, and
3. the blocks of each row have indices that obey a circular pattern, i.e., the first
row of symbols has index ordering {1,2, . . . , r + 1}, the second has ordering
{2,3, . . . , r+ 1,1}, and so on.
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In Fig. 4.4, we show an LRC of the above construction withM = 8, α= 3, n= 6 and
k = 4, that has locality 2.

















































Figure 4.5: We show an example of a failed node repair. The repair locality here is 2
since 2 remaining nodes are involved in reconstructing the lost information of the
first node. Observe that we repair a failed node by simply transferring blocks: no
block combinations are need to be performed at the sender nodes. Once the blocks
are transferred to a newcomer, a simple XOR suffices for reconstruction.
Here, we see that the repair of each lost node requires contacting r nodes,
i.e., the locality of the code is r. Without loss of generality, we consider the repair
of a node in the first repair group of r+ 1 nodes. This is sufficient since the nodes
across different repair groups follow the same placement properties.
The key observation is that each node within a repair group stores r + 1
blocks of distinct indices: the r + 1 blocks of a particular index are stored in r + 1
distinct nodes within a single repair group. When for example the first node fails,
then y(1)1 , the symbol of the first row, is regenerated by downloading s1 from the
second node, y(r+1)1 from the third, and so on. Once all these symbols are down-
loaded, a simple XOR of all of them is exactly equal to y(1)1 . In the same manner,
for each node, in each repair group when we need to reconstruct a lost block, we
first download the r remaining blocks of the same index and XOR them together
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to regenerate the desired lost block. Since each block can be reconstructed by con-
tacting r other blocks, and since the repair is confined within a single repair group
of r remaining nodes, the code has locality r.
In Fig. 4.5, we show how repair is performed for the code construction pre-
sented in Fig. 4.4.
4.5.3 Distance and code rate









































































Figure 4.6: We show how the file can be reconstructed by contacting k = 4 nodes.
Observe that by accessing any k nodes, a DC has access to k blocks from the first
MDS code and k blocks from the second. Since the pre-codes are (n,k)-MDS, this
means that any k blocks from each of the two coded blocks suffice to reconstruct
both file parts.
The distance of the presented code is d= n−k+ 1 due to the MDS pre-codes
that are used in its design: any k nodes in the system contain rk distinct coded
blocks, k from each of the r file blocks. Hence, by performing erasure decoding on
each of these r k-tuples of blocks, we can generate the r blocks of the file.





















+ 2 = n− k+ 1,
since
drk/(r+ 1)e+ dk/(r+ 1)e = k+ d−k/(r+ 1)e+ dk/(r+ 1)e = k+ 1,
when k/(r + 1) is not an integer [63]. In Fig. 4.6, we give a file reconstruction
example for the code of Fig. 4.4.
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Finally, the effective coding rate of our LRC is
R =










That is, the rate of the code is a fraction rr+1 of the coding rate of an (n,k) MDS
code, hence is always upper bounded by rr+1 . This loss in rate is incurred due to
the use of the extra XOR stripe of blocks, that is required for efficient and local
repairs. Observe that if we set the repair locality to r = f(k) and f is a sub-linear
function of k (i.e., log(k) or
√
k), then we obtain non-trivially low locality r << k,
while the excess storage cost ε = 1r is vanishing when n,k grow.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented locally repairable codes, a new family of repair
efficient codes that optimize the metric of locality. We analyze what is the best pos-
sible reliability in terms of code distance, given the requirement that each coded
symbol can be reconstructed by r other symbols in the code. We provide an in-
formation theoretic bound that ties together the code distance, the locality, and the
storage cost of a code.
We prove that the above bound is achievable using vector-linear codes.
Eventually, we give an explicit construction of LRCs for the case where we require
that any k nodes can recover the encoded file. We show how this explicit construc-
tion not only has optimal locality, but also requires small field size and admits very






Sparse PCA through Low-rank Approximations
In this chapter, we introduce a novel algorithm that approximates the k-
sparse principal component of any arbitrary positive semidefinite matrix A. Our
algorithm is combinatorial and operates by examining a discrete set of special vec-
tors lying in a low-dimensional eigen-subspace of A. Our algorithm uses as a sub-
routine the constant-rank solver framework for sparse PCA that was recently de-
veloped by [10]. We obtain provable approximation guarantees that depend on
the spectral profile of the matrix: the faster the eigenvalue decay, the better the
quality of our approximation. For example, if the eigenvalues of A follow a power-
law decay, we obtain a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for any desired
accuracy.
A key algorithmic component of our scheme is a combinatorial feature
elimination step that is provably safe and in practice significantly reduces the run-
ning complexity of our algorithm. We implement our algorithm and test it on mul-
tiple artificial and real data sets. Due to the feature elimination step, it is possible
to perform sparse PCA on data sets consisting of millions of entries in a few min-
utes. Our experimental evaluation shows that our scheme is nearly optimal while
finding very sparse vectors. We compare to the prior state of the art and show that
our scheme matches or outperforms previous algorithms in all tested data sets. 1
1Contributions Statement: Most parts of this chapter appear in [79]. Prof. Alex Dimakis super-
vised the project and all coauthors had equal contribution to this work. The constant rank solver
used by the low-rank framework here, was introduced in [10]. The constant rank algorithm of [10]
was not part of this thesis; the proof of its correctness is however included in Appendix Subsection
B.1 for completeness .
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5.1 Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) reduces the dimensionality of a data
set by projecting it onto principal subspaces spanned by the leading eigenvectors
of the sample covariance matrix. The statistical significance of PCA partially lies in
the fact that the principal components capture the largest possible data variance.





where A = SST and S is the n×m data-set matrix consisting of m data-points, or
entries, each evaluated on n features, and ‖x‖2 is the `2-norm of x. PCA can be
efficiently computed using the singular value decomposition (SVD). The statistical
properties and computational tractability of PCA renders it one of the most used
tools in data analysis and clustering applications.
A drawback of PCA is that the generated vectors typically have very few
zero entries, i.e., they are not sparse. Sparsity is desirable when we aim for in-
terpretability in the analysis of principal components. An example where sparsity
implies interpretability is document analysis, where principal components can be
used to cluster documents and detect trends. When the principal components are
sparse, they can be easily mapped to topics (e.g., newspaper article classification
into politics, sports, etc.) using the few keywords in their support [41,109]. For that
reason it is desirable to find sparse eigenvectors.
5.1.1 Sparse PCA
Sparsity can be directly enforced in the principal components. The sparse
principal component x∗ is defined as
x∗ = arg max
‖x‖2=1,‖x‖0=k
xTAx. (5.1)
The `0 cardinality constraint limits the optimization over vectors with k non-zero
entries. As expected, sparsity comes at a cost since the optimization in (5.1) is NP-
hard [72] and hence computationally intractable in general.
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5.1.2 Overview of main results
We introduce a novel algorithm for sparse PCA that has a provable approx-
imation guarantee. Our algorithm generates a k-sparse, unit length vector xd that
gives an objective provably within a 1− εd factor from the optimal:















where λi is the ith largest eigenvalue of A and λ
(1)
1 is the maximum diagonal ele-
ment of A. For any desired value of the parameter d, our algorithm runs in time
O(nd+1 logn+ SVD(A,d)), where SVD(A,d) is the time to compute the d principal
eigenvectors ofA. Our approximation guarantee is directly related to the spectrum
of A: the greater the eigenvalue decay, the better the approximation. Equation (5.2)
contains two bounds: one that uses the largest eigenvalue λ1 and one that uses the
largest diagonal element of A, λ(1)1 . Either bound can be tighter, depending on the
structure of the A matrix.
We subsequently rely on our approximation result to establish guarantees
for considerably general families of matrices.
5.1.2.1 Constant-factor approximation
If we only assume that there is an arbitrary decay in the eigenvalues of
A, i.e., there exists a constant d = O(1) such that λ1 > λd+1, then we can obtain
a constant-factor approximation guarantee for the linear sparsity regime. Specif-
ically, we find a constant δ0 such that for all sparsity levels k > δ0 n we obtain a
constant approximation ratio for sparse PCA, partially solving the open problem
discussed in [29, 108]. This result easily follows from our main theorem.
5.1.2.2 PTAS under a power-law decay
When the data matrix spectrum exhibits a power-law decay, we can obtain
a much stronger performance guarantee: we can solve sparse PCA for any desired
accuracy ε in time polynomial in n,k (but not in 1ε ). This is sometimes called a
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polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS). Further, the power-law decay is
not necessary: the spectrum does not have to follow exactly that decay, but only
exhibit a substantial spectral drop after a few eigenvalues.
5.1.2.3 Algorithmic details
Our algorithm operates by scanning a low-dimensional subspace of A. It
does so through a hyperspherical transformation on our problem space to reduce
its dimensionality. This framework was introduced by [60] in the context of solving
quadratic form maximization problems over ±1 vectors. This framework was con-
sequently used in [10] to develop a constant rank solver that computes the sparse
principal component of a constant rank matrix in polynomial time O(nd+1). We
use the framework of [10] to examine a polynomial number of special vectors, that
lead to a sparse principal component which admits provable performance. We
tweak the solver of [10] to improve computation time by a factor of 2d for matrices
with nonnegative entries.
Although the complexity of our algorithm is polynomial in n, the cost to
run it on even moderately large sets with n > 1000 becomes intractable even for
small values of d= 2. A key algorithmic innovation that we introduce is a provably
safe feature elimination step that allows the scalability of our algorithm for data-
sets with millions of entries. We introduce a test that discards features that are
provably not in the support of the sparse PC, in a similar manner as [109], but
using a different combinatorial criterion.
5.1.2.4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate and compare our algorithm against state of the art sparse PCA
approaches on synthetic and real data sets. Our real data-set is a large Twitter col-
lection of more than 10 million tweets spanning approximately six months. We ex-
ecuted several experiments on various subsets of our data set: collections of tweets
during a specific time-window, tweets that contained a specific word, etc. Our im-
plementation executes in less than one second for 50k − 100k documents and in
a few minutes for millions of documents, on a personal computer. Our scheme
typically comes closer than 90% of the optimal performance, even for d < 3, and
empirically outperforms previously proposed sparse PCA algorithms.
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5.1.3 Related Work
There has been a substantial volume of prior work on sparse PCA. Initial
heuristic approaches used factor rotation techniques and thresholding of eigenvec-
tors to obtain sparsity [22, 55, 58]. Then, a modified PCA technique based on the
LASSO (SCoTLASS) was introduced in [56]. In [110], a nonconvex regression-type
approximation, penalized à la LASSO was used to produce sparse PCs. A non-
convex technique was presented in [93]. In [73], the authors used spectral argu-
ments to motivate a greedy branch-and-bound approach, further explored in [74].
In [91], a similar technique to SVD was used employing sparsity penalties on each
round of projections. A significant body of work based on semidefinite program-
ming (SDP) approaches was established in [28, 30, 108]. A variation of the power
method was used in [57]. When computing multiple PCs, the issue of deflation
arises as discussed in [67]. In [107], the authors introduced a very efficient sparse
PCA approximation based on truncating the well-known power method to obtain
the exact level of sparsity desired. The constant rank solver of [10] that we use in
our approximation algorithm, solves sparse PCA exactly for constant rank matri-
ces in polynomial time. A fast algorithm based on Rayleigh quotient iteration was
developed in [64].
Several guarantees are established under the statistical model of the spiked
covariance. In [7], the first theoretical optimality guarantees were established un-
der the spiked covariance for diagonal thresholding and the SDP relaxation of
[30]. In [107], the authors provide peformance guarantees for the truncated power
method under specific assumptions of data model, similar to the restricted isom-
etry property. In [29] the authors provide detection guarantees under the single
spike covariance model. Then, in [23] and [24] the authors provide guarantees un-
der the assumption of multiple spikes in the covariance.
There has also been a significant effort in understanding the hardness of
the problem. Sparse PCA is NP-hard in the general case as it can be recast to the
problem subset selection and the problem of finding the largest clique in a graph.
It is also suspected to be hard to recover the sparse spikes of a covariance under
optimal sample complexity as was shown in [14], [13], and [12]. There, the problem
of recovering the correct spike under the minimum possible sample complexity is




In [10], the problem of sparse PCA is studied and a polynomial time solver
is developed for matrices A that have constant rank d that is not a function of n.
We use parts of that theoretical framework in our algorithm. The main algorithmic
difference is that we speed up calculations by 2d for matrices that have nonnega-
tive entries. The key idea behind the constant-rank solver is a low-rank spherical
transformation of the problem using a low-dimensional auxiliary vector. This ma-
chinery was introduced in the foundational work of [60].
Despite this extensive literature, to the best of our knowledge, there are
very few provable approximation guarantees for sparse PCA algorithms. Usu-
ally such guarantees can be found when specific statistical data models are con-
sidered [7, 24, 29, 107].
5.2 Sparse PCA through Low-rank Approximations
5.2.1 Proposed Algorithm
Our algorithm is technically involved and for that reason we start with a
high-level informal description. For any given accuracy parameter d we follow the
following steps:
Step 1: Obtain Ad, a rank-d approximation of A.








where λi is the i-th largest eigenvalue of A and vi the corresponding eigenvector.
Step 2: Use Ad to obtain O(nd) candidate supports.





possible k× k submatrices of A: x∗ is the k-sparse vector with the same support as
the submatrix of A with the maximum largest eigenvalue. However, we show how
sparse PCA can be efficiently solved on Ad if the rank d is constant with respect to
n, using the algorithm of [10]. The key technical fact proven there is that there are
only O(nd) candidate supports that need to be examined. That is, a set of candidate
supports Sd = {I1, . . . ,IT }, where It is a subset of k indices from {1, . . . , n}, contains
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The above set Sd is efficiently created by the Spannogram algorithm described in the
next subsection.
Step 3: Check each candidate support from Sd on A.
For a given support I it is easy to find the best vector supported on I: it is the
leading eigenvector of the principal submatrix of A, with rows and columns in-
dexed by I. In this step, we check all the supports in Sd on the original matrix A and
output the best. Specifically, define AI to be the zeroed-out version of A, except
on the support I. That is, AI is an n× n matrix with zeros everywhere except for
the principal submatrix indexed by I. If i ∈ I and j ∈ I, then AI = Aij , else it is
0. Then, for any AI matrix, with I ∈ Sd, we compute its largest eigenvalue and
corresponding eigenvector.
Output:
Finally, we output the k-sparse vector xd that is the principal eigenvector of the AI
matrix, I ∈ Sd, with the largest maximum eigenvalue. We refer to this approximate
sparse PC solution as the rank-d optimal solution.
The exact steps of our algorithm are given in the pseudocode tables denoted
as Algorithm 1 and 2. The spannogram subroutine, i.e., Algorithm 2, computes the
T candidate supports in Sd, and is presented and explained in Section 5.3. The
complexity of our algorithm is equal to calculating d leading eigenvectors of A
(O(SV D(A,d))), running the spannogram algorithm (O(nd+1 logn)), and finding
the leading eigenvector of O(nd) matrices of size k × k (O(ndk3)). Hence, the total
complexity is O(nd+1 logn+ ndk3 + SV D(A,d)).
Elimination Step: This step is run before Step 2. By using a feature elimi-
nation subroutine we can identify that certain variables provably cannot be in the
support of xd, the rank-d optimal sparse PC. We have a test which is related to
the norms of the rows of Vd that identifies which of the n rows cannot be in the
2In fact, in the proof we show a better dependency on d, which however has a more complicated
expression.
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Algorithm 1 Sparse PCA via a rank-d approximation
1: Input: k, d, A











6: for each I ∈ Sd do
7: Calculate λ1(AI)
8: end for
9: Ioptd = arg maxI∈Sd λ1(AI)




d ← the principal eigenvector of AIoptd .
12: Output: xoptd
optimal support. We use this step to further reduce the number of candidate sup-
ports |Sd|. The elimination algorithm is very important when it comes to large scale
data sets. Without the elimination step, even the rank-2 version of the algorithm
becomes intractable for n > 104. However, after running the subroutine we em-
pirically observe that even for n that is in the orders of 106 the elimination strips
down the number of features to only around 50− 100 for values of k around 10.
This subroutine is presented in detail in Appendix A.
5.2.2 Approximation Guarantees
The desired sparse PC is
x∗ = arg max
‖x‖2=1,‖x‖0=k
xTAx.
We instead obtain the k-sparse, unit length vector xd which gives an objective
xTdAxd = maxI∈Sd
λ(AI).














where λ(k)1 = x
T
∗Ax∗ is the k-sparse largest eigenvalue of A.3 Clearly, ρd ≤ 1 and as
it approaches 1, the approximation becomes tighter. Our main result follows:
Theorem 5. For any d, our algorithm outputs xd, where ||xd||0=k, ||xd||2=1 and
xTdAxd ≥ (1− ε)xT∗Ax∗,



















Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix 5. The main idea is that we obtain i) an
upper bound on the performance loss using Ad instead of A and ii) a lower bound
for λ(k)1 .
We now use our main theorem to provide the following model specific ap-
proximation results.
Corollary 2. Assume that for some constant value d, there is an eigenvalue decay λ1 >
λd+1 in A. Then there exists a constant δ0 such that for all sparsity levels k > δ0n we
obtain a constant approximation ratio.
Corollary 3. Assume that the first d+ 1 eigenvalues of A follow a power-law decay, i.e.,
λi = Ci
−α, for some C,α > 0. Then, for any k = δn and any ε > 0 we can get a (1− ε)-






The above corollaries can be established by plugging in the values for λi
in the error bound. We find the above families of matrices interesting, because in
practical data sets (like the ones we tested), we observe a significant decay in the
first eigenvalues of A which in many cases follows a power law. The main point
of the above approximability result is that any matrix with decent decay in the
spectrum endows a good sparse PCA approximation.
3Notice that the k-sparse largest eigenvalue of A for k = 1 denoted by λ(1)1 is simply the largest
element on the diagonal of A.
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5.3 The Spannogram Algorithm
In this section, we describe how the Spannogram algorithm constructs the
candidate supports in Sd and explain why this set has tractable size. We build up
to the general algorithm by explaining special cases that are easier to understand.
5.3.1 Rank-1 case




Assume, for now, that all the eigenvector entries are unique. This simplifies tie-
breaking issues that are formally addressed by a perturbation lemma in Appendix
5. For the rank-1 matrix A1, a simple thresholding procedure solves sparse PCA:
simply keep the k largest entries of the eigenvector v1. Hence, in this simple case
S1 consists of only 1 set.
To show this, we can rewrite (5.1) as
max
x∈Sk













where Sk is the set of all vectors x ∈ Rn with ||x||2 = 1 and ||x||0 = k. We are trying
to find a k-sparse vector x that maximizes the inner product with a given vector v1.
It is not hard to see that this problem is solved by sorting the absolute elements of
the eigenvector v1 and keeping the support of the k entries in v1 with the largest
amplitude.
Definition 7. Let Ik(v) denote the set of indices of the top k largest absolute values of a
vector v.
We can conclude that for the rank-1 case, the optimal k-sparse PC for A1
will simply be the k-sparse vector that is co-linear to the k-sparse vector induced





Now we describe how to compute S2 using the constant rank solver of [10].
This is the first nontrivial dwhich exhibits the details of the spannogram algorithm.




















∥∥V T2 x∥∥22. (5.4)
In the rank-1 case we could write the quadratic form maximization as a simple


















for some specific vector vc in the span of the eigenvectors v1, v2; this will be very
helpful in solving the problem efficiently.
To see this, let c be a 2 × 1 unit length vector, i.e., ‖c‖2 = 1. Using the




‖V T2 x‖22, where equality holds, if and only if, c is co-linear to V T2 x. By the previous
fact, we have a variational characterization of the `2-norm:


























where vc = V2c.
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We would like to note two important facts here. The first is that for all unit
vectors c, vc = V2c generates all vectors in the span of V2 (up to scaling factors).
The second fact is that if we fix c, then the maximization maxx∈Sk
(
vTc x
)2 is a rank-1
instance, similar to (5.3). Therefore, for each fixed unit vector c there will be one
candidate support (denote it by Ik(V2c)) to be added in S2.





then we could solve exactly the sparse PCA problem onA2: we would simply need
to test all locally optimal solutions obtained from each support in S2 and keep the
one with the maximum metric. The issue is that there are infinitely many vc vectors






for some vc vector. The key combinatorial fact is that if a vector vc lives in a two







5.3.2.1 Spherical variables and the spannogram
Here we use a transformation of our problem space into a 2-dimensional
space as was done in [60]. The transformation is performed through spherical vari-
ables that enable us to visualize the 2-dimensional span of V2. For the rank-2 case,




and use it to rewrite c, without







which is again unit norm and for all φ it scans all5 2× 1 unit vectors. Under this
characterization, we can express vc in terms of φ as
v(φ) = V2c = sinφ ·
√
λ1v1 + cosφ ·
√
λ2v2. (5.8)
4This is a special case of the general d dimensional lemma of [10] (found in Appendix 5), but we
prove the special case to simplify the presentation.







, instead of the whole (−π, π] angle region. First
observe that the vectors in the complement of Φ are opposite to the ones evaluated on Φ. Omitting
the opposite vectors poses no issue due to the squaring in (5.4), i.e., vectors c and−cmap to the same
solutions.
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Figure 5.1: A rank-2 spannogram for a V2 matrix with n = 3.












for all i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, the support set of the k largest absolute elements of
v(φ) (i.e., Ik(v(φ))) is itself a function of φ.
In Fig. 6.1, we draw an example plot of 3 (absolute) curves |[v(φ)]i|, i =
1,2,3, from a randomly generated matrix V2. We call this a spannogram, because at
each φ, the values of curves correspond to the absolute values of the elements in
the column span of V2. Computing [v(φ)]i for all i, φ is equivalent to computing
the span of V2. From the spannogram in Fig. 6.1, we can see that the continuity of
the curves implies a local invariance property of the support sets I(v(φ)), around
a given φ. As a matter of fact, a support set Ik(v(φ)) changes, if and only if, the
respective sorting of two absolute elements |[v(φ)]i| and |[v(φ)]j | changes. Finding
these interesection points |[v(φ)]i| = |[v(φ)]j | is the key to find all possible support
sets.
There are n curves and each pair intersects on exactly two points.6 There-





intersection points. The intersection of two absolute
6As we mentioned, we assume that the curves are in “general position,” i.e., no three curves
intersect at the same point and this can be enforced by a small perturbation argument presented in
Appendix 5.
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curves are exactly two points φ that are a solution to [v(φ)]i = [v(φ)]j and [v(φ)]i =











+ 1 regions within which the top k sup-
port sets remain invariant.
5.3.2.2 Building S2
To build S2, we need to i) determine all c intersection vectors that are de-
fined at intersection points on the φ-axis and ii) compute all distinct locally optimal





equations [v(φ)]i = ±[v(φ)]j for all pairs i, j ∈ [n]. This yields [v(φ)]i = ±[v(φ)]j ⇒










Since c needs to be unit norm, we simply need to normalize the solution c. We
will refer to the intersection vector calculated on the φ of the intersection of two
curves i and j as c+i,j and c
−
i,j , depending on the corresponding sign in (5.9). For the
intersection vectors c+i,j and c
−
i,j we compute Ik(V2c+i,j) and Ik(V2c−i,j). Observe that
since the i and j curves are equal on the intersection points, there is no prevailing
sorting among the two corresponding elements i and j of V2c+i,j or V2c
−
i,j . Hence,
for each intersection vector c+i,j and c
−
i,j , we create two candidate support sets, one
where element i is larger than j, and vice versa. This is done to secure that both
support sets, left and right of the φ of the intersection, are included in S2. With the
above methodology, we can compute all possible Ik(V2c) rank-2 optimal candidate


















equations in the 2 unknowns of c+i,j and c
+
i,j . That is, the total complex-















Remark 11. The spannogram algorithm operates by simply solving systems of equations
and sorting vectors. It is not iterative nor does it attempt to solve a convex optimization
problem. Further, it computes solutions that are exactly k-sparse, where the desired sparsity
can be set a-priori.
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The spannogram algorithm presented here is a subroutine that can be used
to find the leading sparse PC of Ad in polynomial time. The general rank-d case
is given as Algorithm 2. The details of the algorithm, the elimination step, and
tune-ups for matrices with nonnegative entries can be found in Appendix 5.
5.3.3 General rank-d case
In [10], the authors show that the same ideas can be generalized for the
construction of the general d case where the following holds.
Lemma 9 ( [10]). The rank-d optimal set Sd has O(nd) candidate optimal solutions and
can be build in time O(nd+1 logn).
A detailed proof of correctness is given in [10], however we provide one in
Appendix Subsection B.1 for completeness.
5.4 Experimental Evaluation
We now empirically evaluate the performance of our algorithm and com-
pare it to the full regularization path greedy approach (FullPath) of [31], the gener-
alized power method (GPower) of [57], and the truncated power method (TPower)
of [107]. We omit the DSPCA semidefinite approach of [30], since the FullPath al-
gorithm is experimentally shown to have similar or better performance [28].
We start with a synthetic experiment: we seek to estimate the support of
the first two sparse eigenvectors of a covariance matrix from sample vectors. We
continue with testing our algorithm on gene expression data sets. Finally, we run
experiments on a large-scale document-term data set, comprising of millions of
Twitter posts.
5.4.1 Spiked Covariance Recovery
We first test our approximation algorithm on an artificial data set gener-
ated in the same manner as in [91, 107]. We consider a covariance matrix Σ, which
has two sparse eigenvectors with very large eigenvalues and the rest of the eigen-





λ1 = 400, λ2 = 300, λ3 = 1, . . . , λ500 = 1. where the first two eigenvectors are sparse
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and each has 10 nonzero entries and non-overlapping supports. The remaining
eigenvectors are picked as n− 2 orthogonal vectors in the nullspace of [v1 v2].
We have two sets of experiments, one for few samples and one for ex-
tremely few. First, we generatem= 50 samples of length n= 500 distributed as zero
mean Gaussian with covariance matrix Σ and repeat the experiment 5000 times.
We repeat the same experiment for m = 5. We compare our rank-1 and rank-2 al-
gorithms against FullPath, GPower with `1 penalization and `0 penalization, and
TPower. After estimating the first eigenvector with ṽ1, we deflate A to obtain A′.
We use the projection deflation method [67] to obtain A′ = (I − ṽ1ṽT1 )A(I − ṽ1ṽT1 )
and work on it to obtain ṽ2, the second estimated eigenvector of Σ.
In Table 1, we report the probability of correctly recovering the supports
of v1 and v2: if both estimates ṽ1 and ṽ2 have matching supports with the true
eigenvectors, then the recovery is considered successful.
500× 50 500× 5
k prec. prec.
PCA+thresh. 10 .98 0.85
GPower-`0 (γ = 0.8) 10 1 0.33
GPower-`1 (γ = 0.8) 10 1 0.33
FullPath 10 1 0.96
TPower 10 1 0.96
Rank-2 approx. 10 1 0.96
Table 5.1: Performance results on the spiked covariance model, where prec. repre-
sents the recovery probability of the correct supports of the two sparse eigenvectors
of Σ.
In our experiments for m = 50, all algorithms were comparable and per-
formed near-optimally, apart from the rank-1 approximation (PCA+thresholding).
The success of our rank-2 algorithm can be in parts suggested by the fact that the
true covariance Σ is almost rank 2: it has very large decay between its 2nd and 3rd
eigenvalue. The average approximation guarantee that we obtained from the gen-
erating experiments for the rank 2 case and for m = 50 was xT2 Ax2 ≥ 0.7 · x∗AxT∗ ,
that is before running our algorithm, we know that it could on average perform
at least 70% as good as the optimal solution. For m = 5 samples we observe that
the performance of the rank-1 and GPower methods decay and FullPath, TPower,
and rank-2 find the correct support with probability approximately equal to 96%.
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This overall decay in performance of all schemes is due to the fact that 5 samples
are not sufficient for a perfect estimate. Interesting tradeoffs of sample complexity
and probability of recovery where derived in [7]. Conducting a theoretical analysis
for our scheme under the spiked covariance model is left as an interesting future
direction.
5.4.2 Gene Expression Data Set







































Figure 5.2: Results on gene expression data sets.
In the same manner as in the relevant sparse PCA literature, we evaluate
our approximation on two gene expression data-sets used in [28, 31, 107]. We plot
the ratio of the explained variance coming from the first sparse PC to the explained
variance of the first eigenvector (which is equal to the first eigenvalue). We also plot
the performance outer bound derived in [28]. We observe that our approximation
follows the same optimality pattern as most previous methods, for many values
of sparsity k. In these experiments we did not test the GPower method since the
output sparsity cannot be explicitly predetermined. However, previous literature
indicates that GPower is also near-optimal in this scenario.
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1st sparse PC
Rank-1 TPower Rank-2 Rank-3 FullPath
skype eurovision skype skype eurovision
microsoft skype microsoft microsoft finalG
billion microsoft billion acquisitionG greeceG
acquisitionG billion acquisitionG billion greece
eurovision acquisitionG acquiredG acquiredG lucasG
acquiredG buying acquiresG acquiresG semifinalG
acquiresG acquiredG buying buying final
buying acquiresG dollarsG dollarsG contest
google dollarsG acquisition acquisition stereo
dollarsG acquisition google google watching
performance = explained variancemaximum explained variance =
xT1 Ax1
λ1
0.9863 0.9861 0.9870 0.9870 0.9283
2nd sparse PC
Rank-1 TPower Rank-2 Rank-3 FullPath
greece greece eurovision eurovision skype
greeceG greeceG greece greece microsoft
love love greeceG lucasG billion
lucasG loukas finalG finalG acquisitionG
final finalsG lucasG final acquiresG
greek athens final stereo acquiredG
athens final stereo semifinalG buying
finalG stereo semifinalG contest dollarsG
stereo country contest greeceG official
country sailing songG watching google






0.8851 0.8850 0.9850 0.9852 0.9852
3rd sparse PC
Rank-1 TPower Rank-2 Rank-3 FullPath
downtownG twitter love love love
censusG censusG received received received
athensG homeG greek twitter damon
homeG google know know greek
twitter yearG damon greek hate
yearG greek amazing damon know
murderG mayG hate hate amazing
songG facebook twitter amazing sweet
mayG startsG great great great
yearsG populationG sweet sweet songs






0.7875 0.7877 0.8993 0.8994 0.8994
Table 5.2: The first 3 (out of 5) sparse PCs for a data-set consisting of 65k Tweets
and 64k unique words. Words that appear with a G are translated from Greek.
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4th sparse PC
Rank-1 TPower Rank-2 Rank-3 FullPath
thanouG downtownG downtownG downtownG twitter
kenterisG athensG athensG athensG facebook
guiltyG yearG murderG murderG welcome
kenteris year’sG yearsG yearsG account
tzekosG murderG brutalG brutalG goodG
monthsG cameraG stabbedG stabbedG followers
tzekos crimeG bad eventsG bad eventsG censusG
facebook crime yearG cameraG populationG
imprisonmentG stabbedG turmoilG yearG homeG
penaltiesG brutalG cameraG crimeG startsG






0.7174 0.7520 0.8419 0.8420 0.8412
5th sparse PC
Rank-1 TPower Rank-2 Rank-3 FullPath
bravoG songG censusG censusG yearG
loukaG bravoG homeG homeG this yearG
athensG endG populationG populationG loveG
endG loukaG may’sG may’sG birthdayG
womanG likedG beginsG beginsG i wishG
successG niceG generalG general songG
niceG greekG nightG begunG titleG
youtube titleG noneG comesG memoriesG
was goingG trialsG yearG census employeeG trialsG
murderedG memoriesG countryG yearG likedG






0.6933 0.7464 0.8343 0.8345 0.8241
Table 5.3: The remaining 2 (out of 5) sparse PCs for a data-set consisting of 65k
Tweets and 64k unique words. Words that appear with a G are translated from
Greek.
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5.4.3 Large-scale Twitter data-set
We proceed our experimental evaluation of our algorithm by testing it on
a large-scale data set. Our data-set comprises of millions of tweets coming from
Greek Twitter users. Each tweet corresponds to a list of words and has a character
limit of 140 per tweet. Although each tweet was associated with metadata, such us
hyperlinks, user id, hash tags etc., we strip these features out and just use the word
list. We use a simple Python script to normalize each Tweet. Words that are not
contextual (me, to, what, etc) are discarded in an ad-hoc way. We also discard all
words that are less than three characters, or words that appear once in the corpus.
We represent each tweet as a long vector consisting of n words, with a 1 whenever
a word appears, and 0 if it does not appear. Further details about our data set can
be found in Appendix 5.
Document-term data sets have been observed to follow power-laws on their
eigenvalues. Empirical results have been reported that indicate power-law like de-
cays for eigenvalues where no cutoff is observed [33] and some derived power-law
generative models for 0/1 matrices [25, 70]. In our experiments, we also observe
power-law decays on the spectrum of the twitter matrices. Further experimental
observations of power laws can be found in Appendix 5. These underlying decay
laws on the spectrum were sufficient to give good approximation guarantees; for
many of our data sets 1− ε was between 0.5 to 0.7, even for d = 2,3. Further, our
algorithm empirically performed better than these guarantees.
In the following tests, we compare against TPower and FullPath. TPower
is run for 10k iterations, and is initialized with a vector having 1s on the k words
of highest variance. For FullPath we restrict the covariance to its first 5k words
of highest variance, since for larger numbers the algorithm became slow to test
on a personal desktop computer. In our experiments, we use a simpler deflation
method, than the more sophisticated ones used before. Once k words appear in the
first k-sparse PC, we strip them from the data set, recompute the new convariance,
and then run all algorithms. A benefit of this deflation is that it forces all sparse PCs
to be orthogonal to each other which helps for a more fair comparison with respect
to explained variance. Moreover, this deflation preserves the sparsity of the matrix
A after each deflation step; sparsity on A facilitates faster execution times for all
methods tested. The performance metric here is again the explained variance over








. We see that in many experiments, we come very close
to the optimal value of 1.
In Table 5.4, we show our results for all tweets that contain the word Japan,
for a 5-day (May 1-5, 2011) and then a month-length time window (May, 2011). In
all these tests, our rank-3 approximation consistently captured more variance than
all other compared methods.
*japan 1-5 May 2011 May 2011
m× n 12k× 15k 267k× 148k 1.9mil× 222k
k k = 10 k = 4 k = 5
#PCs 5 7 3
Rank-1 0.600 0.815 0.885
TPower 0.595 0.869 0.915
Rank-2 0.940 0.934 0.885
Rank-3 0.940 0.936 0.954
FullPath 0.935 0.886 0.953
Table 5.4: Performance comparison on the Twitter data-set
In Table 5.3, we show a day-length experiment (May 10th, 2011), where we
had 65k Tweets and 64k unique words. For this data-set we report the first 5 sparse
PCs generated by all methods tested. The average computation times for this time-
window where less than 1 second for the rank-1 approximation, less than 5 seconds
for rank-2, and less than 2 minutes for the rank-3 approximation on a Macbook Pro
5.1 running MATLAB 7. The main reason for these tractable running times is the
use of our elimination scheme which left only around 40− 80 rows of the initial
matrix of 64k rows. In terms of running speed, we empirically observed that our
algorithm is slower than Tpower but faster than FullPath for the values of d tested.
In Table 5.3, words with strike-through are what we consider non-matching to the
“main topic” of that PC. Words marked with G are translated from Greek. From
the PCs we see that the main topics are about Skype’s acquisition by Microsoft, the
European Music Contest “Eurovision,” a crime that occurred in the downtown of
Athens, and the Greek census that was carried for the year 2011. An interesting
observation is that a general “excitement” sparse principal component appeared
in most of our queries on the Twitter data set. It involves words like like, love,
liked, received, great, etc, and was generated by all algorithms.
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5.5 Conclusions
We conclude that our algorithm can efficiently provide interpretable sparse
PCs while matching or outperforming the accuracy of previous methods. A paral-




Finding Dense Subgraphs via Low-Rank Bilinear
Optimization
In this chapter, we develop a novel algorithm for DkS that searches a low-
dimensional space for provably good solutions. We obtain provable performance
bounds that depend on the graph spectrum. We establish data-dependent approxi-
mation bounds, related to the spectrum of the adjacency matrix. This is important,
as existing results have only provided worst-case guarantees – far too conservative
to provide guidance on real-world problems. Our algorithm exploits a combina-
torial structure called the Spannogram originally introduced in [10], related to a
low-rank approximation of the adjacency matrix.
Our algorithm is highly suitable for parallel implementation: we imple-
ment it in MapReduce, run it on a large computer cluster, and test it on artificial
and real data sets. We show that it is possible to find dense subgraphs in massive
graphs that have billions of edges. We empirically show that our algorithm can
find subgraphs of significantly higher density compared to the previous state of
the art. 1
6.1 Introduction
Given a graph G on n vertices with m edges and a parameter k, we are
interested in finding an induced subgraph on k vertices with the largest average
degree, also known as the maximum density. This is the Densest k-Subgraph (DkS)
1Contributions Statement: Most parts of this chapter are accepted for presentation in the Inter-
national Conference on Machine Learning, in 2014, under the title, Finding Dense Subgraphs via
Low-Rank Bilinear Optimization, with authors, D.S. Papailiopoulos, I. Mitlagkas, A. G. Dimakis, C.
Caramanis. Prof. Alex Dimakis and Prof. Constantine Caramanis supervised the project and all
coauthors had equal contribution to this work.
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– a fundamental problem in combinatorial optimization with applications in nu-
merous fields including social sciences, communication networks, and biology (see
e.g. [11, 37, 42, 49, 71, 87]).
DkS is a notoriously hard problem. It is NP-hard by reduction to MAX-
CLIQUE. Moreover, Khot showed in [62] that, under widely believed complexity-
theoretic assumptions, DkS cannot be approximated within an arbitrary constant
factor.2 The best known approximation ratio was n1/3+ε (for some small ε) due
to [40]. Recently, [15] introduced an algorithm with approximation ratio n1/4+ε,
that runs in time nO(1/ε). Such results, where the approximation factor scales as
a polynomial in the number of vertices, are too pessimistic for real-world appli-
cations. This resistance to better approximations, despite the long history of the
problem, suggests that DkS is probably very hard in the worst case.
Our Contributions. In this work we move beyond the worst case frame-
work. We present a novel DkS algorithm that has two key features: i) it comes with
approximation guarantees that are surprisingly tight on real-world graphs and ii)
it is fully parallelizable and can scale up to graphs with billions of edges.
Our algorithm combines spectral and combinatorial techniques; it relies on
examining candidate subgraphs obtained from vectors lying in a low-dimensional
subspace of the adjacency matrix of the graph. This is accomplished through a
framework called the Spannogram, introduced in [60] and later used in [10], which
we define below, and is very similar to the one of the previous chapter.
Our approximation guarantees are graph-dependent: they are related to the
spectrum of the adjacency matrix of the graph. Let opt denote the average degree
(i.e., the density) of the densest k-subgraph, where 0 ≤ opt ≤ k − 1. Our algo-
rithm takes as input the graph, the subgraph size k, and an accuracy parameter
d ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The output is a subgraph on k vertices with density optd, for which
we obtain the following approximation result:






2approximation ratio ρ means that there exists an algorithm that produces in polynomial time a
number A, such that 1 ≤ opt
A
≤ ρ, where opt is the optimal density.
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a k-subgraph that has density
optd ≥ 0.5 · (1− δ) · opt− 2 · |λd+1|,
with probability 1− 1n , where λi is the ith largest, in magnitude, eigenvalue of the adjacency
matrix of the graph. If the graph is bipartite, or if the largest d eigenvalues of the graph are




, and outputs a k-subgraph with
density
optd ≥ opt− 2 · |λd+1|,
where Td is the time to compute the d leading eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix of the
graph.
Our bounds come close to 2 + ε and 1 + ε factor approximations, when λd+1
is significantly smaller than the density of the densest k-subgraph. In the following
theorem, we give such an example. However, we would like to note that in the
worst case our bounds might not yield something meaningful.
Theorem 2. If the densest-k-subgraph contains a constant fraction of all the edges, and
k = Θ(
√
E), then we can approximate DkS within a factor of 2 + ε, in time nO(1/ε2). If
additionally the graph is bipartite, we can approximate DkS within a factor of 1 + ε.
The above result is similar to the 1 + ε approximation ratio of [8] for dense
graphs, where the densest-k-subgraph contains a constant fraction of the Ω(n2)
edges, where k = Ω(n). The innovation here is that our ratio also applies to sparse
graphs with sublinear number of edges.
Computable upper bounds. In addition to these theoretical guarantees, our anal-
ysis allows us to obtain a graph-dependent upper bound for the optimal subgraph
density. This is shown in Fig. 3 in our experimental section, where for many graphs
our algorithm is provably within 70% from the upper bound of opt. These are far
stronger guarantees than the best available a priori bounds. This illustrates the po-
tential power of graph-dependent guarantees that, however, require the execution
of an algorithm.






. Under some mild spectral assumptions, a randomized version of
our algorithm runs in nearly-linear time.
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Theorem 3. Let the d largest eigenvalues of the graph be positive, and let the d-th,(d+ 1)-
st largest have constant ratio: ∣∣∣∣ λdλd+1
∣∣∣∣ ≥ C.
Then, we can modify our algorithm to output, with probability 1− δ, a k-subgraph with
density












where m is the number of edges.
We found that the above spectral condition holds for all d ≤ 5, in many real-world
graphs that we tested.
Scalability. We develop two key scalability features that allow us to scale
up efficiently on massive graphs.
Vertex sparsification: We introduce a pre-processing step that eliminates vertices that
are unlikely to be part of the densest k-subgraph. The elimination is based on
the vertices’ weighted leverage scores [16, 68] and admits a provable bound on the
introduced error. We empirically found that even with a negligible additional error,
the elimination dramatically reduced problem sizes in all tested datasets.
MapReduce implementation: We show that our algorithm is fully-parallelizable and
tailor it for the MapReduce framework. We use our MapReduce implementation
to run experiments on Elastic MapReduce (EMR) on Amazon. In our large-scale
experiments, we were able to scale out to thousands of mappers and reducers in
parallel over 800 cores, and find large dense subgraphs in graphs with billions of
edges.
6.1.1 Related work
DkS algorithms: One of the few positive results for DkS is a 1 + ε approx-
imation for dense graphs where m = Ω(n2), and in the linear subgraph setting
k = Ω(n) [8]. For some values of m = o(n2) a 2 + ε approximation was established
by [97]. Moreover, for any k = Ω(n) a constant factor approximation is possible
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via a greedy approach by [9], or via semidefinite relaxations by [94] and [39]. Re-
cently, [5] established new approximation results for graphs with small “ε-rank,”
using an approximate solver for low-rank perturbed versions of the adjacency ma-
trix.
There is a vast literature on algorithms for detecting communities and well-
connected subgraphs: greedy schemes [84], optimization approaches [6,32,53], and
the truncated power method [107]. We compare with various of these algorithms
in our evaluation section.
The Spannogram framework: We present an exact solver for bilinear optimiza-
tion problems on matrices of constant rank, under {0,1} and sparsity constraints on
the variables. Our theory is a generalization of the Spannogram framework, origi-
nally introduced in the foundational work of [60] and further developed in [10,79],
that obtains exact solvers for low-rank quadratic optimization problems with combi-
natorial constraints, such as sparse PCA.
MapReduce algorithms for graphs: The design of MapReduce algorithms for
massive graphs is an active research area as Hadoop becomes one of the standards
for storing large data sets. The related work by Bahmani et al. [11] designs a novel
MapReduce algorithm for the densest subgraph problem. This densest subgraph
problem requires finding a subgraph of highest normalized density without enforc-
ing a specific subgraph size k. Surprisingly, without a subgraph size restriction,
the densest subgraph becomes polynomially solvable and therefore fundamentally
different from what we consider in this paper.
6.2 Proposed Algorithm
The density of a subgraph indexed by a vertex set S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is equal to





where A is the adjacency matrix (Ai,j = 1 if (i, j) is an edge, else Ai,j = 0) and the
indicator vector 1S has 1s in the entries indexed by S and 0 otherwise. Observe that
1TSA1S =
∑
i,j∈S Ai,j is twice the number of edges in the subgraph with vertices in
S.
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For a fixed subgraph size |S| = k, we can express DkS as a quadratic opti-
mization:
DkS : opt = (1/k) · max
|S|=k
1TSA1S
where |S|= k denotes that the optimization variable is a k-vertex subset of {1, . . . , n}.
The bilinear relaxation of DkS. We approximate DkS via approximating its
bipartite version. This problem can be expressed as a bilinear maximization:





As we see in the following lemma, the two problems are fundamentally
related: a good solution for the bipartite version of the problem maps to a “half as
good” solution for DkS. The proof is given in Appendix B.
Lemma 10. A ρ-approximation algorithm for DBkS implies a 2ρ-approximation algorithm
for DkS.
6.2.1 DkS through low rank approximations
At the core of our approximation lies a constant rank solver: we show that
DBkS can be solved in polynomial time on constant rank matrices. We solve con-
stant rank instances of DBkS instead of DkS due to an important implication: DkS
is NP-hard even for rank-1 matrices with 1 negative eigenvalue, as we show in
Appendix B.
The exact steps of our algorithm are given in the pseudo-code tables re-
ferred to as Algorithms 1-3.3 The output of our algorithm is a k-subgraph Zd that
has density optd that comes with provable guarantees. We present our theoretical
guarantees in the next subsection.
Our main algorithmic innovation, the constant rank solver for DBkS (Algo-
rithms 2-3), is called many times: in lines 5, 8, and 15 of our general DkS approxi-
mation, shown as Algorithm 1. We describe its steps subsequently.
3In the pseudocode of Algorithm 2, top
k
(v), denotes the indices of the k largest signed elements
of v.
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Algorithm 2 low-rank approximations for DkS
1: [Vd,Λd] = EVD(A, d)
2: if G is bipartite then
3: B = bi-adjacency of G
4: [Vd,Σd,Ud] = SVD(B, d)
5: {Xd,Yd} = arg max|X|+|Y|=k 1TXVdΣdUTd 1Y .
6: Zd = Xd ∪Yd
7: else if The first d eigenvalues of A are positive then
8: {Xd,Xd} = arg max|X|=|Y|=k 1TXVdΛdVTd 1Y .
9: Zd = Xd
10: else
11: for i = 1 : logn
δ
do
12: draw n fair coins and assign them to vertices
13: L = vertices with heads;R = {1, . . . , n} −L
14: Bid = [VdΛdV
T
d ]L,R
15: {X i,Yi} = arg max|X|+|Y|=k 1TXBid1Y .
16: end for
17: {X i,Yi} = arg max1≤i≤n 1TX iB
i
d1Yi
18: Zd = Xd ∪Yd
19: end if
20: Output: Zd
Constant rank solver for DBkS. In the following we present an exact solver
for DBkS on constant rank approximations of A. Our DkS algorithm makes a num-
ber of calls to the DBkS low-rank solver on slightly different (some times rectangu-
lar) matrices. The details of the general low-rank solver are in Appendix B.




i , a rank-d approximation of A. Here, λi is the
i-th largest in magnitude eigenvalue and vi the corresponding eigenvector.
Step 2: Use Ad to obtain O(nd) candidate subgraphs. For any matrix A we can




)2 pairs (X ,Y) of k-subsets of vertices.
Surprisingly, if we want to find the X ,Y pairs that maximize 1TXAd1Y , i.e., the bi-
linear problem on the rank-d matrix Ad, then we show that only O(nd) candidate
pairs need to be examined. The proof of this is done using a modification to the
analysis of [10], and essentially use the same algorithm as in [10] to recover the
candidate pairs.
Step 3: Check all k-set pairs {X ,Y} obtained by Step 2, and output the one
with the largest density on the low-rank weighted adjacency Ad.
In the next section, we derive the constant rank-solver using two key facts.
First, for each fixed vertex set Y , we show that it is easy to find the optimal set
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X that maximizes 1TXAd1Y for that Y . Since this turns out to be easy, then the
challenge is to find the number of different vertex sets Y that we need to check.





k-sets Y? We show that this question
is equivalent to searching the span of the first d eigenvectors of A, and collecting
in a set Sd the top-k coordinates of all vectors in that d-dimensional space. By
modifying the Spannogram theory of [10,60], we show how this set has size O(nd)
and can be constructed in time O(nd+1). This will imply that DBkS can be solved
in time O(nd+1) on Ad.
Computational Complexity. The worst-case time complexity of the constant-
rank DBkS solver on Ad is O(Td + nd+1), where Td is the time to compute the
first d eigenvectors of A. Under conditions satisfied by many real world graphs,
we show that we can modify our algorithm and obtain a randomized one that
succeeds with probability δ and is ε far from the optimal rank-d solver, while
its complexity reduces to nearly linear in the number of edges m of the graph G:
O
(








Algorithm 3 lowrankDBkS(k, d, A)
1: [Vd,Λd] = EVD(A, d)
2: Sd = Spannogram(k,Vd)







2: Sd = {topk(v) : v ∈ span(v1, . . . ,vd)}
3: Output: Sd.
6.2.2 Approximation Guarantees






We output a pair of vertex sets, Xd,Yd, which we refer to as the rank-d optimal solu-
tion, that has density
optBd = (1/k) · 1TXdA1Yd .
Our approximation guarantees measure how far optBd is from opt
B, the optimal
density for DBkS. Our bounds capture a simple core idea: the loss in our approx-
imation comes due to solving the problem on Ad instead of solving it on the full
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rank matrix A. This loss is quantified in the next lemma. The detailed proofs of the
following results are in Appendix B.
Lemma 11. For any matrix A: optBd ≥ optB− 2 · |λd+1|, where λi is the ith largest eigen-
value of A.
Using an appropriate pre-processing step and then running Algorithm 2 as
a subroutine on a sub-sampled and low-rank version of A, we output a k-subgraph
Zd that has density optd. By essentially combining Lemmata 1 and 2 we obtain the
following bounds.





a k-subgraph that has density
optd = den(Zd) ≥ 0.5 · (1− δ) · opt− 2 · |λd+1|,
with probability 1− 1n , where λi is the ith largest, in magnitude, eigenvalue of the adjacency
matrix of the graph. If the graph is bipartite, or if the largest d eigenvalues of the graph are




, and outputs a k-subgraph with
density optd ≥ opt− 2 · |λd+1|, where Td is the time to compute the d leading eigenvectors
of the adjacency matrix of the graph.
Using bounds on eigenvalues of graphs, Theorem 6 translates to the follow-
ing approximation guarantees.
Theorem 7. If the densest-k-subgraph contains a constant fraction of all the edges, and
k = Θ(
√
E), then we can approximate DkS within a factor of 2 + ε, in time nO(1/ε2). If
additionally the graph is bipartite, then we can approximate DkS within a factor of 1 + ε.
Remark 12. The above results are similar to the 1 + ε ratio of [8], which holds for graphs
where the densest-k-subgraph contains Ω(n2) edges.
Graph dependent bounds. For any given graph, after running our constant
rank solver on Ad, we can compute an upper bound to the optimal density opt via
bounds on optB, since it is easy to see that optB ≥ opt. Our graph-dependent bound
is the minimum of three upper bounds on the unknown optimal density:
Lemma 12. The optimal density of DkS can be bounded as
opt ≤min
{




In our experimental section, we plot the above upper bounds, and show
that for most tested graphs our algorithm performs provably within 70% from the
upper bound on the optimal density. These are far stronger guarantees than the
best available a priori bounds.
6.3 The Spannogram Framework
In this section, we describe how the constant rank solver operates by exam-
ining candidate vectors in a low-dimensional span of A.
Here, we work on a rank-d matrix Ad = v1uT1 + . . .+ vdu
T
d where ui = λivi,















v1 · (uT1 1Y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1











where vY = v1 · c1 + . . . + vd · cd is an n-dimensional vector generated by the d-
dimensional subspace spanned by v1, . . . ,vd.
We will now make a key observation: for every fixed vector vY in (6.2), the
index set X that maximizes 1TXvY can be easily computed. It is not hard to see that
for any fixed vector vY , the k-subset X that maximizes 1TXvY =
∑
i∈X [vY ]i corre-
sponds the set of k largest signed coordinates of vY . That is, the locally optimal
k-set is topk(vY).
We now wish to find all possible locally optimal setsX . If we could possibly
check all vectors vY , then we could find all locally optimal index sets topk(vY).
Let us denote as Sd the set of all k-subsets X that are the optimal solutions
of the inner maximization of (6.2) for any vector v in the span of v1, . . . ,vd
Sd = {topk([v1 · c1 + . . .+ vd · cd]) : c1, . . . , cd ∈ R}.
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Clearly, this set contains all possible locally optimal X sets of the form topk(vY).






The above problem can now be solved in the following way: for every set X ∈ Sd
find the locally optimal setY that maximizes 1TXAd1Y , that is, this will be topk(Ad1X ).
Then, we simply need to test all such X ,Y pairs on Ad and keep the optimizer.
Due to the above, the problem of solving DBkS on Ad is equivalent to con-
structing the set of k-supports Sd, and then finding the optimal solution in that
set. How large can Sd be and can we construct it in polynomial time? Initially one





. Instead, we show that the
set Sd will be tremendously smaller, as in [60] and [10].
Lemma 13. The set Sd has size at most O(nd) and can be built in time O(nd+1) using
Algorithm 2.
The above lemma is proved using the same technique as in [10].
6.3.1 Constructing the set Sd
We build up to the general rank-d algorithm by explaining special cases that
are easier to understand.
Rank-1 case. We start with the d = 1 case, where we have S1 = {topk(c1 ·
v1) : c1 ∈ R}. It is not hard to see that there are only two supports to include in S1:
topk(v1) and topk(−v1). These two sets can be constructed in time in time O(n),
via a partial sorting and selection algorithm [26]. Hence, S1 has size 2 and can be
constructed in time O(n).
Rank-2 case. This is the first non-trivial d which exhibits the details of the
Spannogram algorithm. The following analysis is the same as [10].
Let an auxiliary angle φ ∈ Φ = [0, π) and let






4Observe that when we scan φ, the vectors c,−c express all possible unit norm vectors on the
circle.
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Then, we re-express c1 · v1 + c2 · v2 in terms of φ as
v(φ) = sinφ · v1 + cosφ · v2. (6.4)
This means that we can rewrite the set S2 as:
S2 = {topk(±(v(φ)), φ ∈ [0, π)}.
Observe that each element of v(φ) is a continuous spectral curve in φ: [v(φ)]i =
[v1]i sin(φ) + [v2]i cos(φ). Consequently, the top/bottom-k supports of v(φ), that is
topk(±v(φ)), are themselves a function of φ. How can we find all possible sup-
ports?



















Figure 6.1: A rank d = 2 spannogram for n = 5 and two random vectors v1,v2.
Observe that every two curves intersect in exactly one point. These intersection
points define intervals in which a top-k set is invariant.
The Spannogram. In Fig. 6.1, we draw an example plot of five curves
[v(φ)]i, i = 1, . . . ,5, which we call a spannogram. From the spannogram in Fig. 6.1,
we can see that the continuity of these sinusoidal curves implies a “local invari-
ance” property of the top/bottom k supports topk(±v(φ)), in a small neighborhood
around a fixed φ. So, when does a top/bottom-k support change? The index sets
topk(±v(φ)) change if and only if two curves cross, i.e., when the ordering of two
elements [v(φ)]i,[v(φ)]j changes.
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Finding all supports: There are n curves and each pair intersects at exactly
















+ 1 intervals. Within an interval the top,







A way to find all supports in S2 is to compute the v(φi,j) vectors on the
intersection points of two curves i, j, and then the supports in the two adjacent
intervals of such intersection point. The v(φi,j) vector on an intersection point of
two curves i and j can be easily computed by first solving a set of linear equa-
tions [v(φi,j)]i = [v(φi,j)]j⇒ (ei− ej)T [v1 v2]ci,j = 02×1 for the unknown vector ci,j ,
where ei is the i-th column of the n× n identity matrix, i.e., ci,j = nullspace((ei −
ej)T [v1 v2]). Then, we compute v(φi,j) = [v1 v2]ci,j . Further details on breaking
ties in topk(v(φi,j)) can be found in Appendix B.





intersection points, where we calculate the
top/bottom k supports for each v(φi,j). The top/bottom k elements of every v(φi,j)
can be computed in time O(n) using a partial sorting and selection algorithm [26].





) times, the total complexity of the
rank-2 algorithm is O(n3).
General Rank-d case. The algorithm generalizes to arbitrary dimension d,
as it relies on the framework of [10]. We provide the details in Appendix B; its
pseudo-code is given as Algorithm 3.
Remark 13. Observe that the computation of each loop under line 2 of Algorithm 3 can be
computed in parallel. This will allow us to parallelize the Spannogram.
6.3.2 An approximate Sd in nearly-linear time
In the exact solver, we solve DBkS on Ad in time O(nd+1). Surprisingly,
when Ad has only positive eigenvalues, then we can tightly approximate DBkS on
Ad in nearly linear time.
5Here we assume that the curves are in general position. This can be always accomplished by
infinitesimally perturbing the curves as in [79].
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Algorithm 4 Spannogram(k,Vd)
1: Sd = ∅
2: for all (i1, . . . , id) ∈ {1, . . . , n}d and s ∈ {−1,1} do




4: v = VTd c
5: S = top
k
(v)






subsets J of (i1, . . . , id) do
8: Sd = Sd
⋃




Theorem 8. Let the d largest eigenvalues of the graph be positive, and let the d-th,(d+ 1)-
st largest have constant ratio:
∣∣∣ λdλd+1 ∣∣∣ ≥ C. Then, we can output, with probability 1− δ, a
k-subgraph with density (1− ε)2 · optd, in time O
(








The main idea is that instead of checking all O(nd) possible k sets in Sd, we







vectors in the span of v1, . . . ,vd. Our proof is based on the fact that we can “ap-
proximate” the surface of the d-dimensional sphere with M randomly sampled
vectors from the span of v1, . . . ,vd. This allows us to identify, probability 1 − δ,
near-optimal candidates in Sd. The modified algorithm is very simple and is given
below; its analysis can be found in Appendix B.
Algorithm 5 Spannogram approx(k, Vd,Λd)








2: v = (Λ1/2d ·Vd)
T · randn(d,1)




In this section, we present the two key scalability features that allow us to
scale up to graphs with billions of edges.
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6.4.1 Vertex Sparsification
We introduce a very simple and efficient pre-processing step for discard-
ing vertices that are unlikely to appear in a top k set in Sd. This step runs after




i,j |λj |, of the i-th ver-
tex to decide whether we will discard it or not. We show in Appendix B, that by
appropriately setting a threshold, we can guarantee a provable bound on the error
introduced. In our experimental results, the above elimination is able to reduce n
to approximately n̂ ≈ 10 · k for a provably small additive error, even for data sets
where n = 108.
6.4.2 MapReduce Implementation
A MapReduce implementation allows scaling out to a large number of com-
pute nodes that can work in parallel. The reader can refer to [11, 69]) for a compre-
hensive treatment of the MapReduce paradigm. In short, the Hadoop/MapReduce
infrastructure stores the input graph as a distributed file spread across multiple
machines; it provides a tuple streaming abstraction, where each map and reduce
function receives and emits tuples as (key, value) pairs. The role of the keys is to
ensure information aggregation: all the tuples with the same key are processed by
the same reducer.
For the spectral decomposition step of our scheme we design a simple im-
plementation of the power method in MapReduce. The details are beyond the
scope of this work; high-performance implementations are already available in the
literature, e.g. [66]. We instead focus on the novel implementation of the Spanno-
gram.
Our MapReduce implementation of the rank-2 Spannogram is outlined in
Algorithm 4. The Mapper is responsible for the duplication and dissemination of
the eigenvectors, V2,U2 = V2Λ2, to all reducers. Line 3 emits the j-th row of V2
and U2 once for every node i. Since i is used as the key, this ensures that every
reducer receives V2,U2 in their entirety.
From the breakdown of the Spannogram in Section 6.3, it is understood
that, for the rank-2 case, it suffices to solve a simple system of equations for every
pair of nodes. The Reducer for node i receives the full eigenvectors V2,U2 and is
responsible for solving the problem for every pair (i, j), where j > i. Then, Line 6
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emits the best candidate computed at Reducer i. A trivial final step, not outlined
here, collects all n2 candidate sets and keeps the best one as the final solution.
The basic outline in Algorithm 4 comes with heavy communication needs
and was chosen here for ease of exposition. The more efficient version that we im-
plement, does not replicate V2,U2 n times. Instead, the number of reducers – say
R = nα – is fine-tuned to the capabilities of the cluster. The mappers emit V2,U2
R times, once for every reducer. Then, reducer r is responsible for solving for
node pairs (i, j), where i ≡ r (mod R) and j > i. Depending on the performance
bottleneck, different choices for α are more appropriate. We divide the construc-
tion of the O(n2) candidate sets in S2 to O(nα) reducers and each of them com-
putes O(n2−α) candidate subgraphs. The total communication cost for this paral-
lelization scheme is O(n1+α): nα reducers need to have access to the entire V2,U2
that has 2 · 2 · n entries. Moreover, the total computation cost for each reducer is
O(n3−α).
Algorithm 6 SpannogramMR(V2,U2)
1: Map({[V2]j,:, [U2]j,:, j}):
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: emit: 〈i,{[V2]j,1, [V2]j,2, [U2]j,1, [U2]j,2, j}〉
4: end for
1: Reducei(〈i,{[V2]j,1, [V2]j,2, [U2]j,1, [U2]j,2, j}〉 ,∀j):
2: for each j ≥ i+ 1 do
3: c = nullspace([V]i,: − [V]j,:)






i,{Xi,Yi} = maxj 1XjV2UT2 1Yj
〉
6.5 Experimental Evaluation
We experimentally evaluate the performance of our algorithm and compare
it to the truncated power method (TPower) of [107], a greedy algorithm by [40]
(GFeige) and another greedy algorithm by [84] (GRavi). We performed experi-
ments on synthetic dense subgraphs and also massive real graphs from multiple
sources. In all experiments we compare the density of the subgraph obtained by
the Spannogram to the density of the output subgraphs given by the other algo-
rithms.
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(a) Densities of the recovered subgraph v.s.
the expected number of edges.




















(b) Running times of the Spannogram and
power iteration for two top eigenvectors.
Figure 6.2: Planted clique experiments for random graphs.
Our experiments illustrate three key points: (1) for all tested graphs, our
method outperforms – some times significantly – all other algorithms compared;
(2) our method is highly scalable, allowing us to solve far larger problem instances;
(3) our data-dependent upper bound in many cases provide a certificate of near-
optimality, far more accurate and useful, than what a priori bounds are able to do.
Planted clique. We first consider the so-called (and now much studied)
Planted Clique problem: we seek to find a clique of size k that has been planted in
a graph where all other edges are drawn independently with probability 1/2. We
scale our randomized experiments from n = 100 up to 105. In all cases we set the
size of the clique to k = 3 · √n – close to what is believed to be the critical com-
putability threshold. In all our experiments, GRavi, TPower, and the Spannogram
successfully recovered the hidden clique. However, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2, the
Spannogram algorithm is the only one able to scale up to n = 105– a massive dense
graph with about 2.5 billion edges. The reason is that this graph does not fit in the
main memory of one machine and caused all centralized algorithms to crash after
several hours. Our MapReduce implementation scales out smoothly, since it splits
the problem over multiple smaller problems solved in parallel.
Specifically, we used Amazon Wireless Services’ Elastic MapReduce frame-
work [1]. We implemented our map and reduce functions in Python and used the
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MRJob class [3]. For our biggest experiments we used a 100-machine strong cluster,
consisting of m1.xlarge AWS instances (a total of 800 cores).
The running times of our experiments over MapReduce are shown in Fig.
2(b). The main bottleneck is the computation of the first two eigenvectors which
is performed by repeating the power iteration for few (typically 4) iterations. This
step is not the emphasis of this work and has not been optimized. The Spannogram
algorithm is significantly faster and the benefits of parallelization are clear since it
is CPU intensive.
In principle, the other algorithms could be also implemented over MapRe-
duce, but that requires non-trivial distributed algorithm design. As is well-known,
e.g., [69], implementing iterative machine learning algorithms over MapReduce can
be a significant task and schemes which perform worse in standard metrics can be
highly preferable for this parallel framework. Careful MapReduce algorithmic de-
sign is needed especially for dense graphs like the one in the hidden clique prob-
lem.
Real Datasets. Next, we demonstrate our method’s performance in real
datasets and also illustrate the power of our data-dependent bounds. We run ex-
periments on large graphs from different applications and our findings are pre-
sented in Fig. 6.3. The figure compares the density achieved by the Spannogram
algorithm for rank 1, 2 and 5 to the performance of GFeige, GRavi and TPower.
The figure shows that the rank-2 and rank-5 versions of our algorithm, improve
– sometimes significantly – over the other techniques. Our novel data-dependent
upper-bound shows that our results on these data sets are provably near-optimal.
The experiments are performed for two community graphs (com-LiveJournal
and com-DBLP), a web graph (web-NotreDame), and a subset of the Facebook
graph. A larger set of experiments is included in the appendix. Note that the
largest graph in Figure 6.3 contains no more than 35 million edges; these cases fit
in the main memory of a single machine and the running times are presented in
the appendix, all performed on a standard Macbook Pro laptop using Matlab. In
summary, rank-2 took less than one second for all these graphs while prior work
methods took approximately the same time, up to a few seconds. Rank-1 was sig-
nificantly faster than all other methods in all tested graphs and took fractions of a
second. Rank-5 took up to 1000 seconds for the largest graph (LiveJournal).
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Figure 6.3: Subgraph density vs. subgraph size (k). We compare our DkS Spannogram algorithm
with the algorithms from [40] (GFeige), [84] (GRavi), and [107] (tPM). Across all subgraph sizes k,
we obtain higher subgraph densities using Spannograms of rank d= 2 or 5. We also obtain a provable
data-dependent upper bound (solid black line) on the objective. This proves that for these data sets, our
algorithm is typically within 80% from optimality, for all sizes up to k = 250, and indeed for small
subgraph sizes we find a clique which is clearly optimal. Further experiments on multiple other data
sets are shown in the appendix.
We conclude that our algorithm is an efficient option for finding dense sub-
graphs. Different rank choices give a tradeoff between accuracy and performance
while the parallel nature allows scalability when needed. Further, our theoretical






Appendix of Chapter 5
A.1 Nonnegative matrix speed-up
In this section we show that if A has nonnegative entries then we can speed
up computations by a factor of 2d−1. The main idea behind this speed-up is that
when A has only nonnegative entries, then in our intersection equations found in
Subsection B.1 we do not need to check all possible signed combinations of the d
curves. In the following we explain this point.
We first note that the Perron-Frobenius theorem [48] grants us the fact that
the optimal solution x∗ will have nonnegative entries. That is, if A has nonnega-
tive entries, then x∗ will also have nonnegative entries. This allows us to pose a






Our approximation uses the above constraint to reduce the cardinality of Sd by a













Here,the optimal solution can be again found in time O(n logn). First, we sort the
elements of v. The optimal support I the for above problem corresponds to ei-
ther the top k, or the bottom k unsigned elements of the sorted v. The fact that is
important here is that the optimal vector can only have entries of the same sign.1
The implication of the previous fact is that on our curve intersection points, we can
1If there are less than k elements of the same sign in either of the two support sets in I1, then, and
in order to satisfy the sparsity constraint, we can put weight ε > 0 on elements with the least ampli-
tude in such set and opposite sign. This will only perturb the objective by a component proportional
to ε, which can then be driven arbitrarily close to 0, while respecting the sparsity constraint.
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Figure A.1: An example of a spannogram for n= 6, d= 2. Assume that k = 1. Then,
the candidate optimal supports are S2 = {{1},{2}}, that is either the blue curve
(i = 1) is the top one, or the green curve (i = 2) becomes the top one, depending
on the different values of φ. Finding the intersection points between these two
curves is sufficient to recover these optimal supports. The idea of the elimination
is that curves with (maximum) amplitude less than the amplitude of these types of
intersection points can be safely discarded. In our example, after considering the
blue and green curves and obtaining their intersection points, we can see that all
other curves apart from the purple curve can be discarded; their amplitudes are less
than the lowest intersection point of the blue and green curves. Our elimination
step formalizes this idea.
only account for intersections of the sort [v(ϕ)]i = [v(ϕ)]j . Intersection of the form
[v(ϕ)]i = −[v(ϕ)]j are not to be considered due to the fact that the locally optimal
vector can only have one of the two signs. This means that in the intersection equa-
tions that appear in Section B.1, we only have a single sign pattern. This eliminates
exactly a factor of 2d−1 from the cardinality of the Sd set.
A.2 Feature Elimination
In this section we present our feature elimination algorithm. This step re-
duces the dimension n of the problem and this reduction in practice is empirically
shown to be significantl and allows us to run our algorithm for very large matrices
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(a) Start with the curves of high-
est amplitude. Then, find their in-
tersection points (red dots) and put
them in the set P1.



















is larger than lowest
intersect ion point
(b) Examine the curve with amplitude
that is the largest among the ones not
tested yet. If the curve has ampli-
tude less than the minimum intersection
point in P1, discard it. Also, discard all
curves with amplitude less than that. If
it has amplitude higher than the mini-
mum point in P1, then compute its in-
tersection points with the curves already
examined. For each new intersection
point check whether it has k − 1 curves
above it. If yes, add it to P1. Retest all
points in P1; if there is a point that has
more than k− 1 curves above it, discard
it from P1.




















is smalle r than lowest
intersect ion point
(c) Repeat the same steps. Check if
the amplitude of the lowest intersection
point is higher than the amplitude of the
curve next in the sorted list.

















less than this l ine
(d) Eventually this process will end by
finding a curve with amplitude less than
the intersection points in P1. It will then
discard all curves with amplitude less,
as shown in the figure above.
Figure A.2: A simple elimination example for n = 6, d = 2, and k = 1.
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A. Our elimination algorithm is combinatorial and is based on sequentially check-
ing the rows of Vd, depending on the value of their norm. This step is based again
on the spannogram framework used in our approximation algorithm for sparse
PCA. In Fig. A.1, we sketch the main idea of our elimination step.
The essentials of the elimination. First note that a locally optimal support
set Ik(V c) for a fixed c vector, corresponds to the top k elements of vc. As we
mentioned before, all elements of vc correspond to hypersurfaces |[v(ϕ)]i| that are
functions of the d− 1 spherical variables in ϕ. For a fixed ϕ ∈ Φd−1, the candidate
support set corresponds exactly to the top k (in absolute value) elements in vc =
v(ϕ), or the top k surfaces |[v(ϕ)]i| for that particular ϕ. There is a very simple
observation here: a surface |[v(ϕ)]i| belongs to the set of top k surfaces if |[v(ϕ)]i| is
below at most k − 1 other surfaces on that ϕ. If it is below k surfaces at that point
ϕ, then |[v(ϕ)]i| does not belong in the set of k top surfaces.
A second key observation is the following: the only points ϕ that we need to
check are the critical intersection points between d surfaces. For example, we could
construct a set Yk of all intersection points of all d sets of curves, such that for any
point in this set the number of curves above it is at least k − 1. In other words, Yk
defines a boundary: if a curve is above this boundary then it may become a top
k curve; if not it can never appear in a candidate set. This means that we could
test each curve against the points in Yk and discard it if its amplitude is less than
the amplitudes of all intersection points in Yk. However, the above elimination
technique implies that we would need to calculate all intersection points on the
n surfaces. Our goal is to use the above idea by serially checking one by one the
intersection points of high amplitude curves.
Elimination algorithm description. We use the above ideas, to build our
elimination algorithm. We first compute the norms of each row ‖[Vd]:,i‖2 of Vd. This
norm corresponds to the amplitude of [v(ϕ)]i. Then, we sort all n rows according to
their norms. We first start with the k+ d rows of Vd (i.e., surfaces) of highest norm





intersection points. For each intersection
point, say φ, we compute the number of |[v(ϕ)]i| surfaces above it. If there are less
than k − 1 surfaces above an intersection point, then this means that such point is
a potential intersection point where a new curve enters a local top k set. We keep
all these points in a set Pk.
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We then move to the (k + d+ 1)-st surface of highest amplitude; we test it
against the minimum amplitude point in Pk. If the amplitude of the (k + d+ 1)-st
surface is less than the minimum amplitude point in Pk, then we can safely elim-
inate this surface (i.e., this row of Vd), and all surfaces with maximum amplitude
smaller than that (i.e., all rows of Vd with norm smaller than the row of interest).






intersection points obtained by adding this new surface. We
check if some of these can be added in Pk, using the test of whether there are at
most k − 1 curves above each point. We need also re-check all previous points in
Pk, since some may no longer be eligible to be in the set; if some are not, then we
delete them from the set Pk. We then move on the next row of Vd, and continue this
process until we reach a row with norm less than the minimum amplitude of the
points in Pk.
A pseudo-code for our feature elimination algorithm can be found as Algo-
rithm 1. In Fig. A.2, we give an example of how our elimination works.
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Algorithm 7 Elimination Algorithm.
1: Input: k, p, Vd =
[√




2: Initialize Pk ← ∅
3: Sort the rows of Vd in descending order according to their norms ‖eTi Vd‖.
4: ñ← k+ d+ 1.






subsets (i1, . . . , id) from {1, . . . , ñ} do














9: if there are k− 1 elements of |vc| greater than |e1Vdc| then
10: Pk ←Pk ∪ {|e1Vdc|}
11: end if
12: if ‖Vñ+1,:‖ < min{x ∈ Pk} then
13: STOP ITERATIONS.
14: end if
15: ñ← ñ+ 1
16: Ṽ ← V1:ñ,:
17: for each element x in Pk do
18: check the elements |vc| greater than x






25: Output: Ãd = ṼdṼ Td , where Ṽd comprises of the first ñ rows of Vd of highest norm.
A.3 Approximation Guarantees
In this section, we prove the approximation guarantees for our algorithm.
Let us define two quantities, namely
OPT = max
x∈Sk
xTAx and OPTd = max
x∈Sk
xTAdx,
which correspond to the optimal values of the initial maximization under the full-
rank matrix A and its rank-d approximation Ad, respectively. Then, we establish
the following lemma.












Proof. The first technical fact that we use is that an optimizer vector xd for Ad (i.e.,
the one with the maximum performance for Ad), can achieve at least the same per-
formance forA, i.e., xTdAxd ≥ xTdAdxd. The proof is straightforward: sinceA is PSD,














i x, for any vector x and any d.
The second technical fact is that if we are given a vector xd with nonzero
support I, then calculating qd, the principal eigenvector of AI , results in a solution
for A with better performance compared to xd. To show that, we first rewrite xd as
xd = PIxd, where PI is an n× n matrix that has 1s on the diagonal elements that
multiply the nonzero support of xd and has 0s elsewhere. Then, we have





d AIqd = q
T
d Aqd.
Using the above fact for all sets I ∈ Sd, we obtain that max
I∈Sd
λ(AI) ≥ OPTd, which
proves our lower bound.
Sparse spectral ratio. A basic quantity that is important in our approxima-
tion ratio as we see in the following, is what we define as the sparse spectral ratio,
which is equal to λd+1/λ
(k)
1 . This ratio will be shown to be directly related to the
(non-sparse) spectrum of A.
Here we prove the the following lemma.
















x = xTAdx+ x
TAdcx (A.5)




i . Then, we take maximizations on both parts


















⇔OPT ≤ OPTd + max
x∈Sk
xTAdcx
(ii)⇔OPT ≤ OPTd + max
‖x‖2=1
xTAdcx
(iii)⇔OPT ≤ OPTd + λd+1, (A.6)
where (i) comes from the fact that the maximum of the sum of two quantities is
always upper bounded by the sum of their maximum possible values, (ii) is due
to the fact that we lift the `0 constraint on the optimizing vector x, and (iii) is due
to the fact that the largest eigenvalue of A−Ad is equal to λd+1. Moreover, due to
the fact that OPT ≥ OPTd, we have
OPT− λd+1 ≤ OPTd ≤ OPT. (A.7)









≤ ρd ≤ 1. (A.8)
Lower-bounding λ(k)1 . We will now give two lower-bounds on OPT.












Proof. The second bound is straightforward: if we assume the feasible solution
emax, being the column of the identity matrix which has a 1 in the same position as
the maximum diagonal element of A, then we get






The first bound for OPT will be obtained by examining the rank-1 optimal solution
on A1. Observe that







Both v1 and x have unit norm; this means that (vT1 x)
2 ≤ 1. The optimal solution
for this problem is to allocate all k nonzero elements of x on Ik(v1): the top k
absolute elements of v1. An optimal solution vector, will give a metric of (vT1 x)
2 =
‖[v1]Ik(v1)‖22. The norm of the k largest elements of v1 is then at least equal to kn










The above lemmata can be combined to establish Theorem 1.
A.4 Resolving singularities
In our algorithmic developments, we have made an assumption on the
curves studied, i.e., on the rows of the Vd matrix. This assumption was made so
that tie-breaking cases are evaded, where more than d curves intersect in a single
point in the d dimensional space Φd. Such a singularity is possible even for full-
rank matrices Vd and can produce enumerating issues in the generation of locally








Vdc = 0d−1×1. (A.13)
The above requirement can be formalized as: no system of equations of the follow-







Vdc 6= 0d×1 (A.14)
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for all c 6= 0 and all possible d+ 1 row indices i1, . . . , id+1 (where two indices cannot
be the same). We show here that the above issues can be avoided by slightly per-
turbing the matrix Vd. We will also show that this perturbation is not changing the
approximation guarantees of our scheme, guaranteed that it is sufficiently small.












 = d (A.15)


























 = Ri1 +Gi2,...,id+1
whereRi1 is a rank-1 matrix. Observe that the rank of the above matrix depends on
the ranks of both of its components and how the two subspaces interact. It should
not be hard to see that we can add a d× d random matrix ∆ = [δ1δ2 . . . δd] to the
above matrix, so that Ri1 +Gi2,...,id+1 + ∆ is full-rank with probability 1.
Let Ed be an n× d matrix with entries that are uniformly distributed and
bounded as |Ei,j | ≤ ε. Instead of working on Vd we will work on the perturbed
matrix Ṽd = Vd +Ed. Then, observe that for any matrix of the previous form Ri1 +








Conditioned on the randomness of [Ed]i1,:, the matrix Ri1 +Gi2,...,id+1 + [Ed]i1,: ⊗
1d×1 +Ei2,...,id+1 is full rank. Then due to the fact that there are d random variables
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in [Ed]i1,: and d
2 random variable inRi1 +Gi2,...,id+1 + [Ed]i1,:⊗ 1d×1 +Ei2,...,id+1 , the
latter matrix will be full-rank with probability 1 using a union bounding argument.





submatrices of Ṽd will be full rank, hence obtaining the
property that no d+ 1 curves intersect in a single point in Φd.
Now we will show that this small perturbation does not change our metric
of interest significantly. The following holds for any unit norm vector x










≥ xTVdV Td x+ 2xTVdETd x
≥ xTVdV Td x− 2‖V Td x‖ · ‖ETd x‖
≥ xTVdV Td x− 2
√
λ1 · λ1(EdETd )
and
‖(Vd +Ed)Tx‖2 ≤ ‖V Td x‖2 + 2‖Edx‖‖V Td x‖+ ‖ETd x‖2
≤ ‖V Td x‖2 + 2
√
λ1 · λ1(EdETd ) + λ1(EdETd )
≤ ‖V Td x‖2 + 3
√
λ1 · λ1(EdETd ).





λ1 · λ1(EdETd ) ≤ ‖(Vd +Ed)Tx‖2 ≤ ‖V Td x‖2 + 3
√
λ1 · λ1(EdETd ).
By the above, we can appropriately pick ε such that 3
√
λ1 · λ1(EdETd ) = o(1). An
easy way to get a bound on is via the Gershgorin circle theorem [48], which yields
λ1(EdE
T
d ) < nd · ε2. Hence, an ε < 1√λ1nd logn works for our purpose.
To summarize, in the above we show that there is an easy way to avoid
singularities in our problem. Instead of solving the original rank-d problem on Vd,
we can instead solve it on Vd + Ed, with an Ed random matrix with sufficiently
small entries. This slight perturbation only incurs an error of at most 1logn in the
objective, which asymptotically becomes zero as n increases.
A.5 Twitter data-set description




time-window January 1-August 20, 2011
unique user IDs ∼ 120k
size ∼10 million entries





Table A.1: Data-set specifications.
A.5.1 Power Laws
In this subsection we provide empirical evidence that our tested data-sets
exhibit a power law decay on their spectrum We report these observations as a
proof of concept for our approximation guarantees. Based on the spectrum of some
subsets of our data-set, we provide the exact approximation guarantees derived
using our bounds.
In Fig. A.3, we plot the best fit power law for the spectrum and degrees
with data-set parameters given on the figures. The plots that we provide are for
hour-length, day-length, and month-length analysis, and subsets of our data set
based on a specific query. We observe that for all these subsets of our data set, the
spectrum indeed follows a power-law. An interesting observation is that a very
similar power law is followed by the degrees of the terms in the data set. This
finding is compatible to the generative models and analysis of [25, 70]. The rough
overview is that eigenvalues of A can be well approximated using the diagonal
elements of A. In the same figure, we show how our approximation guarantees
that based on the spectrum of A scales with d, for the various data-sets tested. We
only plot for d up to 5, since for any larger d our algorithm becomes impractical for
moderately large small data sets.
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(a) The plots that we provide are for hour-
length, day-length, and month-length analy-
sis, and subsets of our data set based on a spe-
cific query.






















(b) Approximation Guarantees: we show
how the approximation guarantees for these
specific subsets of our data set scales with d.
Figure A.3: Power laws and approximation guarantees
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Appendix B
Appendix for Chapter 6
B.1 Proof of Lemma 4: Building the set Sd for arbitrary d-dimensional
subspaces
In our general case, we solve DBkS on





Vd = [v1 . . . vd] and Ud = [λ1 · v1 . . . λd · vd] .
Solving the problem on Ad is equivalent to answering the following combinatorial
question:
“how many different top-k supports are there in a d-dimensional subspace:
topk(c1 · v1 + . . .+ cd · vd)?”
This question was answered in [10], and in the following we will provide
the analysis for completeness. For more details please refer to [10]. Let us define d−










cosφ1 cosφ2 . . . sinφd−1
cosφ1 cosφ2 . . . cosφd−1
 .
Clearly we can express every vector in the span of Vd as a linear combination c1 ·
v1 + . . .+ cd · vd in terms of φ:
v(φ1, . . . , φd−1) = (sinφ1) · v1 + (cosφ1 sinφ2) · v2 + . . .+ (cosφ1 cosφ2 . . . cosφd−1) · vd.
(B.1)
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For notation simplicity let us define a vector that contains all d− 1 auxiliary phase
variables
ϕ = [φ1, . . . , φd−1].
We can use the above derivations to rewrite the set Sd that contains all top k coor-
dinates in the span of Vd as:
Sd = {topk(c1 · v1 + . . .+ cd · vd) : c1, . . . , cd ∈ R}
= {topk(±(v(ϕ)) : ϕ ∈ Φd−1}
= {topk(±((sinφ1) · v1 + ·v2 + . . .+ (cosφ1 cosφ2 . . . cosφd−1) · vd),ϕ ∈ Φd−1}.
Observe again that each element of v(ϕ) is a continuous spectral curve in the d− 1
auxiliary variables:
[v(ϕ)]i = (sinφ1) · [v1]i + (cosφ1 sinφ2) · [v2]i + . . .+ (cosφ1 cosφ2 . . . cosφd−1) · [vd]i.
Consequently, the top/bottom-k supports of v(ϕ) (i.e., topk(±v(ϕ))) are themselves
a function of the d− 1 variables in ϕ. How can we find all possible supports?
Remark 14. In our general problem we wish to find all top and bottom k coordinates that
appear in a d-dimensional subspace. In the following discussion, for simplicity we handle
the top k coordinates problem. Finding the bottom k trivially follows, by just checking the
smallest k coordinates of each vector c1 · v1 + . . . + cd · vd that we construct using our
algorithm.
B.1.1 Ranking regions for a single coordinate [v(ϕ)]i
We now show that for each single coordinate [v(ϕ)]i, we can partition Φd−1
in regions, wherein the ith coordinate [v(ϕ)]i retains the same ranking relative to
the other n− 1 coordinates in the vector v(ϕ).
Let us first consider for simplicity [v(ϕ)]1. We aim to find all values of ϕ
where [v(ϕ)]1 is in one of the the k largest coordinates of v(ϕ). We observe that this






Each of the above boundary tests defines a bounding curve that partitions the Φd−1
domain. We refer to this bounding curve as B1,j(ϕ) : Φd−1 7→ Φd−2. A B1,j(ϕ) curve
partitions Φ and defines two regions of ϕ angles:
R1>j = {ϕ ∈ Φd−1 : [v(ϕ)]1 > [v(ϕ)]j} andR1≤j = {ϕ ∈ Φd−1 : [v(ϕ)]1 ≤ [v(ϕ)]j}
(B.2)
such thatR1>j ∪R1≤j = Φd−1.
Observe that these n− 1 curves B1,1(ϕ), . . . ,B1,n(ϕ) partition Φ in disjoint




Within each cell C1i , the first coordinate [v(ϕ)]1 retains a fixed ranking relative to the
rest of the elements in v(ϕ), e.g., for a specific cell it might be the largest element,
and in another cell it might be the 10th smallest, etc. This happens because for all
values of ϕ in a single cell, the respective ordering [v(ϕ)]1 ≷ [v(ϕ)]2, . . . , [v(ϕ)]1 ≷
[v(ϕ)]n remains the same.
If we have access to a single point, say ϕ0, that belongs to a specific cell, say
C1j , then we can calculate [v(ϕ0)] and find the ranking of the first coordinate [v(ϕ)]1,
that remains invariant for all ϕ ∈ C1j . Hence, if we visit all these cells, then we can
find all possible rankings that the first coordinate [v(ϕ)]1 takes in the d-dimensional
span of v1, . . . ,vd. In the following subsections, we show that the number of these






Observe that each bounding curve B1,i(ϕ) has a one-to-one correspondence
to an equation [v(ϕ)]1 = [v(ϕ)]j , which is linear in c:
[v(ϕ)]1 = [v(ϕ)]j ⇒ eT1 Vdc− eTi Vdc = 0⇒ (e1 − ej)TVdc = 0. (B.3)
Due to their linear characterization with respect to c, it is easy to see that each






(e1 − ei1)TVdc = 0
(e1 − ei2)TVdc = 0
...








1as a matter of fact, due to the sign ambiguity of the solution, this corresponds to two intersection
points. However, the following discussion omits this technical detail for simplicity.
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Let us denote the solution of the above linear inverse problem as c1,i1,...,id−1 . We
refer to c1,i1,...,id−1 as an intersection vector. For each intersection vector c1,i1,...,id−1 ,
we can compute its polar expression and solve for the angles ϕ that generate it.
These d− 1 input angles correspond exactly to the intersection point of d− 1 curves
specified by the above d− 1 equations. We denote these d− 1 angles that generate
c1,i1,...,id−1 , as ϕ1,i1,...,id−1 which we refer to as the intersection point of the d − 1
curves B1,i1(ϕ), . . . ,B1,id−1(ϕ).
Since, the ϕ1,i1,...,id−1 intersection points are defined for every d− 1 curves,





. In the following subsections, we
show how we can visit all cells by just examining these intersection points.
We proceed to show that if we visit the adjacent cells of the intersection
points defined for all coordinates, then we can find all top-k supports in the span
of Vd.
B.1.2 Visiting all cells = finding all top k supports
Our goal is to find all top-k supports that can appear in the span of Vd. To
do so, it is sufficient to visit the cells where [v(ϕ)]1 is the k-th largest coordinate,
then the cells where [v(ϕ)]2 is the k-largest, and so on. Within such cells, one co-
ordinate (say [v(ϕ)]i) remains always the k-th largest, while the identities of the
bottom n− k coordinates remain the same. This means that in such a cell, we have
that
[v(ϕ)]i ≥ [v(ϕ)]j1 , . . . , [v(ϕ)]i ≥ [v(ϕ)]jn−k
for allϕ in that cell and some scecific n−k other coordinates indexed by j1, . . . , jn−k.
Hence, although the sorting of the top k− 1 elements might change in that cell (i.e.,
the first might become the second largest, and vice versa), the coordinates that par-
ticipate in the top k − 1 support will be the same, while at the same time the k-th
largest will be [v(ϕ)]i.
Hence, for each coordinate [v(ϕ)]i, we need to visit the cells wherein it is
the k-th largest. We do this by examining all cells wherein [v(ϕ)]i retains a fixed






intersection points of Bi,j(ϕ) curves as defined earlier. Since we know that
each cell is adjacent to at least 1 intersection point, then at each of these points we
visit all adjacent cells. For each cell that we visit, we compute the support of the
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largest k coordinates of a vector v(ϕ0) with a ϕ0 that lies in that cell. We include
this top k index set in Sd and carry the same procedure for all cells. Since we visit
all coordinates and all their adjacent cells, this means that we visit all cells Cij . This
means that this procedure will construct all possible supports in
Sd = {topk(c1 · v1 + . . .+ cd · vd) : c1, . . . , cd ∈ R}
B.1.3 Constructing the set Sd
To visit all possible cells Cij , we now have to check the intersection points,
which are obtained by solving the system of d− 1 equations
[v(ϕ)]i1 = [v(ϕ)]i2 = . . . = [v(ϕ)]id
⇔[v(ϕ)]i1 = [v(ϕ)]i2 , . . . , [v(ϕ)]i1 = [v(ϕ)]id . (B.4)






Vdc = 0(d−1)×1 (B.5)
where the solution is the nullspace of the matrix, which has dimension 1.
To explore all possible candidate vectors, we need to visit all cells. To do so,





solution intersection vectors ci1,...,id . On each intersec-
tion vector we need to compute the locally optimal support set
topk (Vdci1,...,id) .
Then observe that the coordinates i1, . . . , id of Vdci1,...,id have the same value, since
they all satisfy equation (B.5). Let us assume that t of them appear in the set
topk (Vdci1,...,id). The, finding the top k supports of all neighboring cell is equiv-






sible t-subsets of the i1, . . . , id coordinates with respect to Vdci1,...,id , while keep-
ing the rest of the elements in Vdci1,...,id in their original ranking, as computed in





) local sortings, i.e., top k supports.
All these sortings will eventually be the elements of the Sd set. The number of all








) = O(nd) and the total computa-




, since for each point we compute the top-k support in
linear time O(n).
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For completeness the algorithm of the spannogram framework that gener-
ates Sd is given below.
Algorithm 8 Spannogram Algorithm for Sd.
1: Sd = ∅
2: for all (i1, . . . , id) ∈ {1, . . . , n}d and s ∈ {−1,1} do




4: v = VTd c
5: S = top
k
(v)






subsets J of (i1, . . . , id) do
8: Sd = Sd
⋃




B.2 Proof of Lemma 1: Going from DkS to DBkS and back
In this subsection we show how a ρ-approximation algorithm for DBkS for
arbitrary matrices, implies a 2ρ-approximation for DkS. Our proof goes through a
randomized sampling argument.
Algorithm 9 randombipartite(G)
1: L = ∅,R = ∅
2: draw n fair coins, and assign each of them to the n vertice of the graph.
3: L = the set of vertices that corresponds to heads
4: R = {1, . . . , n}\L
5: GB = G
6: delete all edges in GB(L) and GB(R)
7: Output: GB
B.2.1 Proof of Lemma 1: Randomized Reduction
Let us denote by G(S) the subgraph in G induced by a vertex set S . Let the








where n1 + n2 = n. In the following, we refer to B as the bi-adjacency matrix of the
bipartite graph GB. Moreover, we denote as L andR the two disjoint vertex sets of
a bipartite graph.
Before we proceed let us state a simple property on the quadratic form of
bipartite graphs.





be the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph.
Then, for any subset of vertices S , we have that S = Sl ∪ Sr, with Sl = S ∩ L and Sr =
S ∩R. Moreover,
1TSAB1S = 2 · 1TSlB1Sr .
Proof. It is easy to see that Sl and Sr are the vertex subsets of S that correspond to
either the left or right nodes of the bipartite graph. Since the two sets are disjoint,
we have
1S = 1Sl + 1Sr .
Then, the quadratic forms on AB can be equivalently rewritten as bilinear forms on
B:






(1Sl + 1Sr ) = 1SrB
T 1Sl + 1SlB1Sr = 2 · 1TSlB1Sr .
Due to the above, we consider the following bilinear optimization problem





where the constraint k1 + k2 = k forces the left and right vertices to induce a k-
subgraph. Due to Proposition 2, the two vertex sets are disjoint, i.e., XB ∩ YB = ∅,
since the columns and rows of B index two disjoint vertex sets L and R, respec-
tively.
Let SB = XB ∪ YB be the k vertices in the union of XB and YB. Then, we
will relate the density of SB on the original graph G to the bipartite we obtain from
randombipartite(G).
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Proof. The result follows immediately by the nonnegativity of the entries in A, and
the fact that AB contains a subset of the entries of A. The last equality follows from
Proposition 2.
We will now show that den(SB) is at least opt/2, in expectation. We will
use this fact to show that, if we solve DBkS on lognδ graphs independently created
using randombipartite(G), and by keeping the best solution among them, then the
extracted k-subgraph has with high probability density opt/(2 + δ).
Proposition 4. Let GB be the output of randombipartite(G). Then, there exists in GB, a
k-subgraph that contains k·opt2 edges, in expectation.
Proof. First observe that we can represent the edges of GB as random variablesXi,j .
If (i, j) is not an edge in G, then Xi,j will be 0 with probability 1. If however (i, j)
is an edge in G, then Xi,j is 1, i.e., appears in GB, with the same probability that
one of its vertices lands in L, while the second is in R. It is easy to find that this
probability is Pr{Xi,j = 1} = 1/2. Hence,
Xi,j =
{
0, if (i, j) not an edge in G,
Z, if (i, j)is an edge in G, (B.7)
where Z is a Bernoulli(1/2) random variable.
Now let S∗ denote the vertex set of the densest k-subgraph on the original




Ai,j = k · opt.
Let AB denote the adjacency matrix of the bipartite graph GB. Then, we have that


























We will now show that if we run randombipartite(G) a total number of
3 logn · log logn times, then with high probability, at least one GB will contain a k-
subgraph with density at least 0.5 · opt. This will imply that the densest k subgraph
of GB will have density at least 0.5 · opt.
Algorithm 10 DkS 2 approx(G, δ)
1: for i = 1 : lognδ do
2: GBi = randombipartite(G)
3: Bi = biadjacency of GBi
4: {X i,Y i} = arg max|X |=k1,|Y|=k2,k1+k2=k 1TXBi1Y
5: end for
6: {XB,YB} = arg maxi 1TX i∪YiA1X i∪Yi
7: Output: SB = XB ∪YB





Proof. In this proof we will use the reverse Markov Inequality which states that for
any random variable X , such that X ≤m, then, for any a ≤ E{X}, we have
Pr{X ≤ a} ≤ m−E{X}
m− a .





Due to Proposition 4, we have that E{X} = 0.5 · k · opt. Hence, set m = k · opt and





X ≤ k · opt
2
− δ · k · opt
2
}
≤ k · opt− k · opt/2













· k · opt,
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which yields l = lognlog(1+δ) . Since δ ∈ (0,1), we have that a number of
logn
δ













Proposition 5 establishes Lemma 2. What we show in our approximation




where λd+1 is the d+ 1 absolutely largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A.
B.3 Proof of Theorem 1
B.3.1 Low-rank DBkS on bipartite graphs and rectangular matrices
The first important technical proposition that we show, is that we can solve
DBkS for any constant rank rectangular matrix B of dimensions n1 × n2.





be its singular value decomposition, where vi and ui is the left and right singular vectors
corresponding to the ith largest singular value σi(B). Then, we can solve the following
problem
{Xd,Yd} = arg max
|X |=k1,|Y|=k2
1TXBd1Y .
in time O(min{n1, n2}d+1).
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Proof. For simplicity we assume that the left singular vectors are scaled by their
singular values, hence
Bd = v1uT1 + . . .+ vdu
T
d .
Let us without loss of generality assume that n1 ≤ n2.















v1 · (uT1 1Y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1











where vY = v1 · c1 + . . .+ vd · cd is an n1-dimensional vector generated by the d-
dimensional subspace spanned by v1, . . . ,vd.
We will now make a key observation: for every fixed vector vY , the index
set X that maximizes 1TXvY can be easily computed. It is not hard to see that for





corresponds to either the set of k1 largest or k1 smallest signed coordinates of vY .
That is, the locally optimal sets are either topk1(vY) or topk1(−vY).
We now wish to find all possible locally optimal setsX . If we could possibly
check all vectors vY , then we could find all locally optimal index sets topk1(±vY).
Let us denote as Sd the set of all k1-sized sets X that are the optimal so-
lutions of the inner maximization of in the above, for any vector v in the span of
v1, . . . ,vd
Sd = {topk1(±[v1 · c1 + . . .+ vd · cd]) : c1, . . . , cd ∈ R}.
Clearly, this set contains all possible locally optimal X sets of the form topk1(vY).






The above problem can now be solved in the following way: for every set X ∈ Sd
find the locally optimal set Y that maximizes 1TXBd1Y . Again, this will either be
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topk2(−Bd1X ) or topk2(Bd1X ). Then, we simply need to test all such X ,Y pairs on
Bd and keep the optimizer.
Due to the above, the problem of solving DBkS on the rectangular matrix Bd
is equivalent to constructing the set of k1-supports Sd, and then finding the optimal
solution in that set. How large can Sd be and can we construct it in polynomial
time? As we showed in the first section of this appendix, this problem is equivalent





) and can be constructed in time
O(nd+11 ).
Observe that in the above we could have equivalently solved the problem
by finding all the top k2 sets in the span of u1, . . . ,ud, say that they belong in set
S ′d. Then, we could solve the problem by finding for each k2 sized set Y ∈ S ′d the
optimal k1 sized setX . Both approaches are the same, and the one with the smallest
dimension is selected to reduce the computational complexity.
The algorithm that solves the problem for rectangular matrices is given be-
low.
Algorithm 11 low-rank approximations for DBkS
1: lowrankDBkS(k1, k2, d, B)
2: [Vd,Σd,Ud] = SVD(B, d)
3: Sd = Spannogram(k1,Vd)
4: {Xd,Yd} = arg max|Y|=k2 maxX∈Sd 1TXVdΣdUTd 1Y
5: Output: {Xd,Yd}
1: Spannogram(k1, Vd)
2: Sd = {topk(v) : v ∈ span(v1, . . . ,vd)}
3: Output: Sd.
B.3.2 Bipartite graphs part of Theorem 1
In our following derivations, for both cases of a rectangular and square
symmetric matrices, we consider the same notation of the output solution and out-
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put density for simplicity:


















Moreover, as a reminder the optimal solutions and densities for the problems of
interest (DkS, DBkS on A, and DBkS on B) are
S∗ = arg max
|S|=k




















We continue with bounding the distance between the optimal solution for
DBkS and rank-d optimal solution pair {Xd,Yd}. We have the following result,
which is essentially Lemma 2 of our main paper.
Proposition 7. For any matrix A, we have
optBd ≥ optB − 2 · |λd+1|. (B.10)
Moreover, for any rectangular matrix B, we have
optBd ≥ optB − 2 · σd+1. (B.11)
Proof. Let X∗,Y∗ be the optimal solution of DBkS on A and let Xd,Yd be the optimal






















where the first inequality comes due to Cauchy-Schwarz and the second due to the
fact that the norm of the indicator vector is k and the operator norm of A−Ad is
equal to the d+ 1 largest eigenvalue of A.
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where the first inequality comes due to the fact that 1TXdAd1Yd ≥ 1
T
X∗Ad1Y∗ and the
second and third are similar to the previous bound. We can now combine the above
two bound to obtain:
optBd ≥ optB − 2 · |λd+1|. (B.14)
In the exact same way, we can obtain the result for rectangular matrices.
The above proposition, combined with Proposition 2 give us the bipartite
part of Theorem 1, where optB = opt, that is
optBd ≥ optB − 2 · |λd+1| = opt− 2 · |λd+1|.
B.3.3 Graphs with their first d eigenvalues positive part of Theorem 1
To establish the part about graphs with the d largest eigenvalues being pos-
itive, we use the following result.











Proof. This is easy to see by the fact that for any two sets X ,Y we have
max
|S|=k
1TXAd1Y ≤ max|X |=k,|Y|=k 1
T




























where the second inequality comes due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.




d ≥ opt− 2|λd+1(A)|
when Ad is positive semidefinite.
B.3.4 Arbitrary graphs part of Theorem 1
In the next proposition, we show how to translate a low-rank approxima-
tion of A after we used the random sampling of randombipartite(G). We need this
result to to establish the general result of Theorem 1, by connecting the previous
spectral bound, with the 2 loss in approximation between DBkS and DkS.
Proposition 9. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph. Moreover, let the matrices P1 and
P2 be such that B = P1AP2 is the bi-adjecency created by each loop of randombipartite(G),
where P1 is an n1 × n matrix indexing the left vertices of the graph, and P2 is an n× n2
sampling matrix that indexes the right vertices of the sub-sampled graph. Then,
optBd ≥ optB − 2|λd+1(A)|,
where optB is the maximum density on B = P1AP2.
Proof. Let without loss of generality assume that B will be the bipartite subgraph







Then there are two sampling matrices that pick the corresponding columns and
rows





Then, instead of working on the matrix that is the rank-d best fit for B, we work on
Bd = P1AdP2.
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where the last step comes due to the fact that P1,P2 their singular values are 1. We





where optB is the density of the densest k-subgraph on the graph with bi-adjacency
matrix P1AP2. and combine the above to establish the result.
We can now use our random sampling Proposition 5 and combine that with
Propositions 9, and 7, to establish Theorem 1 for arbitrary graphs.
B.4 Proof of Theorem 2: graphs with highly dense k-subgraphs
We now establish the following a priori spectral bound that holds for any
graph.






where m is the number of edges in G.
Proof. Observe that












Ai,j = 2 ·m, .
where the second to last equality comes due to the fact that A2i,j can only be 1 or
0.
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We use this bound and Theorem 1, to obtain a the following result, which is a
restatement of Theorem 2.
Proposition 10. If the densest-k-subgraph contains a constant fraction of all the edges,
and k = Θ(
√
E), then we can approximate DkS within a factor of 2 + ε, in time nO(1/ε2).
If additionally the graph is bipartite, then we can approximate DkS within a factor of 1 + ε.






· opt− 2 · |λd+1|.
Since, we assumed that the densest k-subgraph contains a constrant fraction of
the edges, this means that k · opt = c1 ·m for some constant c > 0. Moreover, we
assumed that k = c2 ·
√
m, for some constant c2 > 0. Hence,
c2 ·
√


































Hence, if we want
√
2
d · c2c1 =
δ












δ = ε2 establishes the result. In a similar way, we obtain the 1 + ε approximation for
bipartite graphs, by using the second bound of Theorem 1.
B.5 Proof of Lemma 3: Data Dependent Bounds
Proof. Let X∗,Y∗ be the optimal solution of DBkS on A and let Let Xd,Yd be the










































The last bound is simply due to the spectral bound on the bilinear form
1TXA1Y
k
≤ ‖1X ‖2 · ‖A1Y‖2
k
≤ λ1.
B.6 Proof of Theorem 3: Nearly-linear Time Algorithm
When the matrix Ad has mixed signs of eigenvalues, then we have to go
through the route of DBkS. However, when Ad has only positive eigenvalues, then






This is the DkS low-rank problem, that now can be solved by our algorithm. We
show that when this spectral scenario holds, we can speed up computations tremen-
dously, by the use of a simple randomization.
Let us first remind the fact that DBkS and DkS are equivalent for positive
semidefinite matrices. We will show here how max|S|=k 1TSAd1S can be approxi-
mately in time nearly-linear in n, by only introducing a small relative approxima-
tion error. Our approximation will use ε-nets.
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Definition 8. (ε-net) Let Sd = {c ∈ Rd : ‖c‖2 = 1} be the surface of the d-dimensional
sphere. An ε-net of Sd is a finite set N dε ⊂ Sd such that
∀c ∈ Sd ∃ ĉ ∈ N dε : ‖c− ĉ‖2 ≤ ε.
We now show that we can solve our optimization, via the use of ε-nets,
which we construct in the next subsection.
Proposition 11. Let N dε be an ε-net of Sd. Then,














Proof. Let c be a d × 1 unit length vector, i.e., ‖c‖2 = 1. Then, by the Cauchy-




2 ≤ ‖Λ1/2d VTd 1S‖22.


















We can now obtain the upper bound of the proposition, sinceN dε ⊆ Sd. Now for the











TVTd 1Sd = (ĉ + r)
TVTd 1Sd
(α)






where (α) is due to the triangle inequality, then the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,













which concludes the proof.
The importance of the above proposition lies in the fact that for a fixed c we







Observe that the above optimization is the same problem that we had to solve for a
fixed Y in Section 3. This inner product is maximized when S picks the largest, or
smallest k elements of the n-dimensional vector cTVTd . The complexity to do that
is linear O(n) [26].
It is now obvious that the number of elements, and the complexity to con-
struct N dε is important. In the next subsection, we show how to build such a net,
using similar random coding arguments to [105]. Let N dε be a set of vectors drawn
uniformly on the sphere (the cardinality is determined in the next subsection and
will be O( 1
εd
· log( 1ε·δ )). Our algorithm operates as follows: First we draw a set of











This can be done in time O(|N dε | · n). Then, among all these solutions, with proba-
bility 1− δ, the best solution satisfies the bound of the proposition. The randomized
algorithm is given below for completeness.
Algorithm 12 Randomized Spannogram
1: Spannogram approx(k, Vd,Λd)
2: Sd = ∅
3: for i = 1 : |N dε | do
4: v = (Λ1/2d ·Vd)T · randn(d,1)
5: Sd = Sd ∪ topk(v)∪ topk(−v)
6: end for
7: Output: arg maxS∈Sd
∥∥∥Λ1/2d VTd 1S∥∥∥.
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Computing Ad in the first step of the algorithm, can also be done in nearly
linear-time in the size of the input A. There is extensive literature on approximating
Ad by a rank-d matrix Âd such that ‖Ad − Âd‖2 ≤ δ, in time proportional to the
nonzero entries of A times a logarithmic term, as long as |λd/λd+1| is at least a
constant [43, 45, 86].
B.6.1 A simple ε-net construction via random coding principles
We construct an ε-net of the d-dimensional sphere by randomly and inde-
pendently drawing a sufficient number of uniformly distributed points. This con-
struction is essentially studied by Wyner [105] in the asymptotic d → ∞ regime,
under a different question: how many random spherical caps are needed to cover
a sphere?
The idea behind our construction is simple, and uses to ingredients. First,
by a lemma of [101] (p.8, Lemma 5.2) we know that there exist an ε-net on the
d-dimensional sphere of size at most







Then, we use an elementary balls-and-bin arguments to find the number of vec-
tors that we need to draw at random, so that each point of the net N dε , is ε-close
to at least one of the vectors that we drew. This set of random vectors will then




c ∈ Sd : ‖c− c0‖ ≤ ε
}
,
be a spherical cap of Sd centered at c0, that includes all vectors within distance ε
from c0. Let us now define a set of mε,d spherical caps for each point c0 of the set









Now, consider an arbitrary point ĉ0 in some spherical cap Cd(c0, ε). By the
triangle inequality, any other point c in Cd(c0, ε), satisfies
‖c− ĉ0‖ ≤ ‖c− c0‖+ ‖c0 − ĉ0‖ ≤ 2ε.
The above implies that if we construct a set that contains at least one point from
each of the mε,d caps centered on the vectors of N dε , then this set of points forms a
2ε-net. In the following, we do this by randomly drawing a sufficient number of
vectors on the sphere.
Let us draw random points uniformly distributed over Sd, by normalizing
randomly generated Gaussian vectors distributed according to N(0, Id). A random
point falls in one particular cap with probability at least 1mε,d . This is true, since
mε,d spherical caps suffice to cover the surface of the sphere. The probability that





{cap i is empty after m vector draws}
 ≤ |N dε | ·
(
1− 1|N dε |
)m
. (B.23)
If we wish the probability of this “bad event” to be δ, then we get that the number
of m vectors that we need to throw has to satisfy
|N dε | ·
(
1− 1|N dε |
)m
≤ δ⇒ log(|N dε |) +m · log
(
1− 1|N dε |
)
≤ log(δ)





1− 1|N dε |
) = log(|N dε |/δ)
− log
(
1− 1|N dε |


















Hence, we get the following lemma.
























vectors on the d-dimensional sphere. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ, this set is a
2 · ε-net of the sphere.
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B.7 Vertex Sparsification via Simple Leverage Score Sampling
Our algorithm comes together with a vertex elimination step: after we
compute the low-rank approximation matrix Ad, we discard rows and columns
of Ad, i.e., vertices, depending on their weighted leverage scores. Leverage score sam-
pling has been extensively studied in the literature, for many different applications,
where it can provably provide small error bounds, while keeping a small number
of features from the original matrix [16, 68].
As we see in the following, this pre-processing step comes with an error
guarantee. We show that by throwing away vertices with small leverage scores,
can only introduce a provably small error.







the weighted leverage score of a vertex i. Then, our elimination step is simple. Let
Âd be a subset of Ad, where we have eliminated all vertices with `i ≤ η3k`1 . Let






We can now guarantee the following upper bound on the error introduced
by the elimination.
Proposition 12. Let Âd be created as above,
Âd = PHAdPH.













for all subsets of k vertices X ,Y .
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Proof. Let for brevity θ be a user tuned threshold. Moreover, let PH be a diagonal
matrix of 1s and 0s, with a 1 on (i, i) indices such that `i > θ, and let PL be a diagonal
matrix of 1s and 0s, with a 1 on (i, i) indices such that `i ≤ θ. Clearly,
PH + PL = In×n.
Then, we can rewrite Ad as:
Ad = (PH + PL)Ad(PH + PL) = PHAdPH + PLAdPL + PHAdPL + PLAdPH.
Then, we have the following
|1TX (Ad − Âd)1Y | = |1TX (PLAdPL + PHAdPL + PLAdPH)1Y |
≤ |1TXPLAdPL1Y |+ |1TXPHAdPL1Y |+ |1TXPLAdPH1Y | (B.25)
Observe that for the first error term we have





















k · θ ·
√
k · θ = k · θ2.
(B.26)
where the second and third inequalities come due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity. In the above S denotes the diagonal matrix that contains the signs of the eigen-
values. Clearly, its operator norm is 1. Hence, the last inequality in the above is due
to the fact that 1X ,1Y have k entries with 1, and each picks the rows of VdΛ
1/2
d with
the highest leverage score. Then, due to the triangle inequality on the k-largest row
norms (i.e., leverage scores) of VdΛ
1/2
d we get the final result.
Similarly, we can bound the remaining two error terms






















k · θ ·
√
k · `1 = k · θ · `1. (B.27)
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Since, θ ≤ `1, we conclude that the above error can be bounded as
|1TX (Ad − Âd)1Y |
k
≤ 3 · k · θ · `1 = η.
Hence, we obtain the proposition.
B.8 NP-hardness of DkS on rank-1 matrices
In this section, we establish the hardness of the quadratic formulation of
DkS, even for rank-1 matrices. Interestingly the problem is not hard when we relax
it to its bilinear form as we showed in our main result. The claim follows.
Lemma 19. DkS is NP-hard for rank-1 matrices A with one negative eigenvalue.
Proof. Observe that a rank-1 matrix with 1 negative eigenvalue can be written as
A = −vv























An algorithm that can solve the above problem, can be used to solve SUBSETSUM.
In SUBSETSUM we are given a set of integers and we wish to decide whether there
exists a non-empty subset of these integers that sums to zero. In the following




all values of k. If for some value of k the sum in the optimizaton is zero, then we
decide YES as the output for the SUBSETSUM. Hence, solving max|S|=k 1TSA1S is
NP-hard even for rank-1 matrices, in the general case.
B.9 Additional Experiments
In Fig. B.1, we show additional experiment on 9 more large-graphs. The
description of the graphs can be found in Table B.1. Moreover, in Fig. B.2. The
description of the experiments can be found in the figure captions.
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Algorithm 13 SubsetSum via rank-1 DkS
1: Input: v = [v1, . . . , vn]
2: for i = 1 : k do










Table B.1: Datasets used in our experiments
DATA SET NODESEDGESDESCRIPTION
com-DBLP(snap.stanford.edu) 317K 1M DBLP COLLABORATION NETWORK
COM-LIVEJOURNAL (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 3.9M 34.6MSOCIAL NETWORK
WEB-NOTREDAME (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 325K 1.4M WEB GRAPH
EGO-FACEBOOK (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 4K 88K SOCIAL NETWORK
CA-ASTROPH (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 18K 396K COLLABORATION NETWORK
CA-HEPPH (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 12K 237K COLLABORATION NETWORK
CA-CONDMAT (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 23K 186K COLLABORATION NETWORK
CA-GRQC (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 5K 28K COLLABORATION NETWORK
CA-HEPTH (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 9K 51K COLLABORATION NETWORK
LOC-BRIGHTKITE (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 58K 214K SOCIAL NETWORK
ROADNET-CA (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 1.9M 5.5M ROAD NETWORK
EMAIL-ENRON (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 36K 367K EMAIL COMMUNICATION NETWORK
COM-ORKUT (SNAP.STANFORD.EDU) 3M 117M SOCIAL NETWORK
FLICKR (KONECT.UNI-KOBLENZ.DE) 105K 2.3M COMMON METADATA NETWORK
FBMEDIUM (KONECT.UNI-KOBLENZ.DE) 63K 817K SOCIAL NETWORK
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Figure B.1: Subgraph density vs. subgraph size (k). We show the comparison
of densest subgraph algorithms on several additional datasets: Academic collab-
oration graphs from Arxiv (ca-HepTh, ca-HepPh, ca-GrQc, Ca-Astro), Geographic
location-based networks (roadNet, loc-Brightkite), The Enron email communica-
tion graph (email-Enron) and a facebook subgraph (facebook-wosn). The number
of vertices and edges are shown in each plot. As can be seen, in almost all cases
rank-2 and rank-5 spannograms match or outperform previous algorithms. One
notable exception is the ca-GrQc where, for subgraphs of size above k = 400 or
above, T-power performs better. Another observation is that the spannogram ben-
efits are often more significant for smaller subgraph sizes. It can also be seen that
the tightness of our data-dependent bound (solid black line) varies for different
data sets and subgraph sizes.
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Figure B.2: Running times on a MacBook Pro 10.2, with Intel Core i5 @ 2.5 GHz
(2 cores), 256 KB L2 Cache per core, 3 MB L3 Cache, and 8 GB RAM. Experiments
were run on MATLAB R2011b (7.13.0.564). As can be seen, Rank-1 is significantly
faster than all other algorithms for all tested cases. Rank-2 is comparable to prior
work, having running times of a few seconds. Rank-5 was the highest accuracy
setting we tested. It can take several minutes on large graphs and seems useful
only when high accuracy is desired or other methods are far from the upper bound.
The approximation error in the ε-net was set to 0.1.
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